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CLARIPIGATIOII OF MILK FOR 
AMSRIGAH CEgP^im CHS5SE 
IIITEODUCTIOH 
The present yearly production of Cheddar 
cheese in the v^orld is approximately 660,000,000 pounds. 
On the "oasis of ten and a half potmds of milk for a 
pound of cheese, the asiount of millr used is, therefore, 
6,633,000,000 pounds» The yearly production of Cheddar 
cheese in the United States is about 300,000,000 
pounds, viThich is 45 percent of the •s?orld^s production, 
and 3,150,.000,000 pounds of millc are required for this 
amount. Assuming the average vmolesale price of cheese 
as 22 cents a pound, the yearly value of the Cheddar 
cheese made in this country is S-66,000,000. 
The activity of certain microorganisms is 
essential for the ripening of cheddar cheese, and 
accordingl:/ conditions of manufacturing and curing 
favorable for their introduction and growth must "be 
provided. These organisms should be present in the milk 
at the beginning of the manufacturing process- since 
in their absence at this stage certain undesirable types 
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of bacteria, which may already be present, will probably 
develop and cause objectionable conditions^ Abnormal 
odors and flavors are among the common defects in 
cheese due to microorganisms, "vyhile a pasty body and a 
mealy texture may also be caused by them. 
Starters containing bacteria desirable for 
the ripening of cheese of the cheddar type have been 
used for many years in an attempt to control the 
fermentations occurring. Oftentimes, however, a 
starter may not have tZie desirable effect because of 
the activity of undesirable organisms that are already 
present in the milk and which find the conditions 
provided favorable for- their growth. 
Pasteurization of milk is being used success­
fully in some foreign countries in the control of the 
fermentations brought about by bacteria in cheese. At 
present, pasteurization is being introduced in the 
United States, but raw milk is used for most of the 
cheese that is made. 
The blending and processing of cheese has 
been used success in this country during recent 
years in the production of a more uniform and more 
easily marketable cheese. 
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STATSeENT OP THS PROBLEM 
The magnitnde of the industry vfarTants the 
introduction of improved methods of manufacture, and 
it ?.-as for the pur-pose of determining the effect of 
clarification on the quality of Cheddar cheese that 
the wrk reported herein was undertaken. 
The studies «ere divided into tT??o parts. 
The first deals T/ith the effect of clarification on the 
numbers and types of bacteria present in sdlk- and was 
carried out ifrith the idea of determining whether or 
not the effect of clarification on the bacteria in lailk 
is such as to suggest an. influence on the quality of 
cheese obtsined from the milk. The second involves the 
making and study of cheese from tmclarified and clarified 
milk from the same lot. 
Ihe ^ ork has been conducted for several years. 
Part of the cheese «as made in Utah and part of it in 
lovi/a.. It has, therefore, been possible to study the 
effect of clarification under different conditions. 
PART I 
The Effect of Clarification on the 
Bacteria in ?gilk 
Since the numbers and types of b??cteria 
present in milk may show considerable variation, an 
extended study of the effect of clarification on tlie 
flora of milk was undertaken. The investigation in­
volved determinations of the effect of clarification 
on the numbers and types of bacteria in milk using a 
normal and a tenth-normal rate of inflow; these -^rere 
intended to show whether or not the clarifier had a 
selective action on the organisms. A study of the types 
of bacteria in clarifier slime and in the sediment 
obtained from milk -syhicii had been centrifuged in tubes 
•sras also included. Because of their use in cheese 
factories in determining the quality of milk, the 
methylene blue reduction test and the fermentation test 
'jyere compared with the plate count from the standpoint 
of showing the changes caused by clarification. A study 
•was made of the size and specific gravity of the 
organisms which seemed to be eliminated by the clarifier 
and an attempt made to classify them. 
Historical 
Attempts to remove the foreign material which 
gains entrance to the milk during its production and 
handling are made by means of various mechanical devices. 
The producer usually employs the more simple of these 
such as '.'/ire screens or cotton cloths, while in the milk 
plants the more efficient forms such as filters and 
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centrifugal clarifiers are used. Creeia separators with 
the outlets so arranged tliat the cream and skim milk 
K-ere mised trere first used for cleaning loilk, T/hile 
later specially constructed machines, such as elarifiers^ 
were developed. The sliae which is removed from 221 Ik 
hy aeans of centrifugal force has been investigated a 
great deal r/itb the object of determining the effect of 
the centrifugal force in a separator or clarifier on 
the numbers and types of bacteria present in the mill'. 
Doane (8), in discussing the economical 
methods for improving the Iceeping qualities of milk, 
states that it is doubtful who first used the sep-;rator 
for purifying mi 11c, but that it is natural it should be 
used for- this purpose since anyone ^?ho has washed a 
sepe.rator has noticed the layer of riatter that gathers 
on the inside of the steel bowl.. He concluded from 
some of his investigations, "that there is no doubt 
but that the separator removes the greater part of the 
dirt fron milk. On the other hand clarifying is value­
less as a precaution against disease, and evidently has. 
a tendency to cause the milk to sour more readily than 
vrhen not so treated." He points out that inilk ^h.ich 
has been purified by the centrifugal methods was 
frequently called "clarified." 
Grotenrelt (16) in studying the effect of 
centrifugal force on the numbers of bacteria in milk, 
found that in seven lots of milk centrifuging always 
resulted in decreases in the bacterial count. The cornits 
on the unseparated milk ranged from 1,050 to 18,180, 
those on the skim milk froa 220 to 11,025, and of the 
cream from 200 to 13^200 per cc, while those of the 
separator slime ranged from 150,000 to 4,241,000 per- cc-. 
Hinkelsiann (21) reported that from milk which 
had been inoculated -sj-ith bouillon cultures of various 
organisms he '^as able to remove i-yith a DeLaval clarifier 
from 57 to 96 percent, ^ irith an average of 78 percent. 
He believed that small or gram-poBitive organisms were 
of a greater density than the ordinary rsilk bacteria, 
Dunbar and Kister (10), in T?orldLng ^ith a 
Heine cleaning centrifuge of the hollovj bowl type in 
\?hich there ^as a filter cloth, found that the riinning 
of milk through the machine caused no particular changes 
in the Biilk, as shoiim by the specific gravity and solids 
not fat content of the milk before and after it had been 
cleaned. They found many bacteria in the slime, but 
their conclusions indicate that the chief function of 
the isachines lies xn uhe resovsl of dirt particles and 
foreign matter» 
Pleischmann (15) quotes Hueppe ^ ho asserts 
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that "most of the organisms,. sncE ajaong these the sost 
dangerous ones, -remain behind in the separator residtie," 
"but Fleischaanr doiihts that centrifuging has this effect. 
- i\mong the first to stTidy the effect of centri-
fugaalisation of milk tipon the ntsiber of "bacteria present 
were Sclcles and "Barnes {11).k In each of seven experiments 
theJ found that, in running milk through a separator, the 
milk contained from 1-5 to 51 percent fe"?!rer organisms 
after centrifuging than before. They also fomid that 
when separating juilk an average of "29 percent of the 
total nxjEiber of orgarJ.sms ^ ent into the skim silk, 24 
percent into the cream, and about 47 percent into the 
slime." 
Bahlman (S) in eight tests found that the xin-
clarified silk averaged 1,312,000,. and the clarified 
milk 1,670,000 bacteria per cc. The increases in the 
counts due to clarification ranged from nine to 60 per­
cent and averaged 27 percent. Ee states that the in­
creases were due to the breal^ring apart of bacterial clumps 
by the mechanical action of the clarifier. 
McClintock (30) studied the effect of 
-*•. V5 Oiu. 
clarification/the number of bacteria in laiilk in 59 trials 
in city plants using three different types of clarifiers. 
The unclarified milk contained from 54,000 to 2,650,000 
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bacteria per CG. and tiie clarified milk from 56,000 to 
12,000,000. Sometimes clarification catised an increase 
and sometimes a decrease in the count, "but increases 
occurred in only three trials. McGlintock (31) also 
clarified sterile milk which had been inoculated liTith 
lactic acid bacteria or v/ith pathogenic organisms. 
Clarification resulted in s decrease of from 15,3 to 
16.1 percent in the number of acid formers and of from 
95.8 to 99 percent in the pathogenic organisms. 
Hammer (17) in working vjlth a DeLa-^al clarifier 
foiind that the plate counts of the clarified milk vieve 
commonly, although not constantly, higher than those 
of the unclarified milk. Since the clarifier slime which 
he examined contained large niimbers of bacteria, and 
contamination of the milk ^ as excluded, he accounts for 
the increase in the counts as a result of clarification 
by the breaking up of clumps of organisms due to 
centrifuging. This investigator is of the opinion that 
"•srhether there "Erill be an increase of a decrease in the 
apparent number of organisms during clarification 
probably depends on the tjrpes of organisms and on the 
presence of clumps." Working with a Sharpies clarifier. 
Hammer (18) later obtained results •which -i^ere in the 
Mclnerney (32) studied the effect af 
clarification on high and low cotait milk. In 28 lots 
of low count milk, the unclarified milk contained an 
average of 8,410, and the clarified milk 15,759 bacteria 
per cc. the increases in the counts due to clarification 
varied from 1.76 to 415.1 percent and averaged 87.15 
percent. In 17 lots of high count milk the "onclarified 
milk contained an average of 9,778,191, and the clarified 
milk 21,000,694 bacteria per cc. •??hile the increases 
due to clarification ranged from 5.82 to 1574.7, and 
averaged 114.77 percent. 
^en stud3ring the production of sanitary milk, 
Sherman (38) in 15 tests found that unclarified milk 
contained an average of 3,640 and clarified milk an 
average of 7,020 bacteria per cc.; in four tests the 
methylene blue test sho"wed a quicker reduction irith' the 
clarified milk. In continuing his v;ork he (39) later 
found that in 24 tests the ave-^age bacterial count of 
unclarified milk -was 4,720 and of clarified milk 7,120 
per cc. in eight tests the unclarified milk reduced 
methylene blue, on an average, in 15.5 hours, ^ hile 
the clarified milk reduced it in 17.9 hours. 
Marshall and Hood (27) found that "in market 
milk, the number of organisms is usually increased 
after clarification, as revealed by the plating method. 
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This is doubfcless due to disruption of colonies." They 
also ohserved, that the clarifier v:bs able to oliminate 
bacteria in "no small degree, but no differentiation 
bet^^een pathogens and non-pathogens can be made." 
In a later article Marshall and Hood (28) 
report that the clarifier had effected eliaiinations of 
frois 24 to 99 percent of bacteria froa milk, the large 
organis^ns and colonies of organisms being reaio'^ed most 
readily* Pure cultures of bacteria 'vrere used in this 
work. 
Dahlberg snd M'arquardt (5) in their report on 
the effect of clarification on the bacterial content of 
inillc suamarise as follo^'s: "With one exception the 
official plate count was decreased in mil^ ^ ith a count 
below" 100,000 per cc. but there T;5-as a tendency to in­
crease the count of lailk •i.'vith more than 100,.000 as a 
result of clarification. A decrease in the size of 
bacterial clumps in clarified milk of loxr count "sras shoOTi 
by direct microscopic examination." 
Traum and Hart (41) found that milk •'j?hich had 
been naturally infected "with tubercle bacilli, after 
having been clarified in a large milk plant, caused 
tuberculosis in guinea pigs vjhich -^ere inoculated with it. 
Marpman ( -26)  reports the tubercle organisms 
to be of about the sarse specific gravity as normal milk. 
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varying from 1.018 to 1.046. 
Moore (55) artificially infected milk vritii 
tubercle bacilli from glycerol botiillon and blood sertan 
cultures at the rate of seven cc* to 4000 cc. of inilk, 
and found that after running this through a hand 
separator the sMa milk •••ind cream both caused 
tuberculosis T/hen inoculated into guinea pigs. Ee 
repeated the experiment -i^ith other pathogenic organisms 
and found the bacteria in the skim milk. 
Methods 
IPhe milk used for the bacteriological ?;ork ^as 
that received by the Dairy Department of the lora ^tate 
College- Ifo attempt i^as made to select any of the milk, 
but in all cases that which v-as studied represented the 
general milk supply* Care was al^/ays taken to steam all 
parts of the equipment vTith which the milk w&s to come 
in contact. The milk '.nas vrell agitated in a 100-gallon 
coil "vat before clarification and was then pumped 
through a short line of sanitary pipe t'-- the clarifier. 
A DeLaval Ilo. 105 clarifier nas used throughout the 
experiments^ The clarified milk samples -ere ta.ken 
after at least ten gallons of milk had run throu^ the 
clarifier i3-ith the idea of reducing possible contamina­
tion from the pump, pipe, or clarifier, and also to be 
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sttre that the clarifies 'Eras TToH^ririg normallY, The 
samples of milk trere transferred to sterij.e tubes by 
means of storile pipettes. 'Tlienever the samples \?ere to 
be held for soraetime^ they i'/ere placed in ice ~ater as 
soon as collected to prevent aultipiic*7.tion of the 
bacteria. Tarious clarification temperatures "^/ere used 
during the earlier parts of the investigational ~ork in 
order to determine at \7hat temperature the clarifier 
caused the least change in the physical condition of the 
mill':. It vr&s found that ^hen clarifying at teniperatures 
from 15.5° to 37,8^0. (60° to 100°F.) considerable 
foasi, rich in fat, ^ as formed, while at temperatures 
from iO^ fco 15.5®C. (50® to 60^F.) the physical state 
of the milk ?^as not materially influenced. It t^as, 
therefore, decided to clarify the milk at the temperatures 
at -ffhich it '«as received, -vThich \?ere generally about 
12.8*^0. (55®F.}. Ordinarily, the clarifier "?7as 
operated at a normal capacity, hut in a nuaber of trials 
the rate of inflov: ?:as reduced to about one-tenth normal. 
In the preparation of the clarifier sliise for 
plating, a representative sample was taken from the 
clarifier boErl by means of a sterile spatula and placed 
in a sterile sortar. "Phe slime •\vas thoroughly triturated 
with sterile i.^ater until it formed a homogeneous Triscous 
material. A small amount of this i7s.s then transferred 
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to a ?/ater "blank and plates poured after the proper di­
lutions had been made* 
Beef infusion agar, containing 1^5 per cent 
shred agar and 0.5 per cent peptone, adjusted to a reac­
tion of plus 1.0 Fuller^s scale, was used for all the 
counts. This medium •sras chosen because it was desired to 
use one which T?ould be most favorable for the growth of 
the bacteria in the milk. Duplicate plates Here prepared 
•which were incubated at 37^ C* (38.6® P.) for two days. 
In the study of the types of bacteria present 
in unclarified and clarified milk and in the slime 50 
contiguous colonies from representative areas on the plates 
•were picked into sterile litmus milk, These cultures 
were kept at room temperature for ten days, and then 
classified into the following groups: acid coagulators, 
acid non-coagulators^ inert, alkali producers, and neutral, 
alkali, and acid peptonizers. 
The method used for the methylene blue reduc­
tion test was that recoimziended in the Standard Methods 
of Milk Analysis (4th edition) published by the American 
Public Health Association, The samples used for the 
methylene blue test were also used for the fermentation 
test; the tubes '^ere kept for six days at room temperature 
for observations on the character of the fermentations 
occurring. 
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Resiilts Obtained 
of clarification on the nmbei* of 
"bacteria in milk. 
In the study of the influence of clarification 
on the nuHoer of "bacteria in milk 43 comparisons of tm-
clarified and clarified milk were made using the plate 
method* Ta"ble 1 gives the "bacterial counts o"btained and 
the percentage change in nusibers due to clarification® 
The counts on the unclarified milk ranged from 15,300 to 
1,240,000 per ce. Clarification caused an increase in 
the "bacterial cotant in 20 trials and a decrease in 23. 
T h e  i n c r e a s e s  i n  t h e  c o u n t s  v a r i e d  f r o m  3 . 1  t o  1 4 5 p e r  
cent and averaged 54#6 per cent, "srhile the decreases varied 
from 0«4 to 59,1 per cent and averaged 24,9 per cent. 
Considering the 43 comparisons,, there ^as an average in­
crease of 12«1 per cent as a result of clarification. 
The increases due to clarification as determined 
by the plate count are only apparent,- since there was 
no appreciable contamination, and are accounted for by 
the breaking up of bacterial clumps and chains by the 
clarifier, 
An analysis of the data given in the table 
shows that 23 of | the 43 counts on unclarified milk were 
nx^ier 
TABLE 1 
Influonoo of clarification on the 
Number of Bacteria in Milk, 
Pate 
Baoteria per cc 
: 
•Unolarlfied •Clarified 
Percentage 
Increase 
: 
rDecrease 
Feb* 
8 19,000 27,000 42.1 
12 27,500 45,000 63.6 
15 137,000 136,800 .4 
19 21,600 46,000 109.3 
22 32,500 22,150 31.8 
29 29,000 54,000 86.2 
11 79,500 82,000 3.1 
13 88,000 102,000 15.9 
15 138,500 159,000 14.8 
14 568,000 532,000 4.6 
18 15,300 27,800 81.6 
20 66,600 105,000 57.9 
5 199,000 116,000 41.7 
7 297,000 250,000 15.8 
8 {"53,000 45,000 15.1 
10 134,500 130,600 3.0 
12 45,500 43,000 5.5 
14 21,000 39,500 88.1 
15 322,000 139,200 66.7 
17 185,000 176,500 4.6 
19 50,500 43,000 14.8 
22 17,200 15,800 8.1 
24 44,000 18,000 59.1 
26 199,000 97,500 51.0 
29 146,000 215,000 47.2 
7 53*600 50,000 6.5 
11 147,000 128,000 12.9 
14 800,000 400,000 . 50.0 
-IR QQQ.._ 21.8 
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23 counts above 100,000 per- cc», clarification caizsed 
a decrease in 16, or 70 per cent, and an increase in 
seven, or 30 per cent, while ^ ith the 20 samples of siilk 
showing counts lower than 100,000 per cc» clarification 
caiised a decrease in seven, or 55 per cent, and an in­
crease in 13, or 65 per cent. This shows that v/ith the 
mills: studied,, clarification ^ as more likely to cause a 
decrease in the count when the niillt contained over 100,000 
bacteria per cc. than •srhen it contained a smaller number* 
Otlier investigators report siiailar results, although the 
available data shoTi? considerable variations. 
2. Tnfluence of clarification with noraal and with 
reduced rate of inflow on the number of bacteria 
in iailb:» 
A comparison "was made of the infltience of clari­
fication on the number of bacteria in inilk using a normal 
and a tenth-normal rate of inflow. The plate counts ob­
tained and the percentage change in numbers i^rith 19 lots 
of lailk are shown in Table 2. , 
The counts on the unclarified milk ranged from 
27,000 to 5,310,000 per cc. Mien the rate of inflow was 
normal, clarification caused an increase in the count 
in six trials and a decrease in 13, "vrhile ^hen the rate 
-17-
TABLE 2 I 
"' • I ' I •• •' ^ 
Influence of Clarification with | 
with Reduced Pates of Inflow on | 
of Bacteria in lililk. ! 
i 
; Unclarified : Normal 
f 
Inflow 1 
Date : (Bacteria per cc.) Percj 
: Bacteria per cc.; Decrj 
I 
Mar, 26 1,730,000 1,620,000 
Apr, 5 2,100,000 1,930,000 
Apr., 6 1,520,000 1.090.000 
Apr. 7 59,000 57,000 
Apr, 8 64,000 52,000 
Apr. 9 46,500 41,500 
Apr. 11 170,000 180,000 
Apr. 12 230,500 343,000 
Apr, 13 1,850,000 1,070,000 
Apr, 14 27,000 44,500 
Apr, 15 90,000 79,000 
Apr. 16 1,220,000 1,600,000 
Apr. 28 770,000 960,000 
Apr, 29 3,710,000 2,920,000 
May 2 5,510,000 2,110,000 
May rr o 2,230,000 2,010,000 
May 4 1,220,000 855,000 
May 5 83,500 113,000 
May 7 600,000 485,000 

i 'i 
ITABLS 2 I 
irification with Hormal and j 
ies of Inflow on the Number i 
^ ' jilk. I 
i Normal Inflow : Reduced Inflow 
( : Percentage • * Percentage. 
L per cc. : Decrease r Bacteria per cc. : Decrease 
>,000 6.3 1,060,000 38.7 
?,000 8.1 580,000 72.4 
^000 28.5 560,000 76.3 
,^000 5.4 20,500 65.2 
?,000 18.7 16,000 75.0 
1,500 10.8 16,500 64.5 
j,000 - 5.9 82,000 51.7 
J, 000 -48.8 128,000 44.4 
5,000 42.1 417,000 77.4 
1,500 -64.8 17,000 37.0 
?,000 12.2 47,000 47.3 
),000 -51.1 710,000 41.8 |!,000 -24.7 570,000 25.9 
J, 000 21.2 1,670,000 55.0 
),000 50.2 2,040,000 61.5 
"5,000 9.9 455,000 80.5 
5,000 29.9 595,000 51,1 
5,000 -35.5 52,000 37.7 
5,000 19.1 320,000 46.7 
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of Inflow was reduced, clarification always caused a de­
crease. Wi-fcii the normal rate of inflo"Er there '^•ras a mini-
raim increase in tiie counts of 5^9 per cent, a maxlmam of 
64.S, and an av-erage of 55.1, while the miniimim decrease 
•Bras 5*4 per- cent, the 60.2,, and the average 
20.8J considering the 19 comparisons there was an average 
decrease of 5.1 per cent. ;ih.en the rate of inflow was re­
duced there was a sEinizama decrease of 25.9 per cent, a 
ma^djniaa of 80.5, and an average of 55.3. These data show 
that by decreasing the rate of inflow it WSLS possible to 
remove, on an average, more than half of the bacteria 
present in millr. 
Thirteen of the 19 samples of miHc contained 
more than 100,000 bacteria per cc. ishile six had less. 
With the 15 cotmts above 1G0,0GG per cc. clarification 
Tur^ 4^2^ 4-V>Ok •v\r%'nrn*^ *! 53 ^ uaAW uici^-u «L..LL.fa <X f.-
or 70 per cent, and an increase in fotir, or 50 per cent-^, 
while with the six coimts below 100,000 per cc. there was 
a decrease in fo-ar or 67 per cent, and an increase in two, 
or S5 per cent. The milk iised for these trials contained 
on an average more bacteria than did the milk used for 
the trials reported in Table 1. However, the results 
obtained in both series of determinations with the milk 
containing more than 100,000 "bacteria, per cc, check verj 
closely# 
effect of clarification on the types 
of bacteria present in mtik* 
Sie results of a study of the types of bacteria 
present in 21 lots of mill: before and after clarification 
are reported on a percentage basis in Table 5. The data 
show that the acid forraing groups predominated In both 
the tmclarified and clarified milk, while the neutral and 
acid peptonisers were the least nrtmerotis. Sometimes the 
acid coagulators were present in larger mimbers than the 
aeid non-ooagnlatorsj. and sometimes the reverse xras true. 
Separation of the acid foi^ers into two groups on the 
basis of "srhether or not coagtilation occurs is of question­
able iisportance since T/ith certain of the S,. lactis organ-
isHs (19) the rate of coagulation of liturus millc is a 
character "srhich may imdergo definite flTictuationsc In a 
fe*!^ comparisons the alkali formers i^ere present in large 
nnnibers in the tmclarified uiilk, but they were also present 
in considerable nurabers in the inills: after clarification. 
vSienever a certain group of organisms iTas present in the 
unclarified milk it was nearly alis'ays also present in the 
clarified inilk,. althou^ there was usually a change in 
Typos of Bacteria Preaent in Unclari-
fied and Clarified Milk, 
Percentage 
Date : 
Acid 
• 
« 
Inert ; Alkali 
« 
« 
: Peptonigers 
Coag- } 
dilators { 
!liIori-obag-
ulators $ • 
t : : 
:Neutral jAcld :Alkall 
Nov. 8 Unci. 49.1 16.3 16.3 14.3 2.0 2,0 0 
01. 83.4 9.3 • 6.4 1.9 0 0 0 
12 Unci. 10.9 60.9 15.2 2.2 4.3 6.5 0 
CI. 10,6 61.7 19.1 4.3 0 4.3 0 
15 Unci. 29.6 37.0 12.9 13.0 0 5.6 1.9 
Gla 40.4 42.4 1.9 11.5 0 1.9 1.9 
19 Unci. 43.7 23.0 16.6 14.6 0 0 2.1 
CI. 20.0 44.0 28.0 8.0 0 0 0 
22 . Unci. 10.0 52.0 10.0 24.0 0 0 4.0 
CI. 10,0 50.0 18.0 20.0 0 0 2.0 
Dec. 6 Unci. 53.8 23.1 0 18.4 0 7.7 0 
CI. 39,6 30.1 7.7 11.3 1,9 9.4 0 
Wov.29 Unci. 30.0 18.0 10.0 40.0 0 2.0 0 
CI. 84.0 22.0 10.0 38.0 0 6.0 0 
Dec.11 Unci. 42.0 14.0 14.0 22.0 0 8.0 0 
CI. 44.0 38.0 0 14.0 0 4,0 0 
13 Unci. 14.5 12.3 10.2 59,0 2,0 2.0 0 
CI. 12.0 22.0 4.0 60.0 0 0 2.0 
3 Unci. 86.0 10.0 0 4.0 0 0 0 
01. 85.7 8.2 2.1 2.0 0 2.0 0 
4 Unci. 86.0 10.0 0 4.0 0 0 0 
01, 96.0 0 0 4.0 0 0 0 
18 Unci. 10.2 40.8 22.5 26.5 0 0 0 
01. 10 * 0 40.0 20.0 30,0 0 0 0 
20 Unci. 22.0 24,0 8.0 40.0 0 6.0 0 
01 • 52.0 22.0 4.0 18.0 0 4,0 0 
Jan. 5 Unci. 24,0 16.0 8.0 32.0 0 20,0 0 
01. 20.0 34.0 2.0 36.0 0 8.0 0 
Unci. 7.8 2.0 39.2 0 43.2 0 
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the percentage, The results show that clarification 
caused increases and decreases in the percentages of 
ths various groups, "but did not cause a consistent elim­
ination of snj single group. 
An analysis of the changes in the percentage 
of the various groups caused hy clarification and a summ­
ary of these changes are given in Tahle 4. The figures 
shovT that clarification had an irregular effect on the 
bacterial flora-. Sonietiiaes it caused an increase and 
sometimes a decrease in each of the groups of organisms 
present in the ail^. The increases in the acid coagulators 
as a result of clarification varied from 0,5 to 34.5 per 
cent and the decreases froia 0»2 to 23.7 per cent, with 
an average increase "shen all comparisons are considered 
of 5-»4 per cent* The acid non-coagulators shosred in­
creases varying from 0.8 to 24.0 per cent, decreases from 
0.8 to 16.0 per cent, and an average increase in all com­
parisons of 5.9 per- cent. alkali formers were increased 
from 0.1 to 16.0 per cent and decreased from 1.2 to 22.0 
per cent sith an average decrease for all comparisons of 
1.8 per cent. The other groups show similar increases and 
decreases as a result of clarification. The suimnary shows 
that clarification caused increases in the groups appros-
-22-
5 
Differences in the \ 
Changes in 
1 
the Percentd 
Date Acid Coag. Acid 
• 
• 
Hon-coag.; 
: ( 
Inert : | 
Incr. 
• 
• 
: Deer. Incr. 
» » 
: Deer. : Incr. 
• • i 
• • J 
: Deer. : 1 
1926 Nov. 8 34.3 7.0 10.9 i t! 12 0.3 0.8 3.9 i i 
n 15 10.8 5,4 11.0 j 
n 19 23.7 21.0 11.4 ) 
n 22 0 0 2.0 8.0 i 
Dec. 6 14.2 7.0 7.7 1 
Kov. 29 6.0 4.0 0 0 i 
Dec. 11 2.0 24.0 14.0 ! 
n 13 2.5 9.7 6.2 1 !f 3 0.3 1.8 2.1 J I ff 4 10.0 10.0 $ 
n 18 0.2 0.8 2.5 1 
n 20 30.0 2.0 4.0 i 
1927 Jan. 5 4.0 18.0 6.0 ! 
n 7 2.2 14.2 2.0 i 
n 8 0.3 8.6 1.6 j 
tt 10 4.0 6.0 2.0 1 
12 2.0 0 0 2.0 j 
tf 14 8.0 ^ n r\ sU r\ 1 ^ 1 
n 17 5.0 2.0 r* • o.u ; 
n 14 20.0 16.0 6.0 
i 
Average Change 3.4 3.9 
« •  
1.2 1 
(T = 12.8 <r = 9.6 cr = 7.05 (T = 8.4 i 
p ,e. = 8.34 p.e. = 6.25 p.e. = 4.72 p.e. = 5.63 1 
p 1.82 p.e.j2= 1.36 p.e.jj = 1.03 p.e.jjj = 1.23 
f 

I TABLE 4 i 
3 
i I 
I in the Types of Bacteria Present in Unclarified and Clarified Milk. i 
I i 
Percentage of the Various Groups due to Clarification 
. 
i 
: Alkali : Neut. ?ept. : Acid Pept. 
' • 
: Alk. Pepti 
per. : Incr. 
• • 
: Deer. : Incr. 
• 
• 
: Deer. : Incr. 
• 
• 
: Deer. 
• • 
; Iner. : De<i 
1 
.b.9 12.4 2.0 2.0 i  1 
i  2.1 4,3 2,2 1 
k . o  1.5 3.7 0 j 
i 
i 6.6 2] 
j  4.0 o w < 
4.1 1.9 1.7 
1 0 2,0 4.0 
^.0 8.0 4.0 
fe.2 1.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 
2.0 2.0 [ 
c 0 0 
I  
> 
! 
2.5 3.5 
(  
j  
k.o 22.0 2.0 
is.o 4,0 12.0 t  1 ;  
2.0 1.2 13.2 
1.6 0.1 2.0 9.4 1 
"2.0 0 0 2.0 2.0 \ 
i' IS.O 2.0 22.0 J 
i 0 8.0 2.0 2.0 1 { |6.0 10.0 8.0 \ \ 
1 6.0 4.0 8.0 1 
!I.2 1.8 0.2 5.0 o| 
\ 
;4 (T = 2.62 (T = 11.2 (T = 1.98 ' \ \ 
563 p.e. = 1.7 p.e. = 7.50 p.e. = 1.27 
23 p.e,j2= 0.565 p.e.jji= 1.82 p.e.jjj = 0.645 \ 
•:,fr 
i  
i  
\ 
i ' Sumniary of the Changes in the Different Grourjs due to Clarification 
Sept. : Increase : Decrease Ifo Change 
[ 
i Deer. : Times : {%) 
• • 
• « 
: Times : {%) Times i (SS) 
1 
! 
! Acid Coag. 11 52.4 9 42.8 1 4.8 1 
! i 
0 Acid Non-coag, 12 57.1 8 38.1 1 4.8 i 
2.1 i i 
2.0 Inert 7 35.0 11 55*0 2 10.0 s 
Alkali 8 38.1 11 52.4 2 9.5 1 
Heut, Pept. 5 55.6 4 44.4 0 0 I 
Acid " 3 17.6 14 82.4 0 0 ! 
I 
Alk. ^ 1 25.0 2 50.0 i 25.0 5 
0.5 

imately as often as decpeases, is"itli the exception of tne 
acid peptonizers •srhich -were decreased in 82»4 pep cent 
of the comparisons in -which they "srere present in the orig­
inal milky but since these organisms •©ere present in the 
milk in cos^arati-vely small ninabers the significance of 
this is not great* On the average the acid coagulators 
were increased, and the alkali formers decreased by clari­
fication, !I?his is of particular interest "becaizse of later 
studies on the types of "bacteria present in clarifier 
slime* 
At the foot of each coltcun is shossn the standard 
deviation {CT)^ the probable error (p.e,) of the individiial 
determinations#, and the probable error of the mean (p^e^j^) 
of all determinations* The probable error ot the laean 
in most eases is in the same order of magnitisde as the aver-
age changes. Very fevr of the average changes exceed two 
or three times the probable error of the mean and cannot 
therefore have significance, 
'tflien one considers that miJk consists of various 
complex substances and that the bacteria present may show 
daily variations both in numbers and in types 5: it would be 
expected that the effect of clarification -yjould be variable* 
The changes caused by clarification vrere not significant 
enou^ to "srarrant any con-clusions regaruing a selective 
-24-
action by the clarifier on the types of organisms which 
were present in the milic studied. 
4. The types of "bacteria present in ttnclarified 
milk and in the slime obtained from it« 
Altho-o^ the results obtained in Section 3 did 
not indicate any selective action by the clarifier on the 
bacteria present in milk, it was decided to study this 
further under conditions fairorable for determining such 
an effect. A study of the types of bacteria present in 
unclarified milk and in the slime obtained from it was 
therefore made, because if the clarifier has any select-
ive influence on the bacteria in the milk this should be 
quite evident from the types of bacteria present in the 
slime. The results of 33 comparisons are reported on a 
percentage basis in Table 5« The data sho'sr that the 
types of bacteria present in the milk, in general, were 
the same as those present in the slime, ^e types of 
bacteria present in the milk were similar to those present 
in the unclarified milk studied in Section 3. The acid 
coagulators usually predominated, but sometimes the acid 
non-coagulators were the sost numerousj the neutral and 
alkali peptonizers "trere the least prominent. In the slime 
the acid formers usually predominated, although occasion-
-25-
TABE 
t  
The Types of Bactep 
Milk and in the Slii 
Percentage j 
Acid : :A1- ; peptonizers j 
Coag- ;Hcai-Ccag-j Inert ikali iHeutral :Acid: Alkalj 
"olators inlators: 
Date 
1927 Jan, 
Feb. 
11 TJ? 42.0 14.0 14.0 22.0 0 8.0 0 
srP 41.4 12.0 0 46.6 0 0 
18 u. 10.2 40.8 22.5 26.5 0 0 0 
SI. 3.9 11.7 21.6 62.8 0 0 0 
5 TJ. 24.0 16.0 8.0 32.0 0 20.0 0 
SI. 22.7 0 0 75.0 0 0 2.5 
7 u. 7.8 7.8 2.0 59.2 0 43.2 0 
SI. 20.0 14.0 0 64.0 0 2.0 0 1 
8 u. 13.7 31.4 19.6 5.9 0 29.4 0 1 
Si. 3.9 23.5 31.4 19.6 0 21.6 0 i 
12 TJ. 16.0 20.0 2.0 24.0 2.0 36.0 0 1 
SI. 4.0 14.0 0 68.0 2.0 12.0 0 i 
14 U. 8.0 36.0 12.0 32.0 2.0 10.0 0 i 
SI. 28.0 16.0 10.0 32.0 0 14.0 0 1 
15 U. 68.6 15.7 3.9 5.9 0 5.9 0 i 
SI. 20.0 2.0 0 74.0 0 4.0" 0 1 
17 U. 24.0 24.0 16.0 18.0 0 18.0 0 ! 
SI. 58.3 0.0 2.0 35.4 0 4.3 0 1 
19 u. 4.0 6.0 22.0 30.0 2.0 36.0 0 ! 
SI. 8.0 2.0 2.0 82.0 0 6.0 0 ) 
22 u. 34.0 26.0 4.0 26.0 0 10,0 0 ! 
0 1 SI. 12.0 58,0 2.0 22.0 0 6^0 
24 TJ. 14.0 14.0 4.0 54.0 0 14.0 0 1 
Si. 46^0 14.0 0 40.0 0 0 0 1 
26 U. 42.0 2.0 0 54.0 0 2.0 0 j 
SI. 26.0 72.0 0 0 0 0 2.0 i 
29 u. 52.0 20.0 5,0 13.0 0 10.0 0 5 
SI. 57.4 0 0 12.8 0 29.8 0 ; 
7 u. 53.0 13.7 11.8 17.6 0 3.9 0 1 
SI. 26.0 6.0 2.0 64.0 0 2.0 0 i 
11 TJ. 90.0 2.0 0 8.0 0 0 0 i 
SI. 76.0 8.0 2.0 14.0 0 0 0 • 

:TABLE 5 
cteria Present in Unclarified 
Slise Obta ined from It. 
i : Percentage 
fs : Date : Acid • :A1- : Peptonizers 
ilkali: :Coag- :Hon-Cceg-: Inert :kali :Neu-• • 
{ 
! X riilators :tilators ; • • • • tral :Acid ":Alkali 
\ I j 0 1926 Feb. 12 U. 98.0 2.0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 SI. 98.0 0 0 2.0 0 0 0 
0 14 U. 35.0 36.0 4.0 15.0 0 8.0 0 
0 SI. 26.0 26.0 2.0 44.0 0 2.0 0 
0 15 U. 82.0 16.0 0 2.0 0 0 0 
2.3 SI. 42.0 12.0 6.0 26.0 0 14.0 0 
0 18 U. 82.0 2.0 0 12.0 0 4.0 0 
0 SI. 40.0 2.0 4.0 54.0 0 0 0 
0 19 u. 74.0 12.0 0 8.0 0 6.0 0 1 
0 SI. 90.0 4.0 0 4.0 0 2.0 0 1 
0 22 IJ. 10.0 56.0 0 24.0 0 10.0 0 1 
0 SI. 10.0 60.0 0 26.0 0 4.0 0 
0 23 IT. 90.0 0 6.0 2.0 0 2.0 0 1 
0 SI. 84.0 0 2.0 10.0 0 4.0 0 1 
0 25 TJ. 88.0 0 2.0 10.0 0 0 0 
0 SI. 88.0 0 0 12.0 0 0 0 
0 26 U. 100.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 SI. 64.0 12.0 10.0 8.0 0 6.0 0 1 
0 28 n. 72.0 16.0 8.0 4.0 0 0 0 
0 SI. 30.0 16.0 16.0 24.0 0 14.0 0 
0 Mar. 2 u. 12.0 82.0 6.0 0 0 0 0 
0 SI. 34.0 20.0 10.0 30.0 0 6.0 0 
0 1 0 4 u. 50.0 40.0 0 4.0 0 5.0 
0 SI. 38.0 24.0 6.0 24.0 0 8.0 0 
0 5 u. 90.0 10.0 0 0 0 0 0 
2.0 SI. 74.0 10.0 2.0 10.0 2.0 2.0 0 ! 
0 7 u. 32.0 52.0 4.0 2.0 0 8.0 2.0 1 
0 SI. 26.0 68.0 2.0 2.0 0 2.0 0 !. 
0 11 u. 46.0 20.0 2.0 20.0 8.0 4.0 0 
0 SI. 32.0 20.0 4.0 38.0 2.0 4.0 0 
0 12 TJ. 22.0 8.0 4.0 34.0 4.0 28.0 0 
0 SI. 2.0 4.0 "0 80.0 4.0 10.0 0 i 
14 u. 66.0 10.0 4.0 10.0 10.0 0 0 1 
SI. 34.0 52.0 8.0 4.0 2.0 0 0 1 
i 
1 
i 
•K- "Dnclarified I 
Slime i 

ally the allsli fo-mers ^ ere the :njost prominent ^Mle 
the neutral and allcali peptonizers mre present in tb© 
ssiallest percentages# Wide variations ^ ere noted in the 
percentages of acid caagulators and allcali formers 
pressntii Ijiit ni> regiilar elimination of either ot these 
two grocros fT<m isilk seems to ha^e taken place* 
A cixaparison of tfee differences in the types 
of bacteria present in the silS:- and in the slirs© is shoim 
in Table 6 together trith a Summary of these differences. 
The only gronps which sho;7ed a fairly consistent change 
as a resiilt of clarification ^ ere the acid coagulators 
and the alkali formers* 2?he average changes srere as 8»7 
jjer cent decrease in the acid fors^rs and a 16»8 per cent 
increase in the allcali fomsrs in the sliae as coispared 
^ith those present in the railk, 'Aether these changes 
^r-e actually Ijroiight about isy the clarifior is difficult 
to say* As has already been pointed ont, the data pre­
sented in. Table 4 indicated that clarifica.ticn sli^tly 
ii3S;reased the percentage of acid coagulators in the sdlk 
wnd decreased the percentage of ali:ali forsieps. Hiis 
ronld s^oggest that there shonld be a corresponding decrease 
and increase In the sasie gpoiaps in the sliise and the 
fig^2res sho^ in Table 6 indicate that sach a change did 
tafcs place# 'l^he stmsary of the changes show that an in-
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Changes in the Types of Organissis in the Sliste as 
: AciQ : kcid Son-
Date : Coagulators : coagulators Inert 
:Increase:Decrease :Increase:Decrease Increase rDecress 
1926 Dec. 11 0.6 2.0 14.0 
18 6.3 29.1 0.9 
1927 Jan. 5 1.3 16.0 S.O 
7 12.2 6.2 2.0 
8 9.8 7.9 11.8 
12 12.0 6.0 2.0 
14 20.0 20.0 2.0 
15 48.6 13.7 3.9 
17 34.3 24.0 14.0 
19 4.0 4.0 20.0 
22 22.0 32.0 2.0 
24 32.0 0 0 4.0 
26 16.0 70.0 
29 5.4 20.0 5.0 
Feb. 7 27.0 7.7 9.8 
11 14.0 6.0 2.0 
12 0 r\ U 2.0 
14 10.0 10.0 2.0 
15 40.0 4.0 6.0 
18 42.0 0 0 4.0 
19 16.0 8.0 
22 0 r\ w 4.0 
23 6.0 4.0 
25 0 0 2o0 
26 36.0 12.0 10.0 
28 42.0 0 0 8.0 
Mar. 2 22.0. 62.0 4.0 
4 12.0 16.0 6.0 
5 16.0 0 0 2.0 
7 6.0 16.0 2.0 
11 14.0 0 0 2.0 
12 20.0 4.0 4.0 
14 32.0 42.0 4.0 
Avg. Change 8,7 2»2 1«4 
f 
(r~ = 26»9 C7~ =: 22.6 ^ = 7»55 (T = 7.1' 
p.e. =r i7*8 P«e. = 15.0 p*e* = 4.95 p.e, = 4,8 
•D«e» = 3*16 p.e, = 2.69 •o.e. = 0.947 D.e. = 0.8 
a m - m - la ' ; 

TABLE 6 
DiTferences in the Types of Bacteria Present in 
Unclarified Milk and in the Slisie Obtained From It, 
I  
jgoar-ared \?itb the T-ypes Present In Unclarified ISillr 
t » k • • m 
j: Alkali : Sent. ?ept. : Acid P0T>t, : Allc. Pept. : 
t:Incrs!2se:Decrease: Increase: Cecrea se :5ncreese:Decrease : Inclose :Decrease; 
1 24.6 8.0 
-
1 56.S 
1 45.0 20.0 2.3 
i 24.8 41.2 
! 13.7 7.8 
{ 44.0 0 0 24.0 
i 0 
! 
0 2.0 4.0 
\ 68.1 1,9 
i 17.4 13.7 
i 52.0 
i 
4.0 
14.0 
54.0 
0.2 
2.0 
19.8 
30.0 
4.0 
14.0 
2.0 2.0 
! 46.4 1.9 
i 5.0 
! 2.0 
i 28.0 6.0 
1 24.0 14.0 
; 42.0 
4.0 
4.0 
4.0 
i 2.0 6.0 
1 8.0 2.0 
! 2.0 
1 8.0 6.0 
1 20.0- 14.0 
i 30,0 6.0 
i 20.0 2.0 i 
i 10.0 2.0 2.0 1 
1 0 0 6.0 2.0 
i 18.0 6.0 0 0 i 1 
! 46.0 
6.0 
0 0 
8.0 
18.0 1 j 
! 
: 16.8 2.S 5.1 
i 
0.7 1 
1 
17" = 5,65 (T = IS. oi ill = 1.S6 
P .e. =: 3.78 p.e. = 12. 2 ^.e. » 1.31 
V P ,6.  IT 1,44 
a 
^ . e. « 2 . 
^ at 56 p.e. = 0.76 s 

fent in 
Id Fron It. 
•  -  -  - .  j * Summarj of the Changes in the Various G] 
• « Increase Decrease 
i : Alk. Pept* : 
> :Iiicrease:Decrease:_ Times 
* 
i i % )  Times 
• 
i . , Acid Coagulators 8 24.2 22 66, 
t 2,5 1 
Acid Kon-coag, 8 25.8 18 58, 
: 1 Inert 11 37.9 18 62, 
Alkali 25 75,7 6 18, 
Neut, Pept, 1 14,3 4 57, 
Acid Pept. 9  32,1 18 64, 
2,0 Alkali Pept. 2 66,7 1 53, 
[ 
i 
i f 
2,0 
0.1 
,96 
,31 
.76 

j 
i t 
Summary of the Changes in the Various Groups 
: Inorease ; Decrease ; Ghanp^e 
i 
!  Times i % )  t Times :  i % )  : Times I  i % )  
jAcid Coagulators 8 24,2 22 66.7 3 9.1 
i 
^cid Kon-coag, 8 25,8 18 58.1 5 16.1 
;Inert 11 37. 9 18 62.1 0 0 
'Alkali 
j-
25 75,7 6 18.2 2 6.1 
'1 jFeut, ?ept» X 14.5 4 57.1 2 28.6 
|A.cid ?ept. 9 52.1 18 64.3 1 3.6 
klkall Pept. 2 65.7 1 S3.3 0 0 
! 
f 
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crease and a decrease occnrred in tiie various groups of 
organisms, the most consistent decrease occurring in the 
acid forming and the most consistent increase in the 
alkali forming groups. 
The average change of the acid coagulators is 
about three times and that of the alkali formers about 
twenty times as great as the probable error of the mean, 
while the average changes of the other groups are in the 
same order of magnitude as the probable error of the mean. 
This -srould indicate that the change in the alkali-foming 
group had considerable significance and the change in 
the acid coagulating group some significance. Prom the 
theory of probability the chances are very slight that 
the changes in these two groups were due to es:perimental 
error• 
ilicroseopie examinations of the slime sho"s?ed 
the presence of many gram-positive clumps and chains of 
bacteria of varying size as well as numerous gram-positive 
and gram-negative organisms, isolated and in pairs. Large, 
gram-negative rods were very abundant^ they were usually 
present in pairs, and corresponded in morphology and 
staining reaction to those of the alkali formers "ishich. 
had been isolated frcaa plates. 
-29 
The clianges in the percentage of acid and alkali 
formers aay have "been due to a selective action of the 
clarifier# ISaey may also have been due to a breaking-Hp 
of bacterial clumps and chains by the clarifier,^ \7hilG the 
increase in the percentage of alkali formers may be accoiint-
ed for by assuming that these organisms -srere associated 
tsrith the cells and dirt particles in the ailk^ and since 
these were, for the most part, removed in the slime, the 
organisms would be removed •cTith them. !Ehis latter es5)lana-
tion is not very logical, however, becanse if the alkali 
formers were held by the cells and dirt they should prac­
tically all have been removed, "while the data shoty that 
on an average the slime contained only 16.8 per cent more of 
these organisms than the unclarified milk. 
The results obtained in this study seem to justify 
the conclusion, that if the clarifier had a selective ac­
tion on the bacteria present in the milk used, the alkali 
formers weve the ones responding to this influence:, 
5» !ghe .effect of clarification "gsrith normal and 
reduced rate of inflow on the types of bacteria 
present in milk. 
In order to study the effect of prolonged ex­
posure of milk to centrifugal force in a clarifier on the 
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types of bacteria present, a series of 18 comparisons 
was made in whic^ a normal - and a one-tentli normal rate 
of inflot? were "tised® -The primary object was to see if it 
was possible, by means of a greater clarifying efficiency, 
to caiise a significant change in the flora of the miUs, 
The data obtained are presented on a percentage basis in 
Table 7. The aeid formers predominated in both the m-
clarified milk and in the milli: clarified with either method 
of clarification while the neutral and alS:ali peptonizers 
were the least nimierons. 
The results obtained agree -sTith those obtained 
in Section The types of bacteria present in the clarified 
millc were very similar to those in the unclarified mil2c, 
AltSiough there were slight "radiations in the types present, 
no great elimination of any of the groups took place o 
An analysis and summary of the changes which 
occurred in the types of organisms -i^th the t-sro methods of 
clarification are sho"wn in Tables 8 aiid 9» It "^ould seem, 
that clarification with either method caused little change 
in the types of bacteria in the milk» The variations are 
not consistent or large enough to permit of the drawing of 
any conclusions other than that the clarifier apparently 
had little or no selective action on the types of bacteria 
present in the mills: - under either method of clarification. 
Types of Bacteria Present in Unclarlfied 
Milk and in Milk Clarified v/ith a Normal 
and with a Roduoed Rate of Inflow, 
Date 
Peroentase 
' ! f ; Peptonizers 
j"Coagula- {Non-Coag-; Inert: Alkali tNeU": 
jtors mlators :tral:Acid ;Alkali 
Mar.. 26 U, 74.0 14.0 4.0 0 0 8.0 0 
01, 78.0 16.0 2.0 0 0 4,0 0 
CI, red,'"^ 84,0 12.0 2.0 0 0 2,0 0 
Apr. 5 U, 78.0 6,0 0 6.0 0 10,0 0 
01. 74,0 16,0 2.0 2.0 0 6,0 0 
01, red. 86.0 4,0 0 2,0 0 8,0 0 
Apr. 6 U. 56.0 28.0 2.0 6.0 0 8.0 0 
01. 64.0 12,0 0 6.0 0 18.0 0 
01, rod. 74.0 14.0 0 0 2.0 10.0 0 
Apr, 7 U, 23.6 41.8 3.7 5.5 1.8 23.6 0 
01. 22,0 26.0 6.0 30.0 0 16.0 0 
01, red. 24.0 40.0 2.0 12.0 2.0 20.0 0 
Apr, 8 U. 12.0 30.0 2.0 18.0 0 38.0 0 
01. 16.0 48.0 0 14.0 2.0 20.0 0 
01. red. 0 63.6 0 0 , 0 36.4 0 
Apr. 9 U. 18.0 42.0 10.0 8.0 2.0 20,0 0 
01. 18.0 44.0 0 16.0 0 22,0 0 
01, red. 8,3 27.8 5,5 19.6 0 38.8 0 
Apr. 11 U. 48.0 20,0 0 12.0 0 20,0 0 
01. 59.5 21.4 0 2.3 0 16.8 0 
01. red. 52,0 18.0 0 18.0 0 18,0 0 
Apr. 12 IJ. 69.3 16.3 2,1 10.2 0 0 2.1 
01. 86.0 8.0 0 6.0 0 0 0 
01. red. 64,0 20.0 6.0 10.0 0 0 0 
Apr, 14 u. 7.7 36.6 5.8 40.3 0 9.6 0 
01, 6.0 38.0 2.0 52.0 0 2.0 0 
01. red. 3.2 45.1 6.5 32.3 0 12.9 0 
Apr. 16 u. 8.0 44.0 0 34.0 2.0 12.0 0 
01. 10.0 26.0 12.0 30.0 4.0 18.0 0 
nn 
.2.1 

ux. 59,5 
01, red. 62.0 
Apr. 13 U. 69.3 
01. 86.0 
01. red. 64.0 
Apr. 14 U. 7.7 
01. 6.0 
01. red, 3.2 
Apr. 15 U, 8.0 
01. 10.0 
01, red. 20.8 
Apr. 16 U. 84.0 
01, 80.0 
01. red. 74,0 
Apr. 28 U. 32.7 
01, 14.0 
01, red, 8.0 
Apr, 29 U. 10,0 
01. 26„0 
01. red, 4.0 
May 2 U. 14.6 
01. 44.3 
01. red. 24.0 
May 3 U. 58.0 
01. 36.0 
01. rod. B8.0 
May 4 tJ. 10.0 
01. 26.0 
01. redo 14.0 
May 5 U, 2.2 
01. 10.0 
01. red. 8.0 
May 7 U. 10.0 
01. 14.0 
01. red, 9,1 
Reduced rate of inflow. 
21,4 0 2.3 0 16.8 
-•——Xj — 
0 
12.0 0 18,0 0 18,0 0 
16.3 2,1 10,2 0 0 2,1 
8.0 0 6,0 0 0 0 
20.0 6,0 10,0 0 0 0 
36.6 5,8 40.3 0 9,6 0 
38.0 2,0 52,0 0 2,0 0 
45.1 6,5 32,5 0 12.9 0 
44.0 0 34,0 2.0 12,0 0 
26.0 12,0 30,0 4,0 18,0 0 
22.9 0 39,6 6,3 8.3 2.1 
8.0 2.0 6,0 0 0 0 
16.0 0 4,0 0 0 0 
18.0 0 6.0 0 2,0 0 
40.8 0 26,5 0 0 0 
58,0 2.0 20,0 0 6,0 0 
84.0 0 8,0 0 0 0 
64.0 0 20.0 0 6,0 0 
24.0 0 40.0 0 10,0 0 
80.0 0 12.0 0 4,0 0 
66,6 0 16.7 0 2,1 0 
13.4 1,9 23,1 0 17,3 0 
24.0 0 36.0 0 16,0 0 
16,0 0 18,0 0 8,0 0 
54,0 0 6,0 0 4,0 0 
12.0 0 18.0 0 12,0 0 
74,0 0 16,0 0 0 0 
64,0 0 10,0 0 0 0 
80.0 2,0 4.0 0 0 0 
13.0 19,6 39.1 0 26,1 0 
24,0 4,0 38,0 0 24,0 0 
10.0 6,0 60,0 0 16,0 0 
52.0 2,0 32,0 0 4.0 0 
30,0 2.0 46.0 0 8,0 0 
46,5 4.5 40.9 0 0 0 
i 
I 
I j 
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li 
11 
Chaises In the Percentage Types of the Vi 
Acid Coag, Acid Kon-coag. Inert 1 i 
Date • • : • • 1 
Increase :Decrease Increase:Decrease Increase rDecrej 
1927 Mar. 26 4.0 4.0 2.0| 
Apr, 5 4.0 10.0 2.0 i ! 
6 8.0 16.0 2.01 
7 1.6 15.8 2.3 i 1 
8 4.0 18.0 2.0i 
9 0 0 2.0 10.Oj 
11 11.5 1.4 1 
12 15.7 8.5 2.1j. 
14 1.7 1.4 3.8! 
15 2.0 IS.O 12.0 i 
16 4.0 8.0 2.oi 
28 18.7 17.2 2.0 ; 
29 16.0 40.0 I ] 
May 2 29.7 53.2 1.9 i ] 
3 22.0 38.0 i ] 
4 16.0 10.0 
1 1 
5 7.8 11.0 15,6; 
7 4.0 22.0 0 0 ! 
ATg. Change 3.7 4.0 1.4j 
! 
(T = 11.7 (/ '  = 22.4 
\ 
! 
! 
= 6.6 
p.e. = 7.85 p.e. = 14.6 p.e. = 4.2 
= 1.675 P.e^ = 3.46 P.e^ = 1.3 
.* 
i 
i 
j 
I I 
: S 
i 1 I i 
i 
TABLE 8 
iDifferences in the Types of Bacteria Present in Unclarified 
JSillr and in Clarified Milk with Normal Rate of Inflow. 
feroxips after Clarification 
4 
1 
« 1 
f Alkali Pept. Neut. Pept, Acid 
< 
Pept. Alkali ! 
• • • 
« :De- 1 
Irease rDe crease Increase:Decrease Increase: Decrease Increase:ereaseJ 
4.0 
1 
! 5 
4.0 4.0 i r 
lo 0 10.0 J |.5 1.8 7.6 1 i 
i 4.0 2.0 18.0 1 
i.o 2.0 2.0 i 
( 9.7 5.2 ! J 
f 4.2 2.1 |-
[.7 7.6 I 
i 4.0 2.0 6.0 
1 
2.0 j 1 
i 6.5 6.0 1 1 
1.0 4.0 ! 
].4 15.2 1 
12.0 4.0 1 
8.0 
1.1 2.1 
Lo 4.0 
Us 0.05 0.2 2.1 1 
1 
• 
= 10.2 - 1.94 u~ = 7.92 
> _ 1 
(T = 0 j 
p.e. = 6.83 p.e. = 1,27 p.e. = 5.31 p.e. = 0 1 
= 1.65 p.e^ = 0.572 = 1.37 p.e^ = 0 I 

i 
'^clarified 
If low. 
•' ; Pept. Allgali 
I : :De­
le: Increase rorease 
2.1 
Siusmary of the Changes in the Different Gj 
Decreas 
: Times : (^ } : Times 
Acid Coag, 11 61.1 6 
Acid Kon-coag, 10 55.6 8 
Saert 5 35.7 8 
Alkali 6 35. o 10 
Seiit. Pept. 2 50.0 2 
Acid Pept, 7 46.7 8 
Alk. Pept. 0 0 1 
2.1 
(T 
p.e. 
0 
0 
0 

pjsmary of the Changes in the Different Groups Due 
— . 
to Clarification 
1 
[ : Increase : Decrease : 
! 
l?o Change 
1 
1 
.1 
• « 
: Times : m : Times r m -
• 
• 
Times : m \ 
i 
Joag. 11 61,1 6 33.3 1 
i 
5.6 j 
pon-coag« 10 55.6 8 44.4 n 0 j 
1 
6 35.7 8 57.1 1 ' 7.2 1 
L 6 35,3 10 58.8 1 5.9 1 
i Pept. 2 50.0 2 50.0 0 
f 
n t 
?ept, 7 46.7 8 53.3 0 0 j 
?ept. 0 0 i. 100.0 0 0 i 
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.i 
I 
Changes in the Percentage Types of the Varlj 
Acid Coag, :Acid Non-coag.: 
In- :£e- :ln- :l>e- rlHT 
Inert 
crease:crease:crease:creasei 
:De-
crease: crease Increai 
1927 Mar. 26 10.0 2.0 2.0 
Apr, 5 8.0 2.0 
5 18.0 14.0 2.0 
7 0.4 1.8 1.7 6.5 
8 12.0 33.6 2.0 
9 9.7 14.2 4.5 11.6 
11 4.0 8.0 6.0 
12 5.3 3.7 3.9 
• 14 4.5 8.5 0.7 
15 12.8 21.1 5.6 
16 10.0 10.0 2.0 0 
28 24.7 43.2 
29 6.0 16.0 
ISay 2 9.4 42.6 19.3 
3 0 0 4.0 0 
4 4.0 6.0 2.0 
5 5.8 3.0 13.6 20.9 
7 0.9 6.5 2.5 8.9 
;AVg. Change 0.04 0.1 1.7 0.2 
r = 10.11 T = 18.64 (T = 5.59 
p.e. = 6. 77 p.e..= 12.1 p.e. =r 3.63 
= 1. 59 = 2.86 1.09 

TABLE 9 1 
I 
Differences in the Types of Bacteria Present ii 
Millc and in Clarified Milk with Reduced Rate oi 
ithe Varlo-gs Groups after Clarification 
Alkali Peut. Ile-at. : Pept. Acid 
i 
?ep1 
e Increase 
• 
:Decrease 
• 
Increase :De crease : Increase rDecrease Increai 
6.0 
1 
4,0 2.0 
1 6.0 2.0 2.0 
6.5 0.2 3.6 1 
18.0 1.6 
t 
1 
11.6 2.0 18.S 1 
6.0 2.0 i 
0.2 •) 
8.0 3.3 I 
5.6 4,3 3,7 
0 0 2.0 2.1 j 
18.5 i 1 
8.0 2.0 i 
19.3 13,9 i 
0 0 4.0 i 
12.0 1 3 
20.9 10.1 J 
8.9 4.0 i 
0.2 1.1 0,6 0 i 
! 
5. 59 r = 11.2 (T- = 2.31 r 
j 
= 7.17 i 
5. 63 t),e. = 7.3 p.e. = 1.51 B.e. = 4.80 ! 
1. 09 = 1.76 = 0.749 = 1.24 i 

I 
acteria Present in Unclarified 
kh Reduced Rate of Inflow, 
i I 
i 
Stuamary of the Changes in tti 
Icid : Pent. Alkali ; Increase | 
i 
Decrease 
• » 
:Increase :Decrease : Times 
• 
• 
: (%} 
1 6.0 
i 2.0 
Acid Coag. 9 
t 
50 J 
! 
i 
i 5.6 
Acid Non-coag. 7 38 J 
! 
1 1.6 Inert 4 36^ 
i 2.0 Alkali 7 4lJ J 
• 
• 
5.7 
2.1 Heut, Pept. 5 
i 
75.; 
!• 
2.1 Acid Pept. 6 40.; 
2.0 Alk. Pept. 1 50 J 
•} 
ilO.l 1 
I 4,0 • , ; 
'  I I I -  -  •  -  -  -  . . .  '  
i' 
0 0 ' i ) 
" ^ I 
(T = 7.17 I 
p.e. = 4.80 i 
p.e. = 1.24 i 
m 
I 

bary of the Changes in t±te Different Groups 3>ue to Clarification 
i 
i 
! 
: Increase : Decrease Ho Change 
: Times 
« 
i m : Tiiaes 
• 
i i%) Times 1 («) 
! 
I 
9 50.0 8 44.4 1 5.6 i 
1 i-coag. 7 38.9 11 61.1 0 
^ ! 
i 4 56 »4 7 63.6 0 0 1 
! 
1 
7 41.2 8 47.0 2 11.8 1 
jpt. o 75.0 1 25.0 0 Q 1 
jt. 6 40.0 9 50.0 0 0 L 
! 
it. i 50.0 1 50.0 r\ 
'I 
rt i w » 
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Confcrarj to expectations, the data indicate that \Then 
the milk was retained in the clarifier for an tmusxially 
long period of time, clarification caused less change in 
the percentages of the various types of bacteria present 
in the Mlk than with a normal rate of inflow. 
The stsamary of the changes which took place sho'cr 
that clarification caused irregular increases and decreases 
in the prominent groups under hoth the normal and the 
prolonged exposure* 
The average changes in the various groups are 
all of ahout the same magnitude as the prohahle error of 
the mean of all determinations* This would indicate that 
the changes were of doubtful significance. 
The effect of filtratioB. and separation of ailk 
on the numbers and types of bacteria present. 
The effect of passing milk through a filter or 
separator on the niEnbers and types of bacteria present 
studied in a few coraparisons because of the relation­
ship of these processes to clarification* The results 
obtained are presented in Table 10• 
In the four runs, filtration caused an increase 
in the bacterial counts three times and a decrease once* 
The increases varied from 12,2 to 38,9 per cent, with an 
-55-
TAB] 
i 
Effect of Filtration an< 
and Types of Bacteria ?i 
|)at8 Hiimber Bacteria per cc» 
L926 Hov. 27 
Dec. 1 
8 
15 
Jan. 28 
31 
Hot filtered 
IT n 
r» n 
n n 
Not setjarated 
ff ' v 
20,500 
47,000 
27,000 
58,000 
365,000 
1,250,000 
Percentag e 
a 
! Acid : peptonizers : 
Pate 
1 
! 
iSon- Inert Alkali :Heu- Al- : 
Coag, coag. :tral 
• 
Acid kali:! i 
zi i 
i i 
926 Hov, 27 Hot 
I 
! 
i 
filtered 22.0 42,0 8,0 26,0 0 2.0 0 1 
Filtered 26,0 46,0 4,0 22,0 0 2.0 0 i 
Dec, 1 Not 1 
filtered 30,0 24,0 2,0 40,0 2,0 2.0 0 ; 
Filtered 39,o 22,9 8.4 25,0 0 4.2 0 i 
Dec, 8 Hot ! 
filtered 78.8 13,5 1,9 3,9 0 1.9 0 i 
Filtered 94,0 2,0 2,0 2.0 0 0 0 
Dec- 15 Sot i 
filtered 15,7 29,4 0 55,0 0 0 0 
Filtered 22,0 26,0 2,0 50,0 0 0 W 1 
: 
! 
Average 
!27 Jan. 28 
Jan, 31 
Hot . 
separated 50,0 40,0 14,0 
Separated 43,0 20,0 10,0 
Not 
separated 25,4 5,6 9,0 
Separated 52,0 14,0 12,0 
0 10.0 6.0 0 
0 20,0 7,0 0 
0 0 60,0 0 
0 0 20,0 2.0 
Average 

IE 10 
{ 
i Separation on the Numbers 
he sent In Milk. 
: : Percentage 
tKmnber Bacteria per cc,:. Increase : Decrease 
Filtered 23,000 12.2 
56,000 19.1 
» 37,500 38.9 
" 53,000 8.6 
Separated 445,000 21.9 
" 970,000 22.4 
j Changes In the Percentage '-gypes ot the v arlous Groups 
Acid 
Coag^ ; Non~coag. : Inert 
Peptonizers 
Alkali ;Neutral;Acid tAlkalT 
In- :De- : sa J ji? :Be- ;In-' :I>e- :In- ;De-
irease;crease:crs2se reread ssrssseKaressessreasesscass: s S; s i : t 2 »S 8 « . . 
!  .  .  .  . . . .  .  S i  S .  ®  S  .  c  E  .  o• • 
•H §-Q F? -'-'gQgfHn 'fi 
; 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 0 0 
I 
I 9.5 1.1 6.4 15.0 2.0 2.2 
115.4 11.5 0.1 1.9 IS 
i 6.0 3.4- 2.0 5.0 
8 8.8 3.0 1.1 6.7 2.0 0.1 
15.0 20.0 4.0 10.0 1.0 
26.6 • 8.4 3.0 40.0 ZD 
19.8 5.8 0.5 30.0 195 aO 
1 
i 
1 
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average of 23 ,.4 wliile tiie one decrease was 8o6 per cent . 
Sie results of tbe fottr rims show an average increase 
of 15,4 per cent in the coimts* 
In the two comparisons separation caused an in­
crease of 21,9 per cent in the one instance and a decrease 
of 22,4 per cent in the other, with an average percentage 
decrease of 0,5. 
The analysis of the data ohtained from the study 
of the types of Isacteria present shows that filtration 
catised a fairly significant increase in the acid coagula-
tors and a correspondi]2g decrease in the alkali formers, 
•37hereas the other groups were not materially changed. The 
effect of passing the milk through a separator caused 
noticeahle changes in the acid and peptonizing groups 
"but since only two comparisons were siade, the significance 
of these is limited. 
In sursicarizing the data,, it seems apparent that 
•!7hen milk t^as pumped -throng a filter only sli^t changes 
in the ntmhers and types of the bacteria toolc place. The 
changes 'Erere prohahly chiefly caused hy the mechanical 
effect of the pun^ and "by the milk going throu^ the fine 
Eteshes in the cloth^ both of ^ hich •srould have a tendency 
to break up bacterial clusrps and chains. Separation like-
TJTise caused some changes, but no great elimination of^ any 
types took place. 
-57' 
For the reason that the clarifier is mtich iriore 
efficient in removing heavy particles from milk, further 
studies with the separator were not made. 
effect of clariflcatigm 'gith normal and reduced 
rate of infloitr on the bacteria in inillr» as deter-
mined "by the plate count, the methylene blue test 
and the fermentation test» 
A series of deteriainations of the effect of elari 
fication on the bacteria in isilk with a normal and 
a reduced rate of inflow was made,,, using the plate county 
the methylene blue test, and the ferisientation test, The 
data obtained in nine comparisons are sho'^m in 'Table II, 
•The bacterial counts were quite high, on an 
average. Clarification always resulted in a decrease in 
the counts, ^ere was an average decrease of 24.2 per 
cent •when a normal rate of inflow tfas used, and an averag© 
decrease of 57^2 per cent when a one-'tenth normal rate 
of inflow was used. ®ie reduction time of the unclarified 
milk ranged from 60 to 240 sainntes and averaged 163 minutes 
that of the normally clarified milk ranged from 90 to 255 
minutes and averaged 184 minutesj, while that of sailk 
cls^ified with a reduced rate of inflo^^ ranged froa 120 
to 285 minutes and averaged 210 minutes. With the normal 
TABLE 11 
The Effect of Clarification with Noi^mal and Reduced 
Rate of Inflow on the Baoterla in Milk, as Determined 
by the Plate Count, the Methylene Blue Teat, and the 
Permentation Teat. 
Plate Count 
Unclarified 
Date 
Clarified 
: (Baoterla J 1^6 r ma 1 Ihflov/: Percentage {Reduced Inflow: Percentage 
: per oc.) :(Bacteria : Decrease ! (Bacteria { Decrease 
: ; per CO.) per cc.) f • 
May 85 700,000 470,000 32.9 140,000 80,0 
n 26 1,035,000 745,000 28,0 560,000 45,9 
June 20 3,310,000 
7,530,000 
1,980,000 40.2 550,000 83.4 11 21 6,600,000 12.3 700,000 12.3 tt 22 2,780,000 1,890,000 32.0 1,090,000 60.8 
July 6 615,000 475,000 22.8 350,000 43.1 ti 7 2,820,000 2,580,000 8.5 1,060,000 62.4 It 8 750,000 580,000 22.6 330,000 56,0 ti 9 920,000 750,000 18.5 
Avg. 24.2 
270,000 70.7 
Avg, 57.2 
19S7 
Methylene Blue Test 
Date 
Unclarified 
(Minutes to 
reduce) 
! 
jlRormal 
: (Minutes 
} reduce) 
to 
Clarified 
lnfTbvv:tnoreafl0 In YReduced inf!lcw: Increase In 
:(Minutes to {Reduction 
; reduce) ;Tlme due to 
! {Clarifica-
: ;tlon (mln,) 
jPeductlon 
tTime du© to 
jClarlfloa-
ition (min.) 

25 
26 
20 
21 
22 
6 
7 
8 
9 
25 
26 
20 
21 
22 
6 
7 
8 
9 
! Unolarified i Clarified _ _ _ 
: (Minutes to tlfor-mal Inflowjtndrease in tReduced In&w;Increase in" 
; reduce) ;(Minutes to jPeductlon :(Minutes to :Reduction 
: } reduce) tTlme due to ; reduce) ;Time due to 
: : jClarifica- : :Clarlfica-
: ! . jtion (inin« ) : ;tlon (min« ) 
135 180 . 45 210 75 
235 255 20 285 50 
90 105 15 135 45 
60 90 30 120 60 
165 210 45 240 75 
240 240 0 270 30 
120 140 20 180 60 
210 210 0 210 0 
210 225 15 240 30 
Avg. ^  Avg. 37" 
F'ermentatlon Test 
Unclarlfled 
Clarified (Character of Curd) 
Normal Inflow Reduced Inflow 
SI. llq, near 
surface of curd 
Solid curd 
SI. gassy 
Solid curd 
Gassy 
Badly gassy 
Gassy 
Gassy 
SI. gassy 
Solid curd 
Solid curd 
81. gassy 
Solid curd 
Gassy 
Badly gassy 
SI. gassy 
Gassy 
SI. gassy 
SI. llq. near 
surface of curd 
Solid curd 
SI. gassy 
Solid curd 
Gassy 
Badly gassy 
Gassy 
Gassy 
SI. gassy 
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rate o f  inflow, clarification caused an increase in the 
reduction time in seven trials and no change in two and 
with the reduced rate of inflow it caused an increase In 
ei^t trials and no change in one. The greatest increase 
i in the time with the normal infloTsr was 45 minutes and 
^th the reduced inflosr 75 minutes . The average increases 
^en all comparisons are considered were 21 minutes with 
normal clarification and 47 isiinutes "STith clarification 
I involving a reduced rate of inflow^ 
I -The data would indicate that clarification with 
! 
! 
i both rates of inflo'ssr resulted in cost cases in a quite 
i ' 
I noticeable increase in the reduction time, ^ere seems 
i 
1 to be no definite correlation, hcTverer, the counts 
1 of the tmclarified or clarified millc and the reduction 
; tiae vhen the counts for the different runs are considered. 
1 
I Since clarification always resulted in a decrease in the 
I counts in this particular series^ these data are therefore 
I not applicable to runs •^'here clarification results in an 
j increase^ 
The results obtained by the methylene blue test 
I agreed, in general, ^ ith those obtained by the plate sethod. 
i It v?ould socKi, hom''ever, that the plate method was the laore 
; refined in shoeing the differences in the numbers of 
' bacteria of milk: caused by clarification. 
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The reason the n^thylene blue test does 
not show relatively small differences in the ntinibers of 
bacteria in laillr may "be accounted for by the differences 
in the ability of various types of bacteria to decolorize 
methylene blue and to the variations in their development. 
Th.-e observations of the fermentation test 
would indicate that clarification had no influence on the 
type of fermentation talcing place Tsrhether a normal or a 
reduced rate of inflow w-as used. The character of the 
curd rfhlch forsaed from the clarified mil^ was, in all 
cases ^ similar to that •?i'hi<22 formed frc© the unclarified 
2nilk» 
8» ComparisoB of the effect: of centrifugal force o!i 
the mambers and t3fpes of organ!SIES present in un-
centrifuged Trrilk. and in the sediaent obtained in 
eentrifa^ tubes. 
In order to obtain some additional data on the 
effect of centrifugal force on ailk tests TOre made in 
•shich 15 cc. samples of uncentrifuged milk were placed 
in conical tubes and centrifuged at room temperature for 
varying periods of tiiaej the speed "eras 1900 revolutions 
per minute and the circle through 'irhich the outer edge 
of the tubes passed "^as 15 inches® The sediment was then 
'4h 
diluted to 15 cc» witli sterile i^ater and the ntanbers and 
types of o2*ganisms determined* 
The data presented in Table 12 show that in a 
series of four cong^arisons, after five minutes centrifnging 
a raininrum of 5»8, a maximum of 20#8, and an a-^erage of 
12*6 per cent of the total niimbers of bacteria present in 
the milk were in the sediment^ while after the milk had 
been exposed to the centrifugal force for 20 minutes a 
minimtsi of 9,5^ a maximum of^ 2S,9, and an average of 16.7 
per cent were in the slime, 
-The results of a study of the types of bacteria 
present in uncentrifuged milk and in the sediment obtained 
from it after cenferifuging samples of milk of th© same 
lot for five, 20 and 50 minutes, respectively, in four com-
papisons, and for five and 20 minutes in four other com­
parisons are shosn in lable 13# The acid formers were 
usually the siost ntmierous types in both the milk and in the 
sediment., but sometimes the alkali formers or acid pepton-
izers wre the most prominent. , Gentrifuging caused some 
slight variations in the types, but •sfhenever a certain type 
•sras present in the milk it -s-as usually also found in the 
sediment. Even prolonged exposure of the milk to centrifugal 
force did not consistently cause a complete elimination of 
any of the types present in the milk. 
Comparison of the Numbei' of Bacteria Present in Uncentrifuged 
Milk and in Sediment Obtained from it by Oentrifuging in Tubes, 
Date 
;'1?lrn0 of ; "" 
; Centr if'uglng j Bacteria 
tMinutes. :per cc« 
:Percentage 
sBaoteria Reraov-
red from Milk 
1927 Apr. 29 Uncentrifuged milk 
Sediment 
Sediment 
May 3 Uncentrifuged milk 
Sediment 
Sediment 
May 5 Uncentrifuged milk 
Sediment 
Sediment 
May 7 Uncentrifuf.ed milk 
Sediment 
Sediment 
5 
20 
6 
80 
S 
20 
5 
20 
3,710,000 
750,000 
1,110,000 
2,230,000 
130,000 
315,000 
83,000 
15,500 
11,000 
600,000 
34,500 
57,000 
20,2 
29.9 
5.8 
14.1 
18.7 
13.2 
5.8 
9.5 
Average of percentage removed 5 min, 
20 min. 
12.6 
16.7 
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1 TABLE 1 
i 
The Types of Bacteria Present in 
from it by Centrifuging in Tubes 
:Time of 
rcentri-
Date : rfuging 
: Min. 
Jan. 8 Uncentrifuged milk 
Sediment 
Sediment 
Sediment 
5 
20 
30 
Jan, 8 Uncentrifuged milk 
Sediment 
Sediment 
Sediment 
5 
20 
50 
< 
V 
Jan, 15 Uncentrifuged milk 
Sediment 
Sediment 
Sediment 
5 
20 
30 
e 
4 
£ 
6 
Jan, 21 Uncentrifuged isilk 
Sediment 
Sediment 
Sediment 
5 
20 
30 1 
Apr. 29 Uncentrifuged milk 
Sediment 
Sediment 
5 
20 
IJ 
J 
May 3 Uncentrifuged milk 
Sediment 
Sediment 
5 
20 
i 
si 
6i 
5! i 
May 5 Uncentrifuged milk 
Sediment 
Sediment 
5 
20 
1 
4 
li i 
! 
! 
May 7 Uncentrifuged milk 
Sediment 
Sediment 
5 
20 
! 
li \ 
< 
i(i 
J 
1 

I TABLE 13 
. ( 
5sent in Raw Milk and In Sediment Obtained 
In Tubes. 
jof 
bi-
Acid 
Percentage 
1 ^ 
: Coag. :Non-coag.: Inert : Alkali : Neutral Acid : Alkali 
" i [ t 
! 15.7 31.4 19.6 5.9 0 29.4 0 
5 8.0 16.0 2,0 36,0 0 38.0 0 
b 6.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 2.0 68.0 0 
} 6.0 14.0 2,0 12.0 0 66,0 0 
20.0 34.0 12.0 14.0 0 20.0 0 
5 44.0 20.0 10.0 8.0 6.0 10.0 2.0 
p 36.0 32.0 10.0 6.0 2.0 14.0 0 
•> 
J 36.0 22.0 10.0 8.0 24.0 0 0 
i 68.6 15.7 3.9 5.9 0 5.9 0 
5 44,0 16.0 6.0 14.0 0 20.0 0 
D 80.0 0 8.0 10.0 0 2.0 0 
D 
i 
62,0 6.0 0 24.0 0 8.0 0 
1 1 2.0 60.0 10.0 4,0 0 24.0 0 
0 58.0 4.0 0 0 38.0 0 
D 0 69.4 2.0 0 0 28,6 0 
p 
1 
17.1 55.7 1.9 3.8 0 21.5 0 
i 10.0 64.0 0 20.0 0 6.0 0 
5 14.0 48.0 0 34.0 0 4.0 0 
P i 
0 46.0 0 50.0 0 4.0 0 
1 58.0 16.0 0 18.0 0 8.0 0 
64.0 12.0 2.0 6.0 0 16.0 0 
p 54.0 14.0 4.0 12.0 0 16.0 0 
t 2.2 13.0 19.6 39.1 , 0 26.1 0 
5 12.5 30.0 2.5 52.5 0 0 2,5 
D 0 19.3 15.4 57.7 0 3.8 3.8 
10.0 52.0 2.0 32.0 0 4.0 0 
5 2.0 16.0 14.0 62.0 0 6.0 0 
0 10.0 • 18.0 12.0 48.0 0 12;0 0 
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It wold seem that the esposure of milk to 
centrifugal force in tiibes, even for a considerable time, 
did not materially affect the flora of the ailk., 
Althoii^ centrifnging of the natnrally infected 
mills did not cause much change in the types of organisias 
present, it "was decided to study the effect of centrifiigal 
force on samples of low connt milk heavily inoculated with 
large alkali forming bacteria or with yeasts obtained from 
agar slope cnltnres. Ra'?r milk ^ ^as used in preference to 
sterile milk because in the latter some of the constitaents 
are changed physically and chemically by the heating process. 
Tne data obtained are reported in Table 14• In all cases,, 
both Tifith the alkali formers and ivith the yeasts, centri** 
fuging for one-half ho'cir caused a decrease in the numbers 
present., ^e number of organisms present in the milk and 
cream layer after these had been mixed,; ira-hen added to the 
numbers in the sediment, should equal the total number of 
organisms present in the milk before centrifuging» !I32ls, as 
a rule,, did not occur,, due probably to a cluiaping of the 
organisms in the sediment, since microscopic examination of 
the sediment showed the presence of large numbers of cltsaps 
of the inoculated organisms. 
"1 
TABIjE 14 
Dato 
Tho offoot of oontrlfugins milk 
containing yeasts and alkali fownlng 
baotorla on tho number of organisms prosont# 
IToosts por ccr^TTQasts por cCisYoasts por oc,.. in Sodf^ 
:In Milk Boforo ;In Milk Aftor tmont, Diluted to 15 oc, 
{Oontrlfuglng sContrlfuglng tv/lth Water* 
1927 Mar. 7 Raw VWiolo Milk 
9 " 
IS " 
It 
II 
It 
It 
1,645,000 
1,470,000 
1,200,000 
390,000 
1,950 
14,000 
776,000 
820,000 
448,000 
"sl^aw'^'Hnric"and ' sTSaotoria' 'por" 
:Added Largo ;co. In Milk 
!Alkali Forming taftor Contrl-
tBaotorla. Bac*" ;fuglng 
*.Ba<Jtoria per : 
: CO. : 
per oo« In 
tSodlmont Diluted to 
:15 cc# with Water* 
} 
1927 Mar, 
Apr. 
Apr, 
Apr, 
12 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
6 
14 
14 
15 
Raw vfliole Milk 
Raw Skim Milk 
H 
11 
It 
rt 
II It 
)i 
It 
Raw v/hole Milk 
Raw Skim Milk 
Raw V.liolo Milk 
{Inoculated 
about 4 hours) 
740,000 
46,200,000 
58,000,000 
58,300,000 
46,000,000 
60,000,000 
72,000,000 
670,000 
600,000 
6,800,000 
640,000 
6,680,000 
15,000,000 
20,240,000 
30,000,000 
37,600,000 
18,000,000 
261,000 
140,000 
3,280,000 
830,000 
3,900,000 
3,050,000 
4,240,000 
17,300,000 
111200,000 
112,000 
121,000 
365,000 
I 
<jn 
I 
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The specific grgvity of yeasts and 
alkali foming "bacteria > 
An atteiirot was made to determine the sDecific 
i 
gravity of some of the allcali producing orgmiisms isolated I 
"because of their relative a'bmdance in the slime* The | 
specific gravity of a still larger organism, Torula cremoris | 
was also detenained. 
The alkali formers were grown in Petri dishes 
on "beef infusion agar^ Hhile beef extract agar eoiitain- 1 
ing lactose was used for the yeast» "D'sually the growrth j 
o'btained frcsa eigjit or ten dishes was employed in each 
detenaiRation. As soon as a good groisth had occurred 
this was carefiilly scraped off with a sharp steel "blade 
and transferred quickly to a tared, dry,: 25 cc. pycnometer. 1 
llheneTer the growth was sixfficient, duplicate determina­
tions were msdea Tne specific grarity -^as detenained "by 
comparing the weight of a certain ^olisae of the organises 
^th the -s-ei^t of an equal volume of distilled irater at 
the same temperature. In making -the determinations four 
different •©•eighings were made, as follows: the dry 
pycnometer, the pycnometer plus the bacterial growth, the 
pycnometer filled "slth distilled water, and the pycnometer 
filled frith the "bacterial growth and distilled water. The 
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specific gravity of the bacterial gro-srth was obtained 
by dividing the vreight of this as detenained by subtrac­
tion by the weight of the volume of "crater uhich it dis­
placed? the latter represented the difference between 
the Tsrei^t of the -arater containing organisms and the 
•syelght of distilled -sirater necessary to fill a pycnometer. 
In two determinations plain bouillon was used as a medium 
for tSie alkali formers. Five hundred cc« lots of this 
were inoculated^ and when a good gro-Brth had occurred they 
were centrifuged in 50 cc. tubes; the sediment obtained 
was then placed in pycnometers and the specific gravity 
determined • 
ISae results of the specific gravity determina­
tions are shoism in Table 15, With Torula cremoris the 
values ranged from 1-»05Y to 1*102, irith an average of 
1.079• With the alkali formers, "when agar was the medium, 
the values ranged 1»029 to l.i2S> with an average of 
1^0497^ Tshile 'ushen bouillon "ss-as used the specific gravities 
were 1,025 and 1^032 «ith an average of 1,0285* 
The duplicate determinations sometimes sho«red 
some variation, The smallest difference between checks 
isras 0,003, the largest 0.019, and the average of the seven 
mms iffhere checks "cjere made is'as 0.009. The groisth obtained 
from ten plates usually weighed about one gram, but even 
TABLE 
Determination of the specific gravity 
of Torula cremoris and alkali forming 
bacteria. 
:Length of iToraperature « 4 • , 
{Incubation:of IncubatlonrDot^ A. : Det. B. t Average 
: (daya) j (deg. C.) • : 
Orowth on 
Torula oromoris 3 37 1.037 1.037 
tr 6 37 1.102 1«102 
ti II 2 37 1,097 1.097 (1 II 2 37 1.079 1.079 
Average of 4 determinations 1.079 
Alkali Bacboria Ho . 2 2 37 1.123 1.123 
II »i II 2 2 37 1.048 1.045 
11 11 It 2 2 37 1.036 1.036 
II 11 It 1 3 37 1.049 1.042 1.0455 
II II II 12 2 37 1.068 1,055 1,0565 
If 
" 31 oulturos 7 21 1.042 1.042 
It It No • 27 2 37 1.053 1.053 \i It It 27 1 37 1.045 1.029 1,037 
n 11 It 20 2 37 1,054 1.049 1.0515 
!t ti It 8 4 21 1.053 1.034 1.0435 
II ti It 29 4 21 1.043 1,036 1.0395 
It It tt 8 7 21 1.036 , 1.036 
II It It 8 7 21 1.041 1,034 1.0375 
Average of 13 determinationo 1.049,7 
(Irov/th in Bouillon 
Alkali Bacteria No .27 2 weeks 21 1.025 1.025 
II ti II 28 It 21 1.032 1.032 
Average of 2 detorminationa 
"ETitli heavy growth the amotmt obtained iras too small for 
very acctipate deterrainations. 
The results cannot, of course, be directly 
applied to sdlk because of the variations in the composi­
tion and size of bacteria grown in different kinds of 
media# If the specific gravities of the alicali fomers, 
as they occur in isillc, are similar to those obtained ishen 
they are gro^ on agar and in bouillon^ it would seem 
that It would be difficult, considering the short exposure 
to the centrifugal force, for the clarifier to remove a 
large percentage of them. 
10. Go23iparison of morphological» cultural and 
Mocheaical characteristics of alkali 
forming bacteria. 
The relative abundance of the allcali forming 
bacteria in the clarifier slime suggested the Isolation 
and study of organisms of this type. The arbitrary group­
ing of these organisms on the basis of their ability to 
produce alkali in milk does not indicate that they possess 
other characteristics in coramon, and for this reason a 
more detailed study of these bacteria would be e:!?pected 
to lead to a division of them into groups or types. From 
several hundred litmus milk cultures of alkali forming 
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"bacteria obtained in the in'^estigation ot the t^pes of 
bacteria present in milk and in clarifier slijae, SI were 
selected» After having been pnrified by plating and pick­
ing colonies the organisms were studied on the basis of 
morphology, staining reaction,, motility^, growth in or on 
^ario^is gelatin licjsjefactiosj reaction chsziges "-"n 
media^ and the prodtiction of indol and nitrite 
The microscopic examination of the 31 cultures 
shoTS-ed that when the organisms. •??ere groisii in litmus siilk 
at either roosi temperature or 57® C. (98»5® F,) they were 
mediuni to large^ plump^ rod shaped, non-spore forming, 
gram negative or^ganisBis,^ having rounded ends and arranged 
in pairs, while when they were ^pom on infusion agar at 
both the above temperatures the cells urere much smaller and 
almost spherical. Motility was regularly noted* Groirfch. 
ateays occurred near the surface ^ hen milk or bouillon iifere 
used as a laeditsm and only on the surface ^th agar stabs» 
At room temperature and at 37® C. (98.6® P.) the gro'^rsh on 
24-hour agar slopes was moderate, ?jhlte.jf filiformj glisten­
ing, and slightly raised, isrhile after- two weeks the growth 
Ts-as abundant, grey-white, filiform, and in most cases raised. 
A yellowisli-brovjn gro-vs-th occurred on potato slants. Hons of 
the organisms liquefied gelatin^ Fnen grorm in plain bouillon 
or bouillon containing glycerol, dextrose, galactose, levu-
51 
lose, lactose, sucrose, maltose, mannltol, or raffinose, 
(reaction plus 0.05 Fuller's scale) an alkaline reaction, 
was always produced after one week, as shown by the change 
in color "Which appeared on the addition of a few drops 
of brom-thymol blue indicator to each tube. Indol was 
not produced in any of the cultures. 1?wo cultures showed 
nitrite production. 
It would seoa from the study of these cultures 
of alkali foraers, that, in general, their main character­
istics were very similar? they "srere probably varieties 
of one species of organisms. A separation of them into 
groups "w^as therefore not made. 
PAET II 
The Influence of Clarification on the 
Quality of Cheese 
"The study of the effect of clarification on the 
quality of cheese involved the use of 23,000 pounds of 
Eiilk representing both tmclarified and clarified milk from 
67 different lots. Additional trials were carried out 
in which cheese made from unclarified milk was compared 
with that obtained from clarified milk to which clarifier 
slime or pure cultures of alkali forming bacteria had been 
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added# A total of 145 bafeciies of cheese were made, of 
which 48 were made in TJtah and 97 in Iowa, 
In a fei¥ comparisons the hacterial flora of the 
ripened cheese ^vas st-udied for the purpose of determining 
if it had heen siodified by clarification.. 
Historical 
Up to the present time clarification of milk 
for Cheddar cheese has not been generally employed hy 
cheese factories in the United States. The process is "being 
used,- hov/et'er, to some extent in the man^ifactiire of S^ss 
cheese. 
Ifetheson (29) fo'tind that centriftigiag the sdli: 
resulted in an increase in -fee higher grades of S-sviss 
cheese. The cheese aade froja centrifaged milk did not 
have a flavor different than that made fros imtreated isilk htd: 
in most cases the "body •jras firmer, and there were larger 
and feinrer eyes. Ee states, that this iaprotreisient seeiss to 
'he due to the removal of dirt and cellular elements from 
the asilk. 
Harden (20) reports that in Ohio every factory 
using piare cultures was clarifying milk for Seriss cheese 
during the isrinter of 1226-27, He states that clarification 
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of milk has "been an important factor in the is^jrovement 
of Ohio Swiss cheese. It has resulted in a decrease in 
the number of eyes, and at the same time it has increased 
the size of the eyes® !rhe body and texture of the cheese 
likevd.se seemed to have been improved. This investigator 
thinks that the results obtained by the factories sub­
stantiate the work of the Bureau of Dairying, U, S. Depart­
ment of Agriculture, which consistently demonstrated the 
value of clarifying milk for Swiss cheese manufactiire. 
As early as 1891, Babcock (2) started experiments 
to study the influence of cleaning milk with a centrifugal 
cream separator on the quality of cheese* He reasoned 
that, because of the offensive character of the material 
which accrasmlated on the inside of the separator bowl, 
j 
the removal of this from the milk would result in an im- | 
1 
provement in the flavor and keeping quality of any milk» j 
^ - J 
Nearly 100 cheese were made by students attending the | 
Wisconsin Dairy School frcsE milk cleaned by a separator, I 
I the skim milk and cream being mixed as it came from the i 
machine, and "without exception the flavor and keeping j 
i I 
quality of the cheese has been improved". It was also i 
noticed - that cleaning the milk in this way either over­
came gassy or "pinholey" curds, or greatly minimized the ] 
defect, Babcock thought that cleaning milk with a separator | 
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would greatly improve the quality of cheese made from 
tainted milk. He was uncertain whether the improvement 
•was caused "by the aeration to whicli the millc isras subject­
ed' when it •siras passing through the separator* or whether 
it ^as due to the removal of the slime. In studying this 
problem he found that untreated milk caused gassy cheesey 
while milk "srhich had been cleaned by running it throu^ 
a separator,, and milk which had been cleaned but to which 
separator slime had been added, did not result in gassy 
cheese* !I5iis work was done during the winter season, and 
when it was repeated during the following summer it was 
found that "there were just as mai^ piiaholes in the curds 
from the cleaned milk as from tliat not treated". Babcock 
smraarizes by stating that '^althou^ cleaning milk" with 
a separator^ has not accomplished all that we hoped in the 
treatment of milk for cheese, we feel that it has been of 
1 
great benefit, as it has,, in nearly every case, improved | 
the quality of the cheese, and the improvement has been I 
laore marked with tainted milk than with those in good con- I 
dition. Especially has it been of benefit for.long keeping • 
cheese as such have retained their flavor much better when | 
made frcm separator cleaned milk", | 
Pisk and Price (14) report the results of com- | 
•carisons of Cheddar cheese made from unclarified and clarified; 
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lailk. The wopk was carried, out duping 1919 and 1920 imder 
various conditions in different localities. A total of 
82 cheese •was aade. There was a difference in the average 
score in favor of the clarified milk cheese of 1.282 for 
flavor, 0.675 for hody and texture, and 1.865 in the total 
score* "The clarified milk cheese had a firmer, more 
springy feeliiag,. and showed less of a tendency to puff up 
than the cheese made from unclarified milk". There 
appeared to be an improvement in the cheese made \vhen 
either good or poor quality milk -Eras used, and "both tsith 
and liirithout starter. The authors state that ^the clarifier 
•trill sometioies overcome the gas in the milk and curdj at 
other times it -^ill not ovsroome this gas, "but will diasge 
it". 
In studies on the effect of clarification on 
•the quali^ty of cheese obtained where lo-sr and 'sheT'e high 
quality milk -sras used.. Combs, Martin, and Hugglar (5) 
found that the average total score of cheese mad© from 
poor quality milk handled under ordinary conditions was 
0.79 points lo'srer for the clarified milk cheese than for 
the unclarified:, •^srhereas •srhen poor quality milk -^as 
handled-under very sanitary conditions, the average •total 
score of the clarified milk cheese was 1.59 points higher 
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than that for the unclarified. Ihen high grade milk 
handled tmder ordinai*y conditions was used for cheese^ 
there was a difference of 2^53 points in the average total 
score in favor of the clarified milk cheese, and when very 
sanitary conditions TOre used a difference in favor of 
the clarified milk cheese of 2,83 points in the average 
total score# When <^eese was made tmder practical condi­
tions, the average score for flavor ^ fas 1.0 points hi^er 
for the clarified milk cheese than for the tmciarified, 
and the average score for body and texture 1.16 points 
higher for the clarified M.lk cheese than for the unclari­
fled. i^en the cheese was made under extreme sanitary 
conditions the average score for flavor was 0»58 points 
hi^er for the clarified milk cheese than for the unclari­
fled ^ and the average score for "body and texture 1»66 
higher for the clarified milk cheese than the "unclarifled. 
The authors conclude that although there was a difference 
of Ic^OS in the average total score in the 41 comparisons 
in favor of clarification, the clarified milk cheese, 
under present market conditions, •B^ould not sell for a 
higher price; it would therefore be doubtful whether 
the process of clarification would be justified in the 
average cheese factory. 
The results obtained by the majority of 
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pesearcii •srorkers who have studied cheese ripening since 
Dticlaux (9) in 1878 first began this type of investiga~ 
tion, seem to point to four outstanding facts: (1) Acid 
is necessary for the "breaking down of the insoluble calcium 
paracaseinate to mono-calcium paracaseinate, "S'hich in 
turn changes to other forms, (2) bacteria are essential 
in the production of flavor and aroma and in the develop­
ment of the desirable body and texture of cheese, (5) an 
enzyme present in rennet effects an increase in the sol­
uble nitrogen compounds in cheese during ripening, thus 
aiding in producing a more plastic body, and (4) galactase 
brealcs down .the calcium paracaseinate to more soluble 
products* A large aaount of research work has been done 
in various parts of the world on the subject of cheddar 
cheese ripening, and many theories have been put forth re­
garding the changes which take place during the curing 
process• 
Evans, Hastings, and Hart (13) in 1914 reported 
the results of a study of the bacteria concerned in the 
production of the characteristic flavor of cheese of the 
Cheddar type. They summarize their findings by stating 
that there are four groups of bacteria present in cheddar 
cheese in such numbers as to indicate that they must function 
in the ripening process, xhey are: (1) Bacterium lactls 
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acicLi» (2) the casei» (S) StreptotioecTis> and (4) 
Mcpococcus. On the basis of the fermentation powers, 
each of the fo'ar groups may be divided into a mmiber of 
varieties» The flora of raw uiillc cheese is varied and in-
cltides all the varieties into which the foiir groups may 
be divided* 
The literatiire on the subject of cheese ripening 
consists of several hundred references* Eucker (25) has 
recently (1922) siade a review of the bacteriological 
aspects of cheese ripening and sinmnarises this by the 
following stateasent: it stands today the investiga­
tions have clearly daaonstrated that the brealcing do'ssn 
of the insoluble casein compounds is due to enzyiaes , either 
natural or bacterial? while characteristic flavors are 
produced "fcy the action of certain groups of bacteria 
(Bact^ casei or coccsts group }> 'srhich depend upon the pro­
ducts of B» lactls acidi present in large numbers during 
the manufacture and early ripening stages". 
Later invest-igational frork by Hucker {24} has 
been done on the types of bacteria present in American 
Cheddar cheese® He studied 265 cultures of bacteria ob­
tained frois. 3? samples of various grades of commsrcial 
cheese# He divides these cultures into seven groiros as 
follows: (1) Spore formers^ (2) gram-negative rods. 
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(5) lactobacilli, (4) Sfcpeptoeocciis lactis, (5> cocci, 
(6) streptococci otiter than lactis» and (7) yeasts» 
He concludes from Ms stxidy tiiat in the higher grades of 
cheese^ the S, lactis and lactobacilli were the predominat­
ing types, -Efhile in the lower grades the spore-forming 
and graa-negatlTe rods Trere siost ahiindant. There seemed 
to he little variation in the frequency of the cocci, aisi 
streptococci (other than S> lactis) in the different 
qualities of cheese^ 
In a study of the relation of the nnmher of bac­
teria in lailk to the quality of Cheddar cheese, Huclier (22) 
found that the total number of bacteria present in 
Xtsed in tJiie making of sixty lots of cheese had. no influenee 
upon the quality^ The ieIIIj: which laas used varied in 
bacterial content from 220,000 to 41,400,000 per cc. when 
it Tras receiTred at the cheese factory«• TJnder the conditions 
of the esperi3Bent.y the jsilk that contained frosi 12 to 42 
laillion bacteria per cc» produced a cheese of a sore con­
stant quality than did the milk containing a staaller number 
of bacteria. Be concludes that the specific types of bac­
teria present in the niilk are far more important than the 
total number® 
Judging from, the aboTe brief discussion of the 
bacteriology of cheddar cheese it isrould seem that in order 
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to be effective in the production of a higjier qiiaiity of 
cheese clarification istist modify the flora of the milli 
in such a t?ay that the groups of organisms which are respons­
ible for the production of the desirable qualities in 
cheese predcasinate during the ripening period• 
Methods 
"The ailk used in the laaisifacture of the e^qjeri-
mental cheese represents the general mills: supply of the 
Dairy Departments of the Utah and Iowa Agriciiltural Colleges. 
In general, the milk was of a good quality, but off-flatrored 
milk, and milk having a hi^ bacterial content was occasion­
ally used. Since the cheese was made over a period of 
several years in the two states, it has been possible to 
use milk varying as widely in quality as that employed in 
the various factories. 
Approximately tirenty gallons of milk isrere used 
for each vst, and t^o cheese were obtained from this amount. 
Immediately before using, all equipment employed v/as care­
fully steamed or rinsed with boiling -water. Ten-gallon 
cans vrere used for transporting the milk from the milk vat 
and clarifier to the cheese vats. 
In obtaining the clarified milk for the cheese, 
at least ten gallons of milk trere run throu^ the clarifier 
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before tiie milk for the experimental work was caught. 
It was the purpose througtumt the trials to 
employ the usual COTEsercial method of manufacture "sith 
very little variation. In brief, the method generally 
used as folloTsrs? One to two per cent of^ starter ^ s.s 
added to the milk as soon as it had been placed in the 
vats. The milk in each vat was then heated simultaneously 
to SO® (86*^ P.) and one ounce of color aaid four ounces 
of rennet added e Cutting v/as done nsrith one-quarter incli 
^re knives, A cooking temperature of 27,8® to 38,9® C, 
, 0 0  (100 to 102 F,) was used and the acidity at the time 
of draining "sras 0,14 to 0»16 per cent, ®ie matting pro­
cess required t^o or three hours^ and the acidity of the 
whey at the time of salting was usually about 0.8 per 
cent or higher. Salt was added at the rate of 2,5 per 
cent to i3ie curd a IHie curd i^as placed in the hoops aiid 
pressed at a temperature of 26,7^ to 29^4° 0, (80° to 
85® P,), tJsually pressing occupied 18 to 20 hours« Mi 
average curing room temperature of 12,8® to 15,5® C» 
(55° to 60® F,) was maintained. The cheese were scored 
when they had been cured "sbout one month and again after 
about three months. It -eras the aim to make a firm-bodied 
cheese having a moisture content of about 56 per cent, 
7ihen scoring, the cheese were nmbered, so as 
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to give no information to the Judges on the kind of m-TTk-
used for ea(^ cheese» For the purpose of malcing careful 
eompsirisons, the make of each day was judged separately# 
Representative lots of cheese were exainined for 
numbers and types of bacteria present. In obtaining the 
sample, the surface ot the cheese was cut •crith a sterile 
knife, and a sterile trier was then used for sectiring a 
plug of cheese* Thin slices were cut fvam this and T?ei^-
ed on paper# About one gram of cheese was used for an 
analysis and this -ssras thoroughly ground in a sterile 
mortar -with sterile sea sand. The grinding process 
occupied at least twenty minutesf -sjhen completed, the 
material was tpsasrer-red to a "srater blank and plated on 
beer infusion agar. The plates were incubated at room 
temperature Tor five to six days "Brith the exception of 
those from the one month old cheese which were incubated 
at 37^ C» (98.6*^ P.) for 16 hotirs and then at room temper­
ature for four days« 
Results Obtained 
A# Scores on Cheese from Unclarified and 
Clarified Milk. 
Five different series of cheese ^ ere made. 
Series one to four inclusive comprise cheese made under 
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nonaal conditions,, "while milk containing added slime or 
alkali forming "bacteria ttras used for the cheese made in 
series fitre. 
Series 1, This series involved the mamtfacttire 
of 48 batches of cheese from 24 different lots of milk 
d^iring the period from April V, 192S to March Y, 1925 at 
the Utah Agricultijral College. The cheese in 20 of the 
24 comparisons were scored at the end oT about one month 
and in. 22 comparisons at the end of about three monthso 
The scoring was supervised by Mr» E« R, Lochry of the 
Western Office of the U. S« Bureau of Dairying (Salt Lake 
and the results are presented in Table 1S« 
The data siKm that when the cheese "were one 
month old clarification caused an increase in the scores 
tor flavor and aroma in ten comparisons, a decrease in 
eight and no. change in "tcro® "S/hen the scores were hi^er 
Tslth clarification the average increase was 1.15, afid 
ithen they -srere lo-'srar the average decrease ^ as 1,00. 
Considering the 20 comparisons, there was an average in­
crease in the scores for flavor and aroma of 0.17. The 
scores for the three months old cheese show that clarifi­
cation caused an increase in the scores for flavor and 
aroma in 14 .comparisons, a decrease in five, and no change 
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Plavor and Arojna I 
TJnclarified Clarified 
1 
TJnclarified i 
Ho. i 
1 Month. 1 Month 3 Months i 
Score 
• 
r Coimnent Score 
• 
• 
: Comment Score 
: i 
: Comment 
97 36.0 High acid 38.0 Good 38,5 Foreign 
104 38.0 n tT 39.0 n 39.0 High aci<3 
111 37.0 n « 38.0 Hi^ acid 35,0 Bitter 
118 36.5 Moldy 37.0 Musty 37.0 Unclean 
164 37.5 Starter 37.5 Starter 1 
165 39.0 Good 38.0 Good 35.5 Onion 
167 39.0 tr 39.0 
170 33,0 Strong OE 
171 38.0 Sweet 
172 37,0 Acid 
317 39.5 GrOOd 39,0 SI. tmclean 37.0 tt 
535 37.5 Plat 39.0 Good 37.5 SI. tmcle 
361 38*5 39.5 57.5 1 
362 40.0 39.0 36.5 Unclean 
363 38.0 37.0 Plat 37.0 tt 
364 34.0 V.^unclean 36.5 Unclean 34.0 7. iinclea 
365 38.5 38.0 37.0 SI, imcle 
114 36 = 5 High acid 37.0 Unde'veloped A Sotir bitt 
235 34.5 SI. bitter 32.5 Very "bitter 35.5 
501 36.0 Plat 35.5 Slo bitter 34.0 Fruity 
901 35.5 SI. unclean 36.0 Peed 35.0 SI. bitte 
205 33.5 Bitter 32.0 Foreign 36.0 Acid 
703 - . 35.0 
902 37.5 Hi^ acid 38.5 34.5 SI, fruit 
Avg^ 37.125 37.300 36.090 

i 
(• TABLE 16 
i 
Scores and Criticisms of Cheese Made in Series 
i 
Body; 
led Clarified Unclarified 
• -.fj-:"-, . . • • • - . 1 
Claris 
i 
is 3 Months 1 Month i Men 
ioment 
• 
Score : Comment Score : Comment 
1 
Score : Coni 
i'eign 
jh acid 
iter 
jlean 
, 1; 
ton 
bong onion 
set 
id 
w unclean 
clean 
; tmclean 
L unclean 
'ixr bitter 
tter 
pity 
U "bitter 
lid 
i. fruity 
39»0 
40.0 
». 0 
38.0 
40.0 
58.5 
39.0 
39.5 
38.0 
37.5 
33.0 
36.5 
35.5 
35.5 
37.0 
.5 
34.5 
35.5 
36.0 
35.0 
36.5 
Fruity 
Putrid 
SI. imisty-
38.0 Higii acid 
Good 
Acid 
Gfood 
High acid fruity 
Plat undeveloped 
Unclean 
tt 
Coarse 
Bitter 
Bitter 
Plat 
Acid 
29.5 
29.5 
30.0 
29.0 
29.0 
29.5 
29.5 
29.5 
29.0 
29.0 
29.0 
29.0 
29.0 
29.0 
29.0 
29.5 
29.5 
29.5 
29.5 
Open 
tt 
Open 
Crumbly 
Sl» njealy 
SI. open 
SI. open 
Corliy 
Corlcy 
Mealy' 
Corky 
Corky 
n 
Mealy open 
Healy, 
SI. pasty 
Corky 
Pasty 
Salty 29,5 Open 
29.5 
29.5 
29,5 
29.0 
29.5 
29,0 
29.5 
29.5 
29.0 
29.5 
29,0 
28.5 
28.5 
29.0 
29.5 
29.0 
m w 
29.5 
29.5 
29.0 
36.818 29.300 29.225 

a Series 1, 
1 Body and Textiire 
* 
« 
• 
• 
f ciarified Unclarified 
• 
Clarified : 1 
1 i Month 3 Months 3 Honths 
lUi 
:c| 
B : Comment 
• 
Score : Coisment 
• 
• 
Score : Comment 
:f!' 
:1| 
1 SI. open 
i Open 29,5 SI. pasty 29.5 SI. open 9 t I 29.5 Open 29.5 SI. open I 
..f SI, open 29.5 SI.open mealy 28.5 Crumbly 9 p 
1 
O^en 29.0 Open 29.0 Open 9, 
g 
Open si. mealy- 29.5 ^ealy open 29.0 S^iss holes S 
• f ! Si. open e 
f 29.0 Open 29.0 Open 
f 29.0 n 29,5 SI. open 
29.0 Yeast holes 29.5 Open t 
f SI,, open 29.5 Onen 29.5 
n 
j Sticky 29.0 n 29.5 R J 
i Corky 30.0 50.0 < 
1 n 29.0 Healy corky 29.0 Kealy % 
> Very corky 28.0 Very corky 27.5 '7eTj corky i 
i V, corky 29.0 31. open 29.0 SI. open 1 
» Corky 29.5 Open 29.5 Mealy i 
> Corky open 29.0 Pasty 29.5 n 
\ r Gas lioles 29.0 Mealy pasty 29.0 Open i } Pasty 29.0 Mealy weak 29^0 Open pasty 1 
1 Corky 29.5 SI. pastJ 29.5 Sl« gassy soft 
5 Pasty 29.5 Open 29.5 Open i 1 
i 25.0 Mealy dry body 25.0 Mealy dry body 1 i 
s r Open si. pasty 29.0 Pasty mealy 29.0 Pasty si. mealy 1 } 
1 
1. 
B25 
• • 29.000 29.023 
i 1 J 
r 
* Includes color and finisli 
•f = Increase in score 
- = Decrease in score 

i Total .Scores* 
; 
Chanf!:es in Scores due i 
For Flavor and Aroma 9 Flavor Body 1 j Body and Texture and and J ! 
5 Un- :Un- t Aroma Texttu 
clari- :Clari- :clari- :Glari- : 1 
» f fied :fied rfied :fied 1 Month :3 Months 1 Month 3! 
bt 1 Month: 1 Month :5 Months :5 Months i ! 
i i 90»5 92.5 93.0 93.5 •V 2.0 + 0.5 0 
I 
1 s 
1 J 92.5 95.5 93.5 94.5 4- 1.0 + 1.0 0 3 ) 
\ 92.0 92.5 89.5 87.5 -f 1.0 1,0 — 0.5 ! 
1 90.5 91.0 91.0 92.0 -f- 0.5 + 1.0 0 ' 
' 91^5 92.0 0 + 0.5 i 
bs 95.5 92.0 90.0 92.0 1.0 + 2.5 — 0.5 
f 93.5 93.5 0 0 i 
S7.0 94.0 + 7.0 
t 
[ 92.0 93.0 + 0.5 + 1 
i 91.0 93.5 + 2.0 + f i 94.0 93.5 91.5 94.0 0.5 + 2.5 0 r 
91.5 93.0 91.5 92.5 + 1.5 + 0.5 0 +! 
92.5 S4.0 92.5 92.5 •f 1.0 /% V -f 0.5 r V 94.0 93.0 90.5 87.5 1.0 3.5 0 +1 
92.0 90.5 90.0 89.0 m. 1.0 0.5 • 0.5 .1 
88.0 90.0 88.0 90.5 + 2.5 + 2.5 — 0.5 1 
92.5 92.0 91.5 90.0 0.5 — 1.5 0 1 • 
90.5 91.5 88.5 91.5 -t- 0.5 + 2.5 0.5 + 
89.0 86.5 89.5 • 86,5 — 2,0 — 3.0 mm 0.5 1 
hr 90.5 90,0 88.0 ' 88.5 0,5 4 0,5 0 t 
i soft 90.0 90.5 89.5 90.0 + 0.5 + 0.5 0 
6 
: • 88.0 86.5 90.5 90.5 1.5 0 0 i I 
: body 85.0 85.0 0 
j i. 
f mealy 92.0 92.5 88.5 : 90.5 + 1.0 + 2.0 — 0.5 1 i 
91.435 91.525 90.09 90.84 + 0.175 + 0.727 - 0.075 
1 
1 I 
j 
I 
1 
i 
i 
1 

1 
n 
t 
E A 
?es^ Ciianges in Scores due to Clarification : 
porsa. Flavor Body 
i and and Total Score : 
i • • Aroma Textxire 
«• : Glarl- • • • « • 
! :?led 1 Month:3 Months 1 Month:3 Jlonths 1 Kontli:S Months: 
•bs :5 Montiis * • « 
f 
j 93.5 + 2.0 + 0.5 0 0 + 2.0 + 0.5 
1 94.5 + 1.0 + 1«0 0 0 + 1.0 + 1«0 
i 87,5 +1.0 - 1,0 - 0.5 - 1.0 + 0.5 •"'2.0 
1 92,0 -f 0.5 + 1.0 0 0 + 0.5 + 1.0 
I •v U + 0.5 + 0.5 
i 92.0 - 1.0 + 2.5 - 0.5 - 0.5 - 1.5 + 2.0 
i 0 0 0 
i 94.0 + 7.0 0 + 7.0 
i 93-.0 + 0.5 + 0.5 + 1.0 
i 9<5.5 + 2.0 + 0.5 + 2.5 
L 94.0 0.5 + 2.5 0 0 - 0.5 + 2.5 
1 92.5 + 1.5 +0.5 0 +0 .-5 + 1.5 + 1.0 
i 92.5 + 1.0 0 + 0.5 0 + 1.5 0 
87.5 - 1.0 - 5,5 0 + 0.5 -• 1.0 •• 3.0 
L 89.0 - 1.0 - 0.5 - 0.5 - 0.5 - 1.5 - 1.0 
! 90.5 + 2.5 + 2.5 - 0.5 0 + 2.0 + 2.5 
90.0 - 0.5 - 1.5 0 0 - 0.5 - 1,5 
91.5 + 0.5 + 2.5 +0.& +0.5 + 1.0 + 3.0 
! 86.5 - 2.0 - 3.0 "" 0 . o 0 - 2.5 - 3.0 
1 88.5 - 0.5 + 0.5 0 0 - 0.5 + 0.5 
! 90.0 +0.5 +0.5 0 0 + 0.5 + 0.5 
90.5 - 1.5 0 0 0 - 1.5 0 
85.0 0 0 0 
1 90.5 + 1.0 + 2.0 - 0.5 0 +0.5 + 2.0 
90.84 + 0.175 + 0.727 - 0.075 + 0.023 +0.1 +0.75 
i 
i 
i 
I 
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in three• ^en the scores were higher isyith clarification, 
the airerage increase "was 1.82 and '^rhen they were lower 
the average decrease was 1«88» Considering the 22 compari­
sons, there was an average increase of 0.73 in the scores 
for flavor and aroma* 
The scores obtained for body and texfcure show 
that in the one month old cheese clarification resulted 
in an increase in the scores in three comparisons, a de­
crease in six and no ciiange in 11, When the scores were 
higjher with clarification there was an average increase 
of O.SOy and when they were lower there ^ as an average 
decrease of 0,50. Considering the 20 comparisons there 
"Was an average decrease In the scores for body and texttcre 
of 0*07» The scores for body and texture of the three 
months old cheese were higher with clarification in fivs 
eosiparisong, lower in iairee and alike in 14» "When the 
scores were raised by clarification the average increase 
was OooO, and "srhen they "iiirere lo'sered the average decrease 
was 0.67. Considering the 22 coniparisons, clarification 
caused an average increase of 0.02 in scores for body and 
textxire • 
Clarification resulted in an increase of 0.10 
in the total scores -with the one month old cheese and of 
0.75 with the three months old cheese. At times clarifi­
"»66'" 
cation caused an increase and at times a decrease in tlie 
scores of tiie cheese,. wMle in a missber of cosarparisons the 
quality of the cheese was not inflicenced.. In general, 
when there "vras a variation in the scores of the tmclari-
fied and clarified milic cheese, it was not irery large? 
in a fe^ instances there "sras a marked difference in the 
score for flavor and aroma,, but the differences "s^ere not 
always in favor of the clarified ijiilk cheese# The judges' 
cormnents show variationsas did the scores^ Soaetimes 
the criticisms -syere alike for both types of cheese, 
sometimes the cojanients were in favor of the unclarified 
milk cheese > "sjhile at other times they ts-ere in favo3? of 
the clarified isiilk cheese* Clarification, apparently did 
not eliminate consistently any of the defects in the cheese. 
From this particular study it -syould seem that 
since there isrere no regular increases or de^sreases in the 
scores of the cheese,, and since the averages of the total 
s cores tjere so nearly ali^e> clarification did not in­
fluence the quality of the cheese-to any marked extent* 
Series 2, T&n coniparisons of cheese» represent­
ing unclarified and clarified milk, -were inade during 
Koveisber and December, 1926, at the Iowa State College# 
"Ehe scoring -Kras supervised by Professor S, F, Goss# The 
scores and criticisms of the cheese when about one month 
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and iTlien about three months old are shown in Table 17. 
Is. the one month old cheese the scores for 
flavor and aroma of the clarified milk cheese were hi^er 
than those of the tmclarified silk cheese in seven cosi-
parisons, and loiter in three# ^en the scores wove hi^er 
Tith clarification the average increase was 0,73, and when 
the J were lo'wer the average decrease was 0,6V» When the 
scores In all the comparisons are considered there "aras 
an average increase in the scores for flavor and aroiaa of 
0.35* In the three months old cheese the scores for 
flavor and aroma of the cheese made froa clarified mi Ik 
T7ere hi^er than those of the cheese made from 'onelarified 
Bilk in foxir- comparisons, and loiter in five, •smile in one 
instance there "sras no change» Wien the scores -nrere higher 
•with clarification the average increase •Eras 1,10,• and isihen 
they •were lo^^er the average decrease •aras GaSQ« Gonsidsring 
all the comparisons,, there •was an average increase in the 
seores for flavor and areata of 0«05, 
The data obtained for bodj and testore sho^s? that 
in the one month old cheese there v/sis an increase in the 
scores with clarification in seven comparisons, a decrease 
in •fciro, and in one instance no difference • When the scores 
of the clarified inillc cheese trere higher the average in­
crease -^as 0,70 , and -when they were lower , the average de-
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Flavor and Aroma 
: Unclarified Clarified Unclarified Clarified 
No. . -J Month : 1 Month 3 Months 3 Months 
:Score 
• • 
• 
:Score 
• 
: CoEment Score 
> 
• 
Ccsiinent 
« 
Score : Co2r:e 
1 40.0 Acid 39.5 Acid 37.5 Bitter 37.0 Bitte 
SI. 
2 40.0 Acid 40.5 Acid 39.0 Unclean 40.0 
Acid SI. 
3 36.5 Bitter 38.5 Immature 55.0 Fruity 37.0 Fruit 
Acid SI. 
4 38.5 Acid 39.0 38.0 Bitter 39.0 
SI. Ac 
5 36.5 Sour 37.0 Bitter 38.0 Sour 38.5 " Bit 
6 39.0 38.0 Bitter 39.0 38.0 SI. Ad 
81. 
7 38.0 Bitter 38.5 Bitter 37.5 Bitter 37.0 i 
SI. SI. 1 
8 37.0 Sour 37.5 Sour 38.0 Sharp 37.0 Sour j 
9 35.0 Fruity 36.0 Persiented 38.0 Sharp 38.0 
j 
shares 
Acid SI. 
Fermeil 
1 
10 3S.0 Acid 38.5 Bitter 39.0 Sharp 38.0 
Avg. 37.95 38.30 37.90 37.95 
t 3 li 
1 t 
Includes color and finisli | j 5 
*'• Increase in score i 
Decrease in score 

TABLE 17 
Scores and Criticiams of Gheese Made in Series 2. 
Body and Texture 
U Clarified TJnclarified Clarified TJnclarified 
J: 3 Months 1 Montli 1 Month 3 Months 
> * * 
Score : Conment Score 
• 
• 
: Coirment Score 
• 
: Comment Score rGorcment S( 
1 
i Open Open 
1 37.0 Bitter 27.5 Corky 27.0 Corky 27.0 Weak t i 
Open Open SI. 
1 40.0 27.0 Gorky 27.5 Corky 28.0 Crumbly ( 
SI. 
! 37.0 Fruity 27.5 Weak 28.0 Open 26.0 Weak c £ 
i Open 
1 59.0 26.5 Weak 27.5 Open 27.5 Pasty e 
SI.Acid SI. 
j 38.5 " Bitter 27.5 Open 28.0 Open 27.0 Mealy c C 
1 38.0 SI.Acid 27.5 Eealy 27.5 Mealy 28.0 2 
; Mealy SI. 
; 37.0 27.0 Open 28.0 Mealy 27.5 SI.Pasty 2 
; Mealy 
' 37.0 Sour 26.5 Weak 27.0 Mealy 28.0 2 
Swiss Swiss Pasty 
! 38.0 Sharp 25.0 fSsles Open 26.0 Holes Open 26.0 Lumpy 2 
SI. SI. i 3 
i 38.0 
j 
itermented 27.0 Mealy 26.5 Mealy 28.0 Pasty 2 
i 
1 37.95 26.90 27.30 27.30 2 
! 
1 I 1 
finisii 

I Series 2, 
: Total Scores""' 
iarified 
Months 
Clarified"" 
3 Months 
: For Flavor and Aroma, Body and Texture 
» « « *-
• « • • 
: Unclarified:Clarified :Unclarified:Clarifj 
: 1 Month : 1 Month : 3 Months : 3 Mont 
» 
i rConment 
.• * • ' . . 
Score :Comment 
Weak 
! Weak 
i SI. 
j Cnnnbly 
26.5 
28.5 
Sl.ifesty 92.5 
92.0 
91.5 
93.0 
89.5 
92.0 
88.J 
93. J 
i Weak 27.5 SI.Weak 89.0 91.5 86.0 
—
 
05 CO 
1 Pasty 28.5 90.0 91.5 90.5 92.S j 
! Mealy 28.0 Sl.Mesly 89.0 90.0 90.0 91.S 
! 27.5 Mealy 91.5 90.5 92.0 90.1 
j 
! SI.Pasty 25.5 Sl.^sty 90.0 91.5 90.0 89.S 
\ 
! Pasty 
I Lumpy 
1 SI. 
1 Pasty 
f 
28,0 
27.5 
27.5 
Mealy 
Pasty 
SL.Pasty 
88.5 
85.0 
91.0 
89.5 
87.0 
90.0 
91.0 
89.0 
92.0 
90.^ 
1 
90. i 
• 1 
90. { 
10 27.70 89.85 90.60 90.20 90. 
i 

• t. 
1 
Glianges in Scores Due to Clarification 
1 
tnd Texture Flavor and : Body and 
• i • Aroma : Texture Total Score 
Tied: Clarified 
LS : 3 Sontiis 
• 
1 Moxitl^ « V 1X1VXJ. V/i-XO • 1 J^onth : 3 ISontiiS X monfh 
% 
:5 Son 
1 
i 88.5 - 0.5 ~ 0.5 - 0.5 - 0.5 M. 1.0 - 1.1 
93.5 -f 0.5 4- 1.0 -r 0.5 -r 0.5 -f 1.0 4- 1.1 
; 89.5 + £.0 •f 2.0 + 0.5 + 1.5 -t- 2.5 + 3.^ 
1 92.5 4- 0.5 -5- 1.0 + 1.0 + 1.0 4- 1.5, + 2. ( 
i 91.5 f 4- 0.5 + 0.5 + 0.5 + 1.0 + 1.0 + 1.5 
1 90.5 - 1.0 - 1.0 0 - 0.5 - 1.0 - 1-
! 89.5 4- 0.5 - 0.5 + 1.0 0 + 1.5 - O.J 
1 90.0 + 0.5 - 1.0 + 0.5 0 4 1.0 
1 
- l.« j 
90.5 + 1.0 0 + 1.0 + 1.5 + 2.0 + lA i 
SO .5 -0.5 - 1.0 - 0.5 - 0.5 
- 1.0 • •
 
H
 1 
\ 90.65 + 0.35 + 0.05 + 0.4 + 0.4 + 0.75 + 0.^ 
i 
I 
i 
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crease ^ as 0,50, Considering all the comparisons there 
isras an average increase i2i the scores for body and texture 
of 0,40, The results for the three months old cheese shot? 
that clarification caused an increase in the scores for 
body and texture in five comparisons^ a decrease in three^ 
and no change in tiS"c» 7iOien there ^as an improvement "srith 
clarj.fa.cation the average increase in the scores 'sras 1,10, 
and when it resulted in a lowering of the quality there 
tras an average decrease of 0,50, Considering all the coia-
parisons there ^ as an average increase in the scores of 
0,40. 
^e averages of the total scores show that clari-
iicauion resulted in an increase In the scores of the one 
mOii-tn old cheese of 0,75 and an increase in the scores of 
the three months old cheese of 0^45, 
^osuli*-s ob-u-ameci m tnis series of 
sons agree quite closely ^ ith those obtained in Series le 
The individual scores obtained for the cheese siade Trith 
and 'A'ithout clarification are not.very different, Sometiiaes 
there was a slight iisproversent in the quality of the 
cheese as a result of clarification, -srhile at other times 
there seesis to have been a decrease, The criticiszus offei** 
ed oy the Judges for the cheese made "srith and "sTithout 
Ciarificatrion were not very different® In siany cases it 
was very difficult for them to see any difference in 
the quality of the cheese in a given comparison. Sometimes 
the criticisms for both types of cheese were the same, 
while at other times they were more severe or less severe 
with clarification* There was only one instance "arhere 
clarification caused a difference "between the total scores 
^ of more than 2,00» The Judges' criticisms for this lot 
of cheese (UTo* 3) indicate that the unclarified milk cheese 
contained a little more acid and that it had developed 
a more pronounced fruity flavor and showed a "breaker body 
than did the clarified milk cheese. This may have been 
caused by several factorssuch as the presence of a little 
more moisture or more undesirable bacteria in the unclarified 
milk cheese than in the clarified milk cheese. 
In summarizing the results obtained in this parti­
cular study, it may be concluded that clarification caused 
increases and decreases in the scores of the cheese, and 
althou^ the average total scores sho"Er an improvement in 
the quality of the cheese, the differences are so small 
that they do not signify any marked effect. 
Series 5« Seventeen comparisons of cheese manu­
factured from unclarified and clarified milk were mad© 
during the period from March 18 to June 11, 1927, at the 
Io*vsra State College. The scoring of the cheese wa.s super­
71-
vised by Professors E, F, Goss and N. S. Golding. All 
tiie cheese were scored at the end of about one month 
after manufacture, while the cheese in 14 of the 17 ccaa-
parisons were also scored when about three months old» 
The scores and criticisms of the cheese are showa. in 
1?able 18. 
In the one month old cheese the scores for flavor 
and aroma of the clarified mills: cheese were hi^er than 
those of the unclarified milk cheese in seven comparisons^ 
lower in six, and imchanged in four^ When the scores were 
hi^er with clarification the average increase was 0»71, 
and when they were lower the average decrease was 1,08. 
Considering the scores in all the comparisons, there was 
an average decrease in the scores for flavor and aroma of 
0,09e In the three months old cheese the scores for flavor 
and aroma of the cheese made frcau clarified milk were 
hi^er than those of faae cheese made from unclarified milk 
in four comparisons, lo'srer in three, and unchanged in seven. 
Waen the scores were hi^er with clarification the aver­
age increase was 0»6S, and •s^en they were lower the aver­
age decrease was 0.50, Considering all the comparisons, 
there was an average increase in the scores for flavor and 
arcHaa of 0«07« 
The scores for body and texture show that in 
•72-
tlae one montli old c"heese there "sras an increase in the 
scores •erith clarification in nine comparisons, a decrease 
in five,, and no change in three. iShen the scores were 
higher with clarification the average increase was 0•8S;^ 
and when they were lower, the average decrease ws 1,70» 
Considering all the comparisons there was an average de­
crease in the scores for body and texture of 0»06. In 
the three months old cheese, clarification cattsed an in­
crease in the scores for body and testxirs in three cos*-
parisons, a decrease in four, and no change in seven. 
•sVhen the scores were higjier with clarification, the aver­
age increase was 0.50^ and when they were lo"!7er there 
was an average decrease of 0,62# Considering all the 
comparisons, there was an average decrease in the scores 
foT body and texture of 0«07. 
The averages cf the total scores shot? that 
clarification resulted in a decrease in the scores of the 
one ffionth old cheese of 0.15 and in no change in the 
scores of the three months old chee-se. 
The only prono'onced differences in the scores 
of imclarified silk cheese and the clarified ailk cheese 
were in- Nos. S19 and -322, The manufactnring reports shot? 
that there had been little acid development, especially 
in the clarified milk "batches, dtiring the process of 
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Flavor and Aroma 
Unclarifled Clarified Unclarified : Clarifi 
JTo. 1 Month 1 Month 3 Montiis ; 3 Mon 
Score 
• 
• 
; Comment Score : Comment Score 
k 
Cominent :Score 
• 
:Con 
318 40.5 Sour 40.0 Sour 39.0 Sharp 39.5 Sha 
319 41.0 39.0 Flat 40,0 39.5 
Sour 
320 41.0 39.0 fermented 40.0 40.0 
Acid Lac 
322 39.0 38.0 "bitter 39.5 39.0 fls 
Pennen ted Fermented 
323 37.0 "burnt 37.0 burnt 40.0 40.0 
512 41.0 40.5 40.5 40.0 
513 40.0 40.5 39.0 39.0 
1 
514 40.0 39^5 Inmature 38.5 39.0 
i 
! j 
516 40.0 40.0 o
 
o
 
40.0 
1 
i j 
521 39.0 Flat 40.0 40.0 40.0 
5 
i 
523 37.5 Fruity 38.0 Fruity 37.5 Fruity 37.5 
1 
Fnl 
! 
528 40.0 40.0 38.5 38.5 
SI. SI 
606 39.5 40.0 40.5 bitter 41.0 bi-
SI. off i 
607 39.0 flavor 40.0 i I 
608 37.0 Unclean 37.0 Unclean 
i i 
Sl| 
609 37.5 Fruity 38.5 Flat 37.0 Fruity 38.0 bij 
J 
611 38.5 39.0 
I 
Avg. 39.265 39.176 39.285 39.357 1 1 i ! 
Includes color and finish. + Increase in [ 
I 
j 
TABLE 18 
Scores and Criticisms of Cheese Made in Series 5 
; Body and Tesdjnre 
f. • 
i : Clarified TJnclarified : Clarified : Unclarified : 
i : 5 Months 1 Month : 1 Month : 5 Months : 
; : Score :Gorasient 
• 
• 
Score I Conment 
m • 
• • 
: Score r Coffiinent 
m • « 
• • • 
:Score: Comirient :i 
39.5 Sharp 
39.5 
40.0 
Lacking 
59.0 flaTor 
40.0 
40.0 
59.0 
59.0 
40.0 
40.0 
37.5 Fruity 
38.5 
SI. 
41.0 M'tter 
38.( 
SI. 
UX u uKsV 
28.0 
29.0 
28.0 
27,0 
26.0 
26.5 
28.0 
27.5 
27.5 
26.5 
26.0 
27.5 
27.0 
27.0 
27.0 
23.0 
27.0 
81. 
mealy 
SI. 
crumbly 
Weak 
SI. 
open 
31. 
open 
Pasty si. 
open 
Open 
weak 
SI. open 
weak -
Weak 
Open Swiss 
holes 
SI. 
Open 
28.0 
26.0 
27.0 
24.0 
27.0 
28.0 
2S.0 
27.0 
28.0 
27.5 
27.0 
28.0 
27.5 
28.0 
27.0 
27=0 
27.5 
SI. 
mealy 
Crtfflibly 
corky 
SI. 
corky 
Cmiinbly 
corky 
SI, 
cimmbly 
SI, 
Itanpy 
J.. 
open 
SI. open 
weak 
SI. 
open 
27.0 
28.0 
28.5 
27.5 
27.5 
28.0 
29.0 
29.0 
28.0 
28.5 
28.0 
29.0 
25.5 
SI. 
mealy 
31. 
siealj 
SI. 
mealy 
Weak 
Ooen 
Sticky 
Open Swiss | 
hole I 
Open Swiss holss \ 
corky 26.0 sticky | 
! 
5 
SI. open i 
39.357 27.264 27.206 27.821 
T-nr^rease in score. 
- Decrease in score. 

I in Series 3 
i 
rtwCJk O Total Scores'"* 
Inclarified Clarified For Flavor and Aroma, Body and Textn 
! 3 Months 3 Months 
Unclarified 
• 
* • 
« 
• 
•1' * « • : Clarified rUnclarified :Clar 
ire: Gonment Score :Comment 1 Month : 1 Month : 3 Months : 3 M 
1 Sx • 
— 
Si. 
jo mealy 27.0 mealy 93.5 93.0 91.0 91 
SI. 
|o 
f 
27.5 mealy 95*0 90.0 93.0 92 
Is. 28.0 94.0 91.0 93.5 93 
1 SI. SI. 
^5 mealy 26.5 crumbly 91.0 87.0 92.0 90 
SI. : 
5 mealy 28.0 88.0 89.0 92.5 93 
0 Wealc 28.0 Weak 92.5 93.5 93,5 93i 
; 
0 29.0 93.0 93.5 93.0 93 
0 29.0 92.5 91.5 92.5 9oi 
I 
0 Open 28.0 Open 92.5 93.0 93.0 1 93| 
5 29.0 90.5 92.5 93.5 94i 
1 
0 27.5 Pasty 88.5 90.0 90.5 9o| 
0 29.0 92.5 93.0 92.5 92j 
5 Sticky 26.0 Sticky 91.5 92.5 91.0 
i 
921 
I 
91.0 93.0 
89.0 89.0 \ 
Svdss holes Sr.'jss holes 
90.5 
\ 
I 
0 sticky 26.0 sticky 90.5 88.0 89| 
90.5 91.5 \ i 
i 
821 27.750 91.529 91.382 92.106 92| 
i 
\ 

I Total Scores'"* Changes in Scores Due tc 
f 
! and Aroina, Body and Texture Flavor and Body and 
karified 
|l MonttL 
• * 
« • Aroma Texture 
:Unclarified; 
: 3 Months : 
Clarified 
3 Months 1 Month : 3 ISonths 1 Month 
• 
* 
: 3 Mor 
t 
} 93.0 91.0 91.5 - 0.5 0.5 0.0 O.C 
1 90.0 93.0 92.0 - 2.0 - 0.5 - 3.0 - 0.£ 
i 91 vO 93.5 93.0 - 2.0 0.0 - 1.0 - 0.£ 
S7,0 92.0 90.5 - 1.0 - 0.5 
-
3.0 
-
1 89.0 92.5 93.0 0.0 0.0 + 1.0 + O . l  
5 93.5 93.5 93.0 - 0.5 - 0.5 + 1.5 O.C 
i 93.5 
1 
93,0 93.0 0 •. C.O 0.0 n f w • s 
^ 91.5 92.5 95.0 - 0.5 0.5 
-
0.5 o.d 
i  
95.0 93.0 93.0 0.0 0.0 + 0.5 
1 
O A  
• 1 
92.5 93.5 94.0 + 1;0 0.0 + 1.0 + o.i 
I  
90.0 90.5 90.0 + 0.5 0.0 + 1.0 
-
93.0 92.5 92.5 0.0 0.0 + 0.5 o.i 
92.5 • 91.0 92.0 + 0.5 -f* 0.5 + 0.5 + o.i 
; 
93.0 + 1.0 + 1.0 i 1 
89.0 0.0 0.0 i 
r^r \  c  88.0 89.0 •f 1.0 -r 1  n  1.0 
! 
o.i i 
91.5 + 0.5 + 0.5 
\ 
1 
i  
91.382 92.106 92.106 - 0.089 + 0.072 - 0.059 
- O'l 
1 

i 
t Changes in Scores Due to Clarif icat ion 
{ 
ipiavor and Body and : Total Score 
s Aroma Texture 
"i 
Month 
• 
: 3 STonths 1 Month 
» • • 
» • • 
: o Months: 1 Month: 5 Months 
i 0.5 + 0.5 0.0 0.0 - 0.5 + 0.5 
1 2.0 - 0.5 - 3,0 - 0,5 - 5.0 - 1.0 
J 2.0 0.0 -.1.0 - 0.5 - 3,0 - 0.5 
1 1-0 - 0,5 - 3.0 - 1.0 - 4.0 - 1.5 
0.0 0.0 + 1,0 + 0.5 + 1,0 + 0.5 
. 0.5 - 0.5 + 1.5 0.0 + 1,0 - 0.5 
; 0,5 0.0 0.0 0.0 + 0,5 0.0 
•• 0.5 + 0.5 0,5 0.0 - 1.0 + 0.5 
0.0 0.0 + 0.5 0.0 + 0,5 0.0 
1.0 0.0 + 1.0 + 0.5 + 2.0 + 0.5 
0,5 . 0.0 + 1.0 - 0.5 + 1.5 - 0,5 
0.0 0.0 + 0.5 0.0 + 0,5 0,0 
0.5 + 0.5 + 0.5 + 0,5 + 1,0 + 1.0 
1.0 + 1.0 + 2.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
1.0 + 1.0 - 1.0 0.0 0,0 + 1.0 
0.5 + 0.5 + 1.0 
0.089 + 0.072 - 0.059 - 0.071 - 0.147 0.000 
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manufactrure. This condition may have been a factop in 
the production of the crisably and corky condition^ 
Kie results obtained in this series show that 
clarification caused minor changes in the scores of the 
cheese, but the differences between the a^verage scores 
of all the cheese are too small to be of any significance• 
Sei*ies 4. Sixteen comparisons of cheese manii-
facttjred froia unclsrified and clarified milk "!?ere made dur­
ing the period Trom Jime 13 to July 5^ 1927» The cheese 
were made at the Iowa State College and the scoring "Pras 
supervised by Professors H, S. Cxolding and E, F, Goss, All 
the cheese were scored at the end of about one month after 
manufacture, iThile the cheese in 15 of the 16 comparisons 
were also scored lidien about three months old. The scores 
and critic!siats of the cheese are shown in Table 19^ 
In the one month old cheese the scores for flavor 
and aroma of the clarified milk cheese were hi^er than 
those of the unclsrifled iHllk cheese in six comparisons, 
lower in five, and unchanged in five* When the scores were 
higher with clarification the average increase was 0.75j. 
and when they were lower the average decrease was 1.10. 
Considering all the comparisons there was an average decrease 
in the scores for flavor and aroma of 0,06« In the three 
months old cheese the scores for flavor and aroma of the 
-75-
Plavor and Aroma 
: Unclarified Clarified 
• 
• 
: Unclarified clarified 
i So. : 1 Month 1 Month : 3 Months 3 Months rn 
snt r.in 
1 
:Score : CoEment Score : Coroment: S c ore 
* 
• 
: Coimnent Score 
• 
: Cons: 
4
i 613 38.5 38.5 39.0 Fruity 41.0 
i 614 38.5 38.5 41.0 41.5 
'4 
•'T SI. SI. SI. a 615 •20 r\ "bitter 38.5 39.0 bitter 40.0 bitt€ 
SI. SI. 
i 
s 
616 37.5 Unclean 37.5 Unclean 40.5 bitter 40.0 fruit 
i 
3 617 37.5 Unclean 37.5 Unclean 41.5 41.5 
i SI. SI. 
1 620 38.0 Unclean 37.5 Unclean 39.5 unclean 39.0 uncle r.» 
'i SI. Gassy 
Fermej 621 38.0 unclean 36.0 "bitter 38.0 Fermented 38.5 
1 Sour Unclean Uncld 
i 622 34.5 gassy 33.0 Putrid 37.5 bitter 36.0 bitte 
1 i 623 40.0 39.0 41.0 41.0 '1 
i SI. 
1 j 
u 624 37.0 Fmity 37.0 Fruity 39,5 fermented o
 
o
 
Clean 
:'? SI. j 
,:1 627 36.5 Pruity 38.0 37.5 Fruity 39.5 fruit 
Very "Very Fruity SI. 1 
628 33.5 unclean 34.0 unclean 35.5 unclean 37.5 fruit 
') SI. 1 
529 34.0 Putrid 35.0 Unclean 37.5 Unclean 38.0 bitte 
Fruity  ^' 1 
s 
630 34.5 unclean 35.0 "Unclean 39.0 Unclean 39.0 ferma I 
J 701 33.5 Putrid 34.0 Putrid 36.0 Fruity 36.5 Fruit 
SI. i 
705 37.0 bitter 36.5 Sour 
i 
Avg. 36.656 36.594 38.800 39.267 j 
W -J- WO. CLXX^JL a. 
i 
•i 
j 
i J 
TABLE 19 
Scores and Criticisms of Cheese Made in Series -
Body and Texture 
i Clarified Unclarified Clarified 
• 
• 
Unclarified : 
3 filonths 1 Month. t Month 5 Months : 
Score 
« 
• 
: CoiEinent Score : Comment Score ; Comment Score 
• •» 
• • 
rConunent 
41.0 27.5 Open 27.5 Open 26.0 Weak 
Swiss Swiss 
41.5 27.5 holes 27.5 holes 26.5 Open 
SI. Swiss Swiss Swiss 
40.0 bitter 27,0 holes 27.0 holes 27.0 holes 
. SI. Swiss Swiss ! 
40.0 fruity 27.5 holes 21,5 holes 26.5 Weak i 
Pasty Pasty Swiss i 
41.5 26.5 gassy 26.5 gassy 27.5 holes i 
SI. SI. corky Very Swiss • 1 
59.0 •andean 26.5 very open 27.0 open 28.0 holes 1 
Gas holes J 
38.5 Fermented 27.0 26.0 mealy 27.0 Pasty i 
! Unclean Corky Very corky 
36.0 bitter 24.0 very open 25.0 very open 24.5 Gassy j 
41.0 28.0 27.5 27.0 Weak * 
Svdss holes Pasty Many | 
40.0 Clean 27.0 rubbery 27.0 open 26.0 holes 1 
SI. Swiss holes I 
59.5 fruity 27.0 rubbery 27.5 Open 25.5 Weak j 
SI. 1 
57.5 fruity 25.5 Open 26.5 Open 25.5 Weak i 
SI. 
1 
58.0 bitter 26.5 Open 26.5 Open 25.5 Gassy | 
o X *  Very Corky J 
59.0 fermented 26.5 open 26.5 open 26.0 Gassy j 
Pasty Pasty Gassy 
56.5 Fruity 25.5 open 25.5 open 25.0 pasty I 
27.0 Pasty 27.0 Pasty ; 
59.267 26.719 26.625 
j 
26.253 1 
"ncrease in score. - = Decrease in score. 

Le in Series 4. 
:ture Total Scores'"" 
ilarified : Clarified., For Flavor and Aroica, Body and Textu 
I s  Months : 3, Months. • • 
iclarified 
• 
^ • • unclarified:Clarified :U: :Clar 
h rCoimrient :Score :Comment 1 Month : 1 Month : 3 Months : o  
j 
i o  Weak 
! 
28.0 91.0 91.0 90.0 9 
I 
1 
i  5 Open 27.0 QT n 91.0 92.5 9 
Swiss Swiss 
io holes 
1 
27.0 holes 90.0 90.5 91,0 9: 
•5 Weak 26.0 Weak 90.0 90.0 92.0 9 
Swiss Swiss 
.5 holes 27.5 holes 89.0 89.0 94.0 9 
Swiss Swiss 
0 holes 28.0 holes 89.5 89.5 92.5 9i 
,0 Pasty 27.0 Pasty 90.0 87.0 90.0 9j 
,5 Gassy 24.0 Gassy 83.5 81.0 87.0 d  
•0 ?/eak 27.0 Weak 93.0 91.5 93.0 d 
Kany Many 
89.0 89.0 90.5 
] 
d  0 holes 26.0 holes 
5 ?/eak 27.5 Weak 88.5 90.5 88.0 
') 
5 Weak 26.5 Open 85.0 85.5 86.0 
i 
8 
1  
5 Gassy 25.0 Open 85.5 - 86.5 88.0 
i  
8 
1  
0 Gassy 26.5 Gassy 86.0 86.5 90.0 d 
Gassy Gassy 
84.0 84.5 86.0 a  0 pasty 25.5 pasty 
89.0 88.5 
233 26.633 88.375 88.219 90.033 
1  
s  
i 
I 
i 
} 
I 
I 
! 
res* Changes in Scores Due to Clar; 
i 
iBody and Texture Flavor and Body and 
! * Aroma Texture 
aclarified 
! 3 Fionths 
:Clarified 
: 3 Montiia 
« 
« 
1 Montii : 3 Months 
« 
« 
1 Month : S Months 1 He 
c 
1 90,0 
t  
94.0 0,0 + 2.0 0.0 4 2.0 C 
• t  
1 92,5 
t  
93,5 0.0 + 0.5 0.0 4 0.5 C 
; 91.0 92,0 -f 0.5 + 1.0 0,0 0.0 4 C 
1 
1 92.0 91,0 0.0 - 0.5 0.0 - 0.5 c 
i 94.0 94.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 c 
; 92.5 
, 
92.0 - 0.5 - 0.5 4 0.5 0,0 c 
90,0 90,5 - 2.0 + 0.5 - 1.0 0,0 
87,0 85.0 - 1.5 - 1.5 - 1.0 « 0,5 t  — < 
93.0 93.0 - 1,0 0.0 - 0,5 0,0 _ ] 
90,5 91.0 0.0 -4- 0,5 0.0 0.0 c 
88.0 92.0 + 1,5 + 2.0 4 0.5 4 2.0 + ^ 
i  
86,0 89,0 A 0.5 4 2.0 0.0 4 1,0 
t  
4 C 
{ 
88.0 89,0 + 1.0 -f 0.5 0,0 4 0,5 4 ] 
90.0 90,5 + 0,5 0.0 . 0.0 4 0.5 
86,0 87.0 + 0,5 
- 0,5 
+ 0.5 0,0 
0.0 
4 0,5 J. •r 
; 
- \ 
90,033 90,900 - 0.062 4 0.467 - 0.094 4 0.400 
1 
- i: 

Ghp.riges in Scores Due to Clarification 
, Id Body and 
Texture 
Total Score : 
Is IuOTl^x!lS 1 Month. 
• 
* 5 ^0X1 ^ 1 
» 
• 
Sontli : 5 Souths : 
i 
I i + 2.0 0.0 + 2.0 0.0 + 4.0 
i 1 f + 0,5 0.0 -{- 0.5 0.0 + 1.0 
i 
i + 1.0 0.0 0.0 + 0.5 + 1.0 
i I, - 0-5 0.0 - 0.5 0.0 - 1.0 
t 
I 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
f f 
i - 0.5 -f 0.5 0.0 0.0 - 0.5 
f + 0.5 - 1.0 0.0 - 3.0 -5- 0.5 
t ( 
i' - 1.5 - 1.0 - 0.5 - 2.5 - 2.0 
i 0.0 - 0.5 0.0 - 1.5 0.0 
+ 0»5 0.0 0.0 0.0 J- 0.5 
i c + 2.0 + 0.5 + 2.0 + 2.0 4.0 
-r 2.0 0.0 + 1.0 4- 0.5 -f 3.0 
+ 0.5 0.0 + 0.5 + 1.0 + 1.0 
0.0 . 0.0 + 0.5 JU 0.5 + 0.5 
+ 0.5 0.0 
0.0 
+ 0.5 + 0.5 
0.5 
-i- 1.0 
+ 0.467 - 0.094 0.400 -0.156 + 0.867 

clarified milk clieese were Mgher titan those of the xm-
clarified milk cheese in nine comparisons, lower in three, 
and unchanged in three, Ihen the scores were hi^er 
(?/ith clarification,, the average increase "sras 1«06, and 
when they -tsrere lower, the average decrease \Tas 0.85, When 
all the Gossparisons are considered,, there "sras an average 
increase in the scores for flavor and aroma of 0,47, 
la the cr^e month old cheese, the scores for body 
and texture of the clarified isilk chsese ^ -ere higher than 
those of the iinclarified milk cheese in t^'o comparisons, 
loTiTar in three,, and imchanged in 11, Ihen the scores 
were hi^er T!?ith clarification the average increase vras 
G».50^ sad afhen they were loisrer the average decrease "siras 
0»S5. Considering all the comparisons there isras an aver­
age decrease in the scores for "body and texture of 0»09, 
In the three months old cheese the soores for body and 
testiir-e of the clarified milk cheese "crere hi^er than those 
of the linelarifled milk cheese in seven comparisons, lotrer 
in trg?o, and lanchanged in sxs, "^hen the scores vrere higher 
vTith clarification the average increase was 1.00,. and 
^hen they were lower, the average decrease vrs.s 0,5, Con­
sidering all the comparisons, there an average increase 
in the scores for body and te:zfrare of 0,40, 
The averages of the total scores show that clari­
•77® 
fication resulted in a decrease in tlie scores of the 
one month old cheese of 0»16, and an increase in the 
scores of the t3iree months old cheese of 0.87» 
The cheese in this series were made from milk 
v;hich caused gas holes in the ciird» Althou^ a vigorous 
starter "was usedy pinholes were nearly alsays noticeahle 
in the ciard during matting® The niis^Der and size of holes 
in the curd from the "unclarified milk were practically 
identical irith those in iSie curd from the clarified 2siI3c» 
The results show that clarification satLsed increases and 
decreases in the scoi^s slailar to those in the scores 
of the cheese in ffce previous three series, greatest 
variation in the scores for flavor and aroma and for body 
and texture "Bras 2.00^ limile in the total scores clarifica­
tion. caused an improveiaent of 4»00 in t^o coinparisons ^ 
and of 5,00 in one comparison* Clarification seems to 
have effected a sore noticeable iiararovement in the quality 
of the three months old cheese in this series than in 
the previous three series • All the milk used for the 
cheese in this series was studied on the "basis of the 
changes shora. "by the methylene blue test and was also 
examined by the plate method for the numbers of bacteria 
present# An attempt to correlate the scores of the cheese 
T/ith the numbers of bacteria present in the unclarified 
and clarified milk will be made in a later discussion# 
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The results of this series of comparisons show 
that clarification catised increases and decreases in the 
scores for flavor and arosia and "body and textore® Uc 
significantly large increases or decreases occtirred, but 
the greatest constant improvement seesis to have been In 
the three months old cheese# The average increase of 
all the scores of the three months old cheose is not 
large enough, however, 'to signify that any marked improve-
ssent toolt place» 
STXcsmary of the scores of cheese in series 1 to 4. 
The sinssary of the results obtained, in the 67 comparisons 
of cheese m&de from nnclarlfied and clarified milk, pre­
sented in T&ble 20f. sho'srs tnat clarification caused in­
creases and decreases in the total scores of the cheese, 
^hile in a ntniber of ccffiiparisons there -a^as no change# An 
increase occ-iirred sore frecnently than a decreases • 
In the one aiont^ old cheese clarification re­
sulted is an increase in the avera ge score for flavor 
and aroma of all the cheese of 0»-07, 'srhile in the three 
jfionths old cheese it resulted in an increase of 0«41« 
In the one month old cheese clarification caused 
no change in the average score for body and textnre of 
all the cheese while in the three months old cheese it 
resulted in an increase of 0.15. 
When the total scores of the chsess in all th© 
Flavor and Aroma 
Unclarified Clarified Unclarij 
1 Month 1 Montii 3 KontI 
Avg, Score Avg, Score Avg. S< 
Series 1 37.125 37.300 36.09{ 
n 2 37.950 38.300 37.90( 
« 3 39,265 39.176 39.28,' 
" 4 36.656 36.594 58.80( 
Total Scores, Series 1 742.5 746.0 794.0 
Kumber of Ccmparisons 20 SO 22 
Total Scores, Series 2 379.5 383.0 379.0 
IJxamber of ComparisoEts 10 10 10 
Total Scores, Series 3 667.5 666.0 550.0 
number of CoiBparisons 17 17 14 
Total Scores, Series 4 586.5 585.5 582.0 
Jfomber of Comparisons 16 16 15 
Avg, of all Comparisons 37.71 37.78 37.7S| 
= Increase in scod 
i  
= Decrease 
[ 
in scorl 

TABLE 20 
I Summary of Scores of Cheese Series 1 to 4 1 
1 
! j 
k Body and Textiire 
arified: Clarified Unclarified Clarified' Unclarified Clari 
..Dnths, : 3 Montlis 1 Month 1 Month 3 Months 3 Mo 
L Score: Avg. Score Avg» Score Avg. Score Avg* Score Avg. 
l090 36.818 29.50C 29.225 29.000 29. 
1900 37,950 26.900 27.300 27.300 27. 
;285 39.357 27.264 27.206 27.S21 27. 
L80D 39.267 26.719 26.625 26.233 26. 
L o  810.0 586.0 5S4.5 638.0 638. 
r  22 -20 20 22 22 
LO 379.5 269.0 273.0 273.0 277. 
1  10 10 10 10 10 
i.0 551.0 465.5 462,5 389.5 388. 
14 17 17 14 14 
1.0 589.0 427.5 426.0 393.5 399. 
15 16 16 15 15 
I 
00
 
38.19 27.72 27.72 27.77 
1  
27^ 
i  
core, 
core* 

{ I Average Total Scores 
i 
rifled 
{ 
lonttis 
I 
f • • • ' 
! Score 
Por Flavor and Aroma, Body and Texture, 
Color and Finish. P: 
1 ] 
^ Unclarified 
1 Montli 
Clarified 
1 Montii 
Unclarified 
3 Montiis 
Clarified 
3 Months 
^023 
r.7oo 
U750 
5.633 
I 
L5 1828.5 1830.5 1982.0 1998.5 
> 20 20 22 22 
NO 898.5 906.0 902.0 906.5 
) 10 10 10 10 
1.5 1555.0 1553.5 1289.5 1289.5 
17 17 14 14 
"i.5 1414.0 1411.5 1350.0 1363.5 
> 16 xo 15 15 
.92 90.43 90.50 90.55 90.11 +« 
91.425 
89.850 
91.529 
88.375 
91.525 
90.600 
91.382 
88.219 
90.09 
90.200 
92.106 
90.033 
90.84 
90.650 
92.106 
90.900 
+ i 
+ { 
- ( 
« { 

[. 
Changes in Average Scores due to Clarificati< 
ire. 
Flavor and Aroma Body and Texture Total SGO2 
[ 
1 Clarified 
i 3 Konths 
• 
• 
• 
1 Montii : 5 Months 1 Month : 3 Months 
* 
* 
m 
1 Month : 5 
90.84 
90.650 
92.105 
90.900 
+ 0.175 
•f 0.350 
- 0.089 
- 0.062 
-r 0.727 
•f 0.050 
4 0.072 
0.457 
- 0.076 
+ 0.400 
- 0.059 
- 0.094 
+ 0.023 
+ 0.400 
- 0.071 
-i- 0.4-30 
+ 0.100 
+ 0.750 
- 0.147 
- 0.156 
1998.5 i 
PP i 
906.5 i 
10 i 
1289.5 
14' 
1363.5 I 
15 I i 
90.11 + 0.07 + 0.41 0.00 -f 0.15 + 0.07 
i 

iverage Scores dtie to Clarification 
time in Total Scores : 
due to Clarification : 
f 
i Body and texture Total Score 1 Month 
• 
3 Months : 
I
n
­
c
r
e
a
s
e
 
03-  .  © 
m • 
» c  * C 
© ©:  O cc 
o -  o  
© •• fl) • © • 
m » oj . N> 
t  cJ  •  1  cS •  c*  
c © : e © : o 05: 
. p  su . JH:  r .  
O •  O •  TT 
/ r f • 
1 1 Month. : 3 Months 
• 
« 
• 
1 Month : 3 Months I
n
­
c
r
e
a
s
e
 
0.076 
0,400 
0.059 
0.094 
+ 0.023 
-f 0e400 
- 0.071 
+ 0.400 
-5- 0.100 
4- 0..750 
- 0.147 
- 0.156 
+ 0.75 
+ 0.45 
0.000 
+ 0.867 
11 
7 
10 
6 
8 
3 
5 
^s. 
1 14 
0 5 
2 6 
6 10 
S 
5 
5 
3 
S 
0 
3 
2 
1 0.00 + 0.15 + 0.07 + 0.5S 
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comparisons are considered clarification caused an increase 
I in the average score of the one month old chees© of 0,07 
I and in the three months old cheese of 0.S6. 
I Series 5. 
A. If the clarifier is to improve the 
I quality of milk hacteriolosicallyj, it smst resaove tmdesir-
I able "bacteria from the milk and deT>osit thera in the slime» 
J 
1 I In order to determine the effect of the addition of the 
I 
I slime obtained frois 40 gallozis of sailk tc 20 gallons of 
1 
clarified milk: on the quality of cheese obtained, in com-
i parison. with the quality of cheese obtained from unclarified 
j 
I milk of the same lot, sir: trials tyere made. The results 
i 
! obtained are sheens, in T'able 21, 
i In the one month old cheese the addition of the 
I slime caused an increase in the scores for flaTor and aroma 
I in one and a decrease in fire of the sir comparisons, Kss 
{ increase in the score -zrhen it was hi^er with the added 
j 
I slime "^as 0«50y and "srhen there -avas a decrease^ the average 
i reduction was 0.80; when all the comparisons are considered 
I there was an average reduction of 0.5S# In the three months 
i old cheese the addition of slime caused a decrease in the 
I scores for flavor and aroma in four-comparisons,, li^le in 
I two they were unchanged, The average decrease irhen the 
1 scores were loxvered was 1»25, and -iFhen all the comparisons 
i i I i 
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5 • 
i Flavor and Arc 
j 
1 
Added 1 Month. : 
No. Material : Clarified and 
Unclarified : Added Material : 1 
• 
Score r Comment :Score 
* 
: Conment :S< 
420 Slime 
o
 9 40.0 SI.sour 
Acid 
422 Slime 39.0 38.0 bitter 
Fermented Fermented 
425 Slime 37.0 burnt 37.5 burnt 
629 Slime 34.0 Putrid 33.0 Putrid 
Unclean Unclean 
630 Slime 34.5 fruity 34.0 fruity < 
701 Slime 33.5 Putrid 33.0 Putrid f 
Average of -
5 Co.tparisons 36.500 35.917 4 
522 Alkali former 34.5 Sour 34.5 Sour t i 
583 Alkali former 40.0 37.0 Unclean \ 
624 Alkali former 37.0 Fruity 36.5 Fruity 
Fruity 
627 Alkali former 36.5 - Piruity 36.0 unclean I 
Very Very \ 
628 Alkali former 33.5 unclean 33.0 unclean 
Average of i 
5 Comparisons 36.30 35.40 
• 1 
Includes color and finish 
-f = Increase in score 
— = i/ecrease in see 

TABLE 21 
Scores and Criticisms of Cheese in Serj 
ror and Aroma 
; 3 Months 1 Month 
l and ; Clarified and Clar 
;erial Unclarified : Added Material Unclarified : Adde 
>imnent Score 
« 
: Cofflment 
«k • 
• * 
:Score : Consent Score 
« • 
• » 
: Comment : Score 
isour 40.0 39.5 28,0 27.0 
id SI. 
:ter 39.5 58.0 fr-oiity 27.0 25.0 
j»mented CO • 
hit 40.0 38.0 Bitter 26.0 cruEbly 27.5 
:rid 57.5 unclean 37.5 Unclean 26.5 Open 26. Oi 
ilean 
58.(5 
SI. Very i 
iity 39.0 Unclean fennented 26.5 open 25.^ 
r Pasty : 
;ria 36,0 Fruity 36.0 Fruity 25.5 open 25.5; 
i 
58.667 57.835 26.583 26. oi i 
Corky 'I 3 
57.5 Unclean 57.0 Unclean 24.0 open o * 3 
ilean 41.0 40.0 28.0 26.i 
SI. Bitter Swiss holes I 
lity 59.5 fermented 57.5 fermented 27.0 ru"b"bery 27.0? 
lity Sl.- Swiss holes J 
27.oj J jlean 37.5 Fruity 58.5 "bitter 27.0 rubbery y 
J lean 35.5 Fru.ity 55.5 Fruity 26.5 Open 26.5f f i 
38; 20 37.70 26.50 26.2! 

}se in Series 5. 
Body and Texture 
• -—t 
jl Month. : 5 Months 
Clarified and : Clariified and 
Added. Material : Unci arified : Added. Material Unclarl 
bnt Score 
» • 
: Comment : Score 
• « 
• •-
: ConEient : Score 
• 
r Consnent 1 Mor 
' 1 27.0 SI. corky 28^5 27.5 Sl.roealy 94.0 
! 
- Crumbly 
i 25.0 corky 27.5 Si. sealy 27.0 SI, aealy 91.0 
} SI. 
iy 27.5 crumbly 27.5 Si, mealy 27.0 Healy 8S.0 
Open 
i 26.0 pasty 25.5 Gassy 25.0 Gassy 85.5 
I i SI. corky 
25.5 open 26.0 Gassy 26.0 Gassy 86.0 
i Pasty Gassy Gassy 
1 
25.5 open 25.0 pasty 25.0 pasty 84.0 
26.083 26.667 26.250 88.05 
• 
24.0 
Corky 
; 
open 24.6 Gassy 24,0 Gassy 83.5; 
26.5 Pasty 27.0 SI. weak 27.0 SI. weak 93 .ol 
( holes Ooen 
27.0 pasty 26.0 Swiss holes 26.0 Swiss holes 89.0! 
I holes Sifidss hdes Gassy 1 ! 
iTJ 27.0 rubbery 25.5 ?feak 25.5 liisipy 88-. S 
26.5 Open 25.5 Weak 26.5 Open 85 .O* 
26.20 25,70 25.80 
1 
87.8 
j 
; 
I 
i 
{ Total Scores *"* 
. i 
For Flavor and Arosia, Body and Texture 
tied and :Clarified and :Un- : Clarified and 
; Material Unclarifled :Added Material :clarified: Added S^aterial Pla-^ 
• 
i • 
f : Cormnent 1 Montli 
• 
: 1 Month 
« • 
m • 
: 3 Months: 5 Konths 1 
SI,mealy 9^ wO 92.0 95.5 92.0 • 1. 
SI. aealy 1 9U0 88.0 92.0 90.0 - 1, 
! Kealy 88.0 90.0 92.5 90.0 + 0. 
i Gassy 85.5 84,0 88.0 87.5 - 1 
1 Gassy 86.0 84.5 90.0 89.0 - 0 
; Gassy 
1 pasty 84,0 83.5 95.0 86.0 - 0: 
b 88»083 87.000 90.333 89.083 - o| 
Gassy 83.5 85.5 87,0 86.0 
j 
d 
Sl» "sreak 93,0 88.5 93.0 92.0 - ^  
t 
S^siss boles 89,0 88.5 90.5 S8.5 - d 
Gassy i 
iijffipy 88.5 88.0 88.0 89.0 - a 
i 
Open 85,0 84.5 86.0 87.0 - d 
J 
) 87.80 86.60 88.90 88.50 
( 
- c 
i 
i 
I i 
i 
I 
! . Differer.ces in Scores of Clarified M ilk 
(Texture 
Cheese as Compared with tTnclarified 
Milk Cheese 
iarifled azid 
Sded Igatsrial Flavor and Aroma :Body and Texture : Total Score 
1 3 Months 1 
• 
Mcfntb:5 Months 
* » 
« » 
:1 F:onth:3 Months:! Month 
• 
:3 Konths 
j 92.0 I.O - 0.5 • 1.0 - 1.0 ~ 2.0 . 1.5 
; so.o 
-
1»0 - 1,5 1 to
 
•
 O
 
- 0.5 - 3,0 - S.0 
90.0 0,5 - 2.0 + 1-5 - 0.5 + 2.0 - 2.5 
87.5 
-
1.0 0.0 - 0.5 - 0,5 - 1.5 - 0.5 
89.0 
- 0.5 - 1.0 - 1.0 0.0 - 1.5 1.0 
86.0 Mk 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 - 0.5 0.0 
89.083 
-
0.58 - 0.83 - 0.50 - 0.42 - 1.08 - 1.25 
86.0 0.0 - 0.5 0.0 « 0.5 w OttO 
- 1,0 
92.0 « ^»0 - 1.0 - 1.5 0.0 - 4.5 , 
- 1.0 
88.5 - 0.5 - 2.0 0.0 
o
 a 
O
 - 0,5 - 2.0 
S9.0 - 0.5 •f 1.0 0.0 - 0.0 - 0.5 4- 1.0 
87.0 - 0.5 0.0 0.0 + 1.0 - 0.5 4- 1.0 
88.50 - 0.9 - 0«5 - 0.3 + 0.1 • 1.2 -0.4 
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ape considered there tubs an average reduction, of 0.83. 
In the one month old cheese the addition of 
slime caused an increase in The score for body and 
texture in one comparison^ a decrease in four# ishile in 
one there -sras no change. In the coaparison "ssrhere there 
isras an increase, it ms 1.50 and when there was a decrease 
the average was 1»12, while when all the comparisons are 
considered, there was an average decrease of 0,50» In 
the three months old cheese the addit^ion of slime caxised 
a decrease in the scores for "body and texture in four 
comparisons, is?hlle in two there was no change, Eie average 
decrease when there was a reduction in the scores was 
0,62g vihile when all the comparisons are considered there 
"sras an avei^age decrease of 0.42.. 
The total scores show that the addition of slime 
caused in the one month old cheese an average decrease of 
1»08, and in the three months old cheese an average de­
crease of 1.25. 
She results show that the addition of slime to 
clarified mill: caused, in nearly all comparisons, a de­
crease in the scores for both flavor and aroaia,. and for 
body and texture in the one month old and three months 
old cheese when these are compared with the scores ob­
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tained from clieess jjiade from ^lnclarified milk of the 
same lot* 
B. The results obtaiaed in the study 
of the types of bacteria present in i^nolarified sdlk and 
in the clarifier slime obtained from it^ "??hioh are shcsn 
in Part 1, indicate that th© alkali forming bacteria 
are the ones 7/hich are neas^orable removed bj the clari­
fier in the sline^ 
A study -Eras made of the effect of the addition 
of one per cent of a pure Hi Ik culture of an a.li£ali 
former to fi^re batches of clarified milk on the quality 
of cheese obtained^ In comparison sd:th cheese obtained 
fro2i unelarified jnilk of the saae lot# The data obtained 
are presented in Table 21, 
In the one month old cheese the addition of the 
allcall f02?2rier caused a decreas-e in the . scores for flavor 
I and aroma in four comparisons -sshile in one there isras no 
j change® "Kien there txas a decrease the dverago reduction 
; •';Tas l«12y while "srhen all the comparisons are considered 
• there ^ss an airerage decrease of 0»90, In the three 
; months old cheese the added organisms caused an increase 
• in the score in one cotnparisonj. a decrease in three, while 
: in one there was no change# In the coEtparison isrhen there 
vsras an increase in the score this ws leOO, and ishen there 
84' 
i?/as a decrease, the average reducticn was 1.17, Consider­
ing all tiie ecaiparisons, there -syas an average reduction 
in the scores of 0,50« 
In the one month old cheese the added "oaotsria 
caused a decrease in the score for "bodj and textux-e ia one 
comparison, -jfhile in four there was no change. The de­
crease in the score in the one comparison "s'as 1»50,; 'srhiie 
Tmen all the comparisons are considered there iras an aver­
age decrease of 0,50, In the three months old cheese the 
allcali former caused an increase in the score for "body 
and texture in one cornparisaa, a decrease in one, while 
in three there iras no change.. The increase \Tas leOO;, and 
the decrease OrSO. Ihen all the conparisons are considered 
there '^as an average increase of 0,10. 
iThe total scores show that in the one month old 
cheese y the added organls33is caused an average decrease in 
all tlie scores of 1m20, and in the three iiionths old cheese 
an average decves-se of 0«40e 
In susi"7arising these results it would seem, that 
the addition of one per cent of a inillr culture of allcali 
forming bacteria to clarified aailk: caused, in general^ a 
saiall decrease in the scores of the cheese ishen these are 
cosipared •grith the . scores obtained for cheese made from 
unclarified milk of the same lot» 
-S5« 
B« Baeter-iological St-adies 
1. Influeace of clarification of milB: on 
the zicGs'bers and types of bacfcea^ia present in cheese» 
Five different lots of clieese rere esaciined for the 
nuia'bers and t^rpes of bacteria present and the findings 
compared ~'ith the results obtained from the scorings* 
In one comparison cheese were aade frcaa melari-
fied and clarified milk of the same lot, in another from 
"onclarified raHIr, clarified millip. and clarified 
containing no starter ^ while in three ^2nclarified rails, 
clarified milk, and clarified ailk containing added slist© 
i7evG used* Ta'ole 22 gives the nvzCoers of oacteria and 
the percentages of the varioas types ixpssent in the 
cheese i7hon it T^as about one month and also when about 
tiiree sontiis old* 
In the one month old cheese clarification 
caused an increase in the msaber of bacteria present in' 
one comparison and a decrease in fotir, while in the three 
month old ehetjse clarification caused an increase in the 
ni£sber of bacteria present in fota? comparisons and a de­
crease in one. 
In the one month old cheese the nuinber of bacteria 
per grasi in the cheese made fros unclarified milk ranged 
from 1,678^000 to 20,742,000, and in the cheese made from 
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TABLE 2S 
Influence of Clarification on the Hxzjsiljers anc 
1 }fo. One Month 
: Bacteria :Increase Over Unclari-:Increase 
: per Gram :fied in Percentage :to Clari 
i 318 
< 318 01. 
1,678,000 
4,326,500 157.8 - 0 
! 519 
1 319 
1319 
U, 
CI. 
CI. (No starter) 
3,492,600 
1,781,000 
36,658,000 
- 49.0 
949.6 
- 5 
1 320 
1 320 
l320 
U. 
CI. 
CI. and Slime 
17,319,000 
7,207,000 
16,380,000 
- 58.4 
- 5.4 
- 3 
i 322 
a 322 
i 322 
U. 
CI, 
CI. and Slime 
6,920,000 
5,701,000 
6,250,000 
- 17.7 
9.7 
. 4 
i 323 
i 323 
1 323 i 
U. 
CI. 
CI. and Slime 
20,742,000 
2,335,000 
2,742,000 
- 88.7 
- 86.8 
+ 1 
1 So. 
?i 
: Acid • • 
: Coagulators :Hon-coagulators; Inert 
••e i! ... : 1 Mo.: 3 Moa: 1 Slo. :3 Mos,: 1 Mo. : 3 1 
1318 
1318 
U."-
CI. 
18.0 60.0 
8.0 66»0 
70,0 40.0 
84.0 32.0 
10.0 
8.0 2! 
1319 
1319 
1319 
u. 
CI. 
CI. (Ho starter) 
10.0 70.0 
22.0 78.0 
12.0 58.0 
70.0 30.0 
72.0 22.0 
26.0 40.0 
20.0 
4.0 
2.0 
1 
i320 
1320 |320 
u. 
CI. 
CI. and Slime 
8.0 84iO 
6.0 90.0 
16.0 92.0 
84.0 16.0 
90.0 10.0 
62.0 8.0 
4.0 
4.0 
12.0 
1 1 J 
•1 
) 
'|322 
,322 
322 
u. 
CI. 
CI. and Slime 
14.0 56.0 
36.8 90.0 
16.0 68.0 
86.0 44.0 
59.2 8.0 
84.0 32.0 
1 
( 
1 j 
''325 
; 523 
'j 523 
TJ. 
CI. 
CI. and Slime 
82.0 90.0 
70.0 78.0 
42.0 82.0 
18,0 6.0 
28.0 22.0 
56.0 16.0 2.0 
4; 
1 
2; 
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"Dnclarified 
Clarified 
1 
i 
3LE 22. 
rs and Types of Bacteria Present in Cheese. 
j ; 
j r Kiree Months 
crease in Score Due 
i Clarification 
Bacteria 
per Gram 
tincrease Over Unclari-:Incre,?is.e in .Score 
:fied in Percentage :Due to Clarification 
! 
i - 0-5 
1 
1,100,000 
2,951,000 168.3 + 0.5 
1 - 5.0 j 
3,268,000 
6,720,000 
10,748,000 
105.6 - 1.0 
228.9 
[ 
1 - 3.0 
8,450,000 
10,840,000 
6,806,000 
28.3 - 0.5 
- 19.5 
1 - 4.0 
4,182,000 
20,770,000 
7,039,000 
396.6 « 1.5 
68.3 
1 -f- 1» 0 
) 
[ 
12,150,000 
8,366,000 
7,096,000 
- 31.1 + 0.5 
- 41.6 
1 
1 Percentage 
• 
• Peptonizers 
aert :Alkali Formers: Keutral : Acid : Alkali 
• : 3 Mos.: 1 Mo, :3 Mos»: 1 Mo. :5 Mos.: 1 Mo. :3 Mos. : 1 Mo.:3 Mos, 
1 2.0 i 
2.0 
2.0 
60.0 2.0 
- 4.0 
10.0 
4.0 2.0 
4.0 
2.0 
2.0 
jr^ 
1 
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clarified lailk cGntaining slime thej ranged from 2^74S,000 
to 16,580,00G« Th© one cheese made from clarified milk 
•??itliaut starter- contained 56,658,C00o 
In tli3 three isonSIis old claeese tlie niftabep of 
bacteria per gram of the cheese isade frora xinclarified lailk 
ranged fros 1,100,000 to 12,150,000^ in the cheese nade 
frosi clarified ssili: froa 2,951^000 to 20,770,000, and in 
the cheese nade fros clarified millc containing sHr&e frcaa 
6,806,000 to 7^095,000c These great differences in the 
miaibers of orgsnisms present in the cheese raade froa treated 
and 'oixtreated aillr may not he as significant as they •E?onld 
seenie» iEhe diffictiXt^ Hith v-'hich &acterial g'^'^'oiips and 
chains present in the cheese are oroSen up and distriouted 
G'oring the grinding of the saaiple may result in large errors. 
Ordinarily the nusher of hacteria present in cheese is 
quite In thi.s studj the nuis'oers present -were i^ela-
tivelj ssall^ probably 2iany of the organissis had died 
before the cheese T&'as esiaained* 'Hhe period of esasiinatioa 
•jTould siiggest this» 
In the one nonth old cheese the numbers of bacteria 
in the clarified milk cheese exceeded those present in the 
tinclarified siilk cheese fros -83,7 to 157.8 per cent. Adding 
slime to clarified rEilk caused increases from -^6.«8 to -5.4 
per cent* as conipared Vfith the bacteria present in the cheese 
from imclarified milk, ^ hile in the cheese made from milS: 
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[ 
containing no starter tkere "sras an increase of 949,6 
i per cent, 
I In the three months old cheese the numbers of 
t 
i bacteria in the clarified milk cheese exceeded those pre-
I sent in the nnclarified milk cheese from, -31.1 to 395,6 
( 
I per cent, adding slime to clarified milk catised increases 
from -41,6 to 68,3 per c©nt» a& compared with the bacteria 
i present in the cheese from nnclarified milk, tsSiile in the 
I cheese made from milk containing no starter there was an 
I increase of 228^9 per cent, 
1 I 
I In the one month old cheese clarification caiised 
I 
! 
an increase in the total score in one comparison and a 
decrease in foirr. In the comparison when there was an in­
crease in the ntai^ers of bacteria there was a'decrease in 
tdie score. In the comparison where there if as the greatest 
decrease in numbers of bacteria there was an increase in 
the score. An increase or decrease in the numbers of bac­
teria did not cause a similar increase or decrease in the 
total score. 
In the three months old cheese clarification 
caused an increase in the total scores in two comparisons 
and a decrease in three, in increase or decrease in the 
nuinbers of bacteria present did not regularly cause a 
corresponding increase or decrease in the scores of the 
cheese. 
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I The results of a study of the effeclJ of 
clarification of milk and the addition of sli-ue to clari-
j 
I fied aiilk on the types of 'oacteria present in the cheese 
i 
; show that in "botii the one month and three months old 
i cheese > with the exception of that made froa clarified t 
i 
I milk containing no starter, the acid forming groups con-
I 1 
J stituted the majority of the organisms present; •Kiese 
I 
I groups -vsrere always present in the cheese made from un-
I clarified millc, clarified milk, and clarified milk con-
I taining added slime; someti-nes there was an increase and 
i 
I sometimes a decrease in these groups as a result of treat-
i ing the milk. "The alkali formers and neutral peptonisers 
were entirely absent. In sme of the comparisons the 
one month old and "the three months old cheese contained 
small numbers of inert and acid peptonizers. ISae one 
monfe. old cheese made from clarified milk containing no 
starter contained a large percentage of acid peptonizers, 
while the three months old cheese shoired a flora which 
was similar to that of the cheese made from the unclari-
fied and clarified milk of the same lot. 
In summarizing these results,, it -Erould appear 
that clarification of milk and the addition of slime to 
clarified milk had no specific influence on the nuznbers 
and types of bacteria present in the cheese, and that an 
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incpease or decrease in the irambers of bacteria present 
in the cheese obtained from the treated milk as eon-
pared with the mmbers present in the cheese from the 
•antreated milk of the same lot did not result in a cor­
responding constant increase or decrease in Sie total 
scores of the cheese. 
2. Relation bet-green the ntanbers of bacteria 
present in nnclarified and clarified ml lie and the quality 
of cheese obtained^ In order to determine the relatim 
between the numbers of bacteria present in the ttnclarified 
and clarified milk used and the quality of the cheese 
aade, 2B comparisons trare made# The cheese T^ere aads dur­
ing the period Hay to Jiily 1927, inclusive, and the scores 
obtained are shcmi in tables 18 and 19, 
Table 23 shoTjrs the plate counts of the ailk 
used, the percentage change in numbers due to clarification, 
and the increase in the total scores of the cheese caused 
by clarification. She coimts of the imclarified milk: 
ranged from 20,900 to 15,010,000 per cc. Clarification 
caused an increase in the bacterial count in three trials 
and a decrease in 25. *I}he increases in the counts varied 
froia 5.0 to 25.S per cent and averaged 11.8 per cent, 
trhile the decreases varied from 5,3 to 53.1 per cent and 
averaged 26.1 per cent® Considering the 28 comparisons. 
TABLE 23 
Relation Petween the Numbers 
In Unolarified and Clarified 
of Cheese Obtained. 
: ! 
t « 
Number ; Unolarified t Clarified 
512 20,900 19,800 
513 530,000 485,000 
514 350,000 250,000 
516 710,000 530,000 
521 11,470,000 9,480,000 
523 11,400,000 9,160,000 
528 1,160,000 880,000 
606 200,000 210,000 
607 63,000 78,000 
608 1,080,000 590,000 
609 1,220,000 745,000 
611 1,810,000 " 1,360,000 
613 490,000 360,000 
614 260,000 190,000 
615 137,000 119,000 
616 .114,000 107,000 
617 3,290,000 2,650,000 
620 2,480,000 2,340,000 
621 15,010,000 7,620,000 
622 560,000 400,000 
623 8,180,000 5,340,000 
624 4,200,000 2,000,000 
627 1,490,000 820,000 
628 2,210,000 1,635,000 
629 1,960,000 2,090,000 
630 1,170,000 980,000 
701 875,000 410,000 
705 11,800,000 10,600,000 
of Bacteria Present 
Milk and tho Quality 
rinorease in "iPotal Score 
tdue to Clarification nta 
} : 
IncreaseiDeorease; 1 Month 3 Months 
5.3 1.0 - 0.5 
8.5 0.6 0.0 
28.6 - 1.0 0.5 
25.4 0.6 0.0 
17.4 2.0 0.5 
19.7 1.6 - 0.5 
24.1 0,5 0.0 
5.0 1.0 1.0 
23.8 2.0 
45.4 0.0 •• 
38.9 0.0 1.0 
24.3 1.0 
26.5 0.0 4.0 
26,9 0.0 1.0 
13.1 0.5 1.0 
6.1 0.0 - 1.0 
20.1 0.0 0.0 
5.6 0.0 - 0.5 
49.2 - 3.0 0.5 
28.6 - 2.5 - 2.0 
34.7 • 1.5 0.0 
52.4 0.0 0.5 
45.0 2.0 4.0 
26.0 0.5 3.0 
6.6 1.0 1.0 
16.2 0.5 0.5 
53.1 0.5 1.0 
10.2 •• 0. {5 •• 
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thepe was an average decrease of 22.0 per cent as a re­
sult of clarification. 'The results are comparable with 
those obtained is Part I, irhere clarification caused in­
creases and decreases in the counfcS:, a decrease "being 
caused more often ^ ^hen the namber of bacteria per cc« ex­
ceeded 100,000# 
With the snalleist increase in bacterial count, 
as a result of clarification^ there was an increase in 
the total score of the one month old cheese of 1»0- and an 
increase in the total score of the three months old cheese 
of 1.0. With the largest increase in the count, there 
Ts-as an increase in the total score of the one month old 
cheese of 2,0. The three months old. cheese in this coa-
parison was not scored. 
¥ith the smallest decrease in the bacterial 
eount-,- as a result of clarification.,, there "Eras an isjcrease 
in the total score of the one month old cheese of 1.0, 
and a decrease in the total score of the three months old 
cheese of 0,5, With the largest decrease in the count, 
there was an increase in the total score of the one month 
old cheese of 0»5 and an increase in the total score of 
the three months old cheese of 1»0. 
When all the cosiparisons are considered^ there 
Ti7as an average increase in the total score of the one 
-95' 
month old cheese of 0»25 and an increase in the total 
score of the three months old cheese of G.60, 
Goiig)arisons Kos* 613^ 627 and 628 show the 
largest increase in the total score of the cheese and 
clarification caased a decrease in ntasbers of bacteria 
in the milk used of 26,5, 45,0» and 26»0 per cent, re­
spectively* CoKiparisons Kos. 621 and 622 show the largest 
decreases in the total score of the cheese and in these 
clarification caitsed a decrease in the nimhers of bacteria 
in the milk nsed of 49,2 and 28.^ cent, respectively, 
These results show that increases or decreases 
in the ntusbers of haeteria jxpesent in the milk as a re-^ 
suit of clarification did not have definite effects on the 
score of the cheese. 
Ssr Influence of clarification on the results 
obtained "by the methylene "blue test and fee ferasgntatlon 
test« All the milk used for the cheese made during the 
period. May to July 19S7, inclusive,, "^ms studied from the 
standpoint of the influence of clarification on the results 
obtained by the Biethylene blue reduction test and the 
fermentation test, !Pable 2 4 shows the data o"btained in 
the 28 comparisons# 
The time required to decolorize the methylene 
bliss vrlth the uselarified silk vjir-led from 20 to 5S5 
minutes and with the clarified milk from 35 to 585 minutes. 
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In ten comparisons clarification caused no change in 
the reduction time, while in 18 it caused an increase. 
The increases varied fro2i five to 60 adnutes and averaged 
27 lainutes* Mien all the comparisons are considered there 
•Eras an average increase in the reduction time ot 17,5 
minutes. 
The time required to decolorize the laethjlene 
blue ^ ith the unclarified milk containing starter ranged 
from five to 60 minutes and vPith the clarified milk con­
taining starter froa. 15 to 120 isinutes* Clarification 
caused an increase in all of the eleven comparisons. 
This increase varied froa fi^'-e to 60 iainut.es and averaged 
16*8 minutes* 
The results from the fermentation test sho^ that 
the curds obtained from unclarified milk ^ -ere verj sitoilar 
to those ohtair^ed frcsi clarified isilke This •^^as also true 
•siiere the milk contained starter. 
With the clarified siilk containing added alkali 
forming "bacteria there "^ras little difference in the reduc­
tion time as compared "srith the time for the clarified 
milk of the same lot, •^hile ishen slime Tms added to clari­
fied milk there ras a sli^t decrease in the reduction 
time* The curds obtained in the fermentation test frcffli 
milk containing alkali formers and slime iras very similar 
to those obtained from the unclarified and clarified milk 
TABLE 84. 
Influence of Clarification on Milk as shown by the 
Methylene Blue Test and the Fermentation Test. 
No. 
Methylene Blue Tost 
!Increase 
:in Reduc-
Minutes to:tion Time 
Decolorize:Due to 
:Clarifi-
'jcation 
Minutes to 
Decolorize 
; 01 h ; (mi nut e a ): Starter J Starter :-4s-
liTT •^17+ 
;Increase ' 
I in ReduC": 
:tion Time: 
:Due to 
:01arifi~ ; 
'{Cation t 
J(minutes): 
Fermentation Test 
Un-
clarifled Clarified} 
U.+ 
Starter 
01.+ 
Starter 
512 385 305 0 
513 300 300 0 
514 285 315 30 
516 300 345 45 
521 90 90 0 
523 20 35 15 
528 220 240 20 
606 300 300 0 
607 360 360 0 
608 135 135 0 
609 195 240 45 
611 150 210 60 
613 210 240 30 
614 300 315 15 
615 330 330 0 
616 330 330 0 
617 135 150 15 
620 50 80 30 
621 45 60 15 
622 270 300 30 
623 75 105 30 
624 150 165 15 
627 180 210 30 
628 150 180 30 
_689 135 165 30 
6 
10 
60 
25 
30 
25 
55 
15 
15 
120 
35 
45 
30 
60 
10 
5 
60 
10 
15 
5 
5 
..IS 
Smooth curd Smooth curd 
H 
ft 
It 
II 
fi 
II 
S I ,  gassy Sl» gassy 
Smooth curd Smooth curd 
i to 
01 
i 
SI. gassy 
It ti 
Gassy 
SI, gassy (I It 
Gassy 
Smooth curd Srrootb curd Smooth curd 
ti It I t  ir II II 
Very gassy Very gassy SI. gassy 
SI. gassy SI, gassy " " 
II It 
1) It 
II II 
no o ci« 
It 
It 
It 
II 
SjDooth cxird 
It 
It 
II 
II 
II 
II 
Jknooth curd 
II It 
SI, gassy 
II II 
Smooth curd 
SI. gassy 
II It 
/3 n.o A 

617 135 150 ID - - • - - • - ' — 
620 50 80 30 5 15 10 Smooth curd Smooth curd Smooth curd 
621 45 60 15 10 15 5 It II (1 II II II 
622 270 300 30 60 120 60 Very gaaay Very gassy SI, gassy 
623 75 105 30 25 35 10 SI, gaaay SI, gassy tJ If 
624 150 165 15 30 45 15 II II II 11 II t» 
627 180 210 30 25 30 5 II 11 II II II II 
628 150 180 30 55 60 5 II II Smooth curd II tf 
629 135 165 30 30 45 15 Gassy Gassy Gassy 
630 90 95 5 20 25 5 SI, gassy SI, gassy tf 
701 270 270 0. 40 80 40 Gassy Tf (t SI, gassy 
705 180 180 0 60 75 15 Spongy Spongy Spongy 
SI, gassy 
K If 
'Smooth curd 
SI. gassy t( (( 
Gassy 
11 
Smooth ourd 
Spongy 
Average 17.5 16,8 
622 01. + Alk, Bact, No. 7 300 Gassy 
623 " + II II II 2 105 SI, gassy 
624 " -y II It 11 1 135 11 II 
627 " + II II II 28 180 II II 
628 " + II II II 29 180 Smooth curd 
629 " + Slime 120 Gassy 
630 " + II 75 SI, gassy 
701 " + II 150 It ti 
U = Unclarlfled 
01 = Clarified 

of the same lot* 
DISCUSSIOK OF RESUL1?S 
Part I 
Froai tli8 studj of the influence of clarifica­
tion on tlie romber ot ba&teria in milk it -would seem that 
the process caused variable increases and decreases in 
the ntiffilsers present as dsteriuined by the plate count* 
5xie increases must have been only apparent since there was 
no contamination from the eq^oipiaent "ased and are accomited 
for bj the breaMng tip of bacterial cl^imps and chains by 
the clarifler. 1!he greatest reduction of bacteria generally 
occorred vrith mill: containing store than 100,000 bacteria 
per cc» and the loTrest -srith lailk containing a smaller 
nxEitiDer. A reduced rate of InfloiiT always resiilted in a 
reduction in the nnmbers of bacteria present, the rednction 
being generally greatest in the ailk containing the 
larger miaibep of bacteria. 
Considering that the viscosity of milk is quite 
hi^ and that there is a tendency for the fat globule 
clusters to entangle bacterial cells and remove them in 
the creaa^ it T7ould be reasonable to expect considerable 
variation in the effect of clarification on the numbers of 
bacteria present, -he specific gravity of bacteria, be­
cause of tbeir higji moisfetcpe content, may "be nearly 
li^© tliat of millc and for tliis reason it woiald be difficult 
for tile clarifier to remoTO them in the slime during 
the short period of exposure of the Hiilk to the centri-
ftigal force* !?he^ data sesni to indie at© that with isil^ con*" 
taiaing a large nmber of "bacteria a greater percentage 
of these -arere removed in the slime than "sifcere the milk 
contained a small ntsmhsr of orgianissis; this siay possibly 
have heen dne to the presence of a larger proportion of 
hacterial clnmE^ and chains than in jjiilk containing fewer 
"bacteria. Likewise, "by increasing the length of tiiae the 
milk was e^^sed to the centrifugal force decreasing 
the rate of inflow a greater removal of "bacteria fvossL 
the milk took place than isrhere it was passing throti^ the 
clarifier at the normal rate. It should be noted, however^ 
that even 'when the rate of inflow was reduced to the least 
Hhich was practical, ishich -was one-tenth normal, on an 
a verage only a little over one-half of the total number 
of organisms present could be removed from the milk. Such 
a reduction would not have much significance from the 
staMpoint of numbers removed^ but it isrould have con­
siderable importance if the undesirable organisms were re­
moved. 
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Clapiflcation caused rariable and minor changes 
in the types of bacteria present in milk both when a 
normal and a reduced rate of inflow was iised. The clari­
fied lailk in general always contained the same groups of 
bacteria as the unclarified sdlk, altho'o^ the percentages 
iraried to some extent* The differences were so small, 
however, that they do not permit of any conclusions re­
garding a selective action by the clarifler on the types 
of organisms which were present in the milk, as has been 
suggested by some investigators* 
n!he summary of the changes shows 13iat in the 
stajor groups there "sas approximately as often an increase 
as a decrease* This was t;rue both Tsrith a normal and a 
reduced rate of inflow. If there had been a selectiTre 
action by the clarifier certain groups should have shora 
either regular increases or deci'eases. The magnitude 
of the airerage change in each group was so small as to be 
within the escperimental error as indicated Tsj the probable 
error of the mean and cannot, therefore,, be said tor ha'ce 
any significance* In only one trial was more than one-half 
of the organisms in a group changed by clarification, 
A stu<^ of the effect of filtration and separar-
tlon of milk on the nuaibers and types of bacteria present 
showed that these processes caused both Increases and de­
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creases in tlie naiabers of "bacteria similar to those csaiised 
Ibj the clarifier. "Sie chaiages were probably caused by 
idle breaMng up of bacterial clunks and chains by mechanical 
action and to the elimination of some "bacteria by the filter 
elotSi and separator botrl. Since only cosrparlsons "srers 
made of the effect of separation on the types of bactei^ia 
present in milk, the resnli:s obtained are nol: extensive 
enon^ to permit conclusions • 
She effect of clarification with normal and re­
duced rates of inflow on the bacteria in milk was deter­
mined by the plate method, the methylene blue test, and 
the fermentation test* Clarification "©ith normal and 
reduced rates of inflow resulted in all comparisons in de­
creases in the counts. IJMs agrees with the results ob­
tained in previous trials where the milk used contained 
a similar number of bacteria. With the methylene blue 
test clarification, both with a normal and a reduced rate 
of inflow, caused an increase in the 3?eductioB time, the 
increase being more pronounced Tsrith clarification under a 
reduced rate of inflow, 'She results obtained by the 
methylene blue test agreed, in general, •with those obtained 
by th© plate iaethod« The reduction time did not always 
seem to be in direct proportion to the number of bacteria 
present, as determined by the plate method. Some types 
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of organisms do not reduce methylene "blue as qiilclrly as 
do others* The time of reduction of aethyleij® "blue hy 
hacteria present in milk ti-ould naturally be increased by 
the removal of some of the oi^anisms clarification, 
but the rats of reduction say be changed aix account of 
the removal of a greater proportion of certain types of 
bacteria than of others# jE?he fermentation tests showed 
that clarificaticffii with a normal and a reduced rate of 
Inflow had little or no influence on the occurring fer­
mentations# The results obtained in the study of the 
effect of clarification on the types of bacteria present, 
indicate that clarification had only a minor effect on the 
flora so it would not be expected that the fei^ntation 
test should show much difference between the curds obtained 
from unclarlfied and clarified milk« 
A comparison of the bacteria in the slims and in 
the milk from which it was obtained showed that the slime 
contained a lower percentage of acid forming organisms and 
a larger percentage of alkali formers than did the milk. 
The probable error of the mean seems to indicate that the 
average change in the acid coagulating group has some slg-
nificance> Ts&ile the average change of the alkali formlaag 
grxpip has considerable significance. The alkali formers 
were regularly more numerous in the slime than in the milk. 
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III & few trials the slime contained^ on a percentage 
"basis, about 50 per cent laore alkali formers than the 
miXfe from which it -viras ohtained^ ^ rhile the average of all 
comparisons sho^srs that the SI HS contained 16,8 per cent 
more allcali formers th&n did the milker This sisggests 
that the clarifler Etight have a selective iiaflusnce on 
the alkali forming bacteria, probably because they •crere 
larger- or of a greater specific gravity than the other 
organisms presenta 
A study of the effect of varied esjposure of 
ra-S" milk to centrifugal force in centrifuge tubes on the 
organisms present was laade. The results obtained showed 
that even prolonged e:3!posure of "raw milk to the centri­
fugal force did not result in the complete eliasination of 
any of the types of bacteria present probably because some 
bacteria retained "by fat globule clusters and others 
were of such a small sise and low specific gravity as to 
"be held in the milk sertsa* A Baxismia of 50 per cent ot 
the bacteria present conld be removed in the sediment® 
In some trials the sediment contained a greater percentage 
of alkali fomers than did the raw milk, while in others 
the reverse "Eras noted. Apparently the bacteria in the Hiilk 
were not materially affected by the centrifiagalizatioB. 
process. 
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It was possi"ble, laovmvep, to cause a large 
eliminatioji ot alkali forming "bacteria and yeasts frcaa 
raw milk inoculated separately witli pure cultures of 
these organisias inrhen the samples "srere sulsjected to cen-' 
trifugal force in tubes a Since aicroscopic exajsiiiiation 
of these organisms showed them to be relatlTely large, 
as compared "with the siajority of the bacteria commonly 
found xn millc, they '^srould naturally be remved from ailk 
by the centrifugal force jaore easily than smaller cells 
of the same specific gravity^ Direct coaiparison of the 
effect of clarification of rair/ milk on the bacteria 
present irith the effect of centrifuging raw milk contain­
ing organisms added from agar slopes cannot be expected 
to have siuch si^ificance but this study seemed to indicate 
that the rair milk artificially inoculated with large cell 
organisms, a large percentage of these can be removed 
from it by subjecting it to centrifugal force • 
2!he results of the study of the specific gravity 
of alkali forming bacteria and of yeasts showed that the 
alkali formers -srere of slightly higher specific gravities 
than that of normal lailk when they were .gro"!J2i on agar,., 
TThile •Ji'hen bouillon ttsls- used their specific gravities 
were sli^_tly lo^er than that of normal milk. This should 
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explain I'viiy it •sras possible to remove a large nmaber of 
these "bacteria in the sediment obtained by centrifuging 
rat? milk inoculated with pisre agar slope c.ult'ares ot the 
organis2is» The fail-ore to remove a similar peroentage 
of them from naturally infected mi Ik by exposiire ceatri-
fngal force might be due to Idie bacteria being of a loiiTer 
specific gravity -srhen groroi in milk than when they were 
groim on agar. ©10 composition, size, and density of bac­
teria are known to vary according to the kind of medixira 
in Tshich they live. In four deterainations the specific 
gravity of yeasts, •srhen grorai on agar, was higher than 
If the specific gravity of the alkali forming 
bacteria gro'sn in isilk is the same as liFhen they are groxm 
OS agar it should be possible, under favorable conditions, 
to remove a considerable number of them by subjecting the 
milk to centrifugal force in a clarifiar. The ^ork ^ th 
the centrifugaiization of the naturally infected rar; milk 
shoisred that the alkali formers ^ ere not consistently 
eliminated, in the slime. This •ssotild indicate that the 
orgarxisms were of approximately the ssse specific gravity 
as the milk, since prolonged centrifuging did not remove 
thi^. 
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Part. II I 
I 
lEbe results obtained fTom. tlie scorings of tlie i 
) 
<^eese made froia tmclarified and clarified milk indicate 1 
i 
that clarification caused slight changes in the scores | 
of the cheese when it was about one month and ahoTit I 
I 
three months old» Ilie resialfes of the first fotir series | 
i 
are ver? siEd.lar» Sometimes there ts^ sls a slight irierease | 
! 
ia the scores, Bomeirmes thei?e was a sii^t decrease^ j 
I 
•®rhile in some comparisons clarification caused no change# | 
I 
ISie sismary of all the scorings shows that In the one 
montai old cheese clarification caused a Trery sli^t in--
crease in the average score for flavor and arom^, while | 
there isas no improvement in body and testure. In the j 
three months old cheese clarification caused a small in- 1 
I 
crease in the average score for flavor and aroma and a I 
slight izicrease in the average score for "body and texture* i 
j 
'The total scores show l^iat clarification caused a sli^t 1 
increase in the average score in the one month old cheese 
and a small increase in the score of the iSiree months i i 1 
I 
old cheese* -The increases are too small,- however, to be | 
of any great significance. If clarification had resulted ! 
in the removal of most of the objectionable organisms, 1 
the scores of the cheese from the clarified milk should ; 
shcs a greater difference from the scores of the unclarified 
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adlk than was obtained in this study, The lack of change 
in the types of bacteria present in the milk as a result 
of clarification haraonises with the results of the sccr~ 
ings. The changes caused by clarification in the various 
groups of organisms were of little or no significance and 
the ripening changes which occurred in the cheese with and 
without clarification t?er© very similar^ while the differ­
ences in the cheese scores caused by clarification were 
too sraall to allow of definite conclusions. 
The addition of sliise to clarified milk caused 
sisall, but fairly constant, decreases in the scores for 
flavor and aroma^ and for body and texture. The lowering 
in the quality of the cheese have been caused by the 
addition of alkali forming bacteria in the sliiae. The 
addition of pure cultures of these organisms to clarified 
milk caused decreases in tne scores somewhat coiaparable 
to the decreases caused by the addition of slise* It 
•s-ould s©esi froia these results that the alkali forming or­
ganisms Tsrere somewhat detrimental to the quality of cheese 
Tsrhsn added to Milk in large quantities# This group of 
bacteria apparently is only of minor importance in cheese 
ripening since otherwise the large numbers of the organisms 
added to milk should have had a pronounced influence on the 
changes which took place during ripenings 
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A study of the effect of clarification of millc 
and tlie addition of slime to clarified milk on the niambers 
and types of "bacteria present in the cheese obtained in--
dicated that there was no noticeal>le difference between 
the ntMbers and types of bacteria in the cheese made from 
unclarified milk and in the cheese made froa the treated 
milk. There seemed to be no correlation between the number 
of bacteria present in any of the cheese siKi the total 
scores obtained. Previous results reported in Part I have 
shoTO that the only organisms in the milk studied tshich 
were materially eliminated by clarification "ss-ere the alkali 
formers. If thess organisms are detrimental to the quality 
of CLheese it -would be e^cpected that when they were present 
in the milk used for cheese^ they would also be present 
in the cheese obtained• The cheese made from unclarified 
would be espected to contain a greater number of these 
bacteria than the clarified milk cheese^ while IT clari-
fier slime was added to the milk they should be present 
in still larger moabers, ^ith the cheese studied bacter-
iologically, even where slime had been added to the milk, 
this group of organisms was never isolated from the cheese. 
It would thus seem that, unless their action had been 
completed before the cheese was one month old, the alkali 
forming organisms play no part in the ripening of cheese. 
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In stnidying the relation between the ntESibers 
of bacteria present in mclarified and clarified miTTr 
and the scores of the cheese obtained, it was found that 
the increases and decreases in the counts resulting frcm. 
clarification did not cause corresponding increases or 
decreases in the scores of the cheese. The reason for 
this is difficult to explain. Other investigators haTe 
obtained similar resultsj^ and it izrould seem that further 
investigational work is needed before a satisfactory ex­
planation can be given. 
2he methylene blue test and the fermentation test 
were used for studyiz^ "fee effect of elarifieatios: oa the 
milk used for cheese during the period May to July 1927^ 
inclusive. Clarification as a rule caused a pronounced 
increase in the time required to reduce the aethylene blue. 
This increase in the reduction tisie was probably caused 
by the rssioval of bacteria by the clarifier. Unslarified 
milk containing starter reduced the dye more quickly than 
did clarified milk containing starter. The fermentation 
test did not indicate that clarification had caused any 
change in the flora of the milk. These results compared 
with those obtained in Part X. 
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SmiMAKT 
Part 1 
1, Forty-tb2»©e comparisons of the effect of 
clarifieation on the numbers of bacteria in milk showed 
that clarification caused an increase in the cotmts in 
20 trials and a decrease in 2S« !I3ie increases in the 
ccants varied from 3,1 to 145 per cent and aireraged 
54,5 per cent, ^ hile the decreases varied fr<xn 0,4 1;o 
59.1 per cent and averaged 24«9 per cent^ Considering 
43 comparisons clarlxicatioa caused an average increase 
of' 12,1 per cent,. With the milk studiedclarification 
more often caused a decrease in the count Is the milSc con­
taining over 100,000 bacteria per cc, than "when the number 
was smaller 
2, nineteen comparisons of the influence of 
clarification on the number of bacteria in lailk using a 
norsial and a reduced rate of inflow showed that -Elth a 
norsial rate of inflow clarification caused an Increase 
in the counts in six trials and a decrease in 13^ isrhile 
vrhen the rate of inflow •R'as reduced, clarification always 
caused a decrease» With the normal rate of inflow the 
increases varied from 5,9 to 64,8 per cent and averaged 
'Z, C "3 A ^ .90  ^  ^  ^  ^ M A M>a«S JSl A 
^ WXXJ--C-C? UIXO i i"w2il O V*:? 
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60*2 per cent and averaged 20.8 per cent* Considering 
tiie 19 cojsparisons there was an average decrease of 3.1 
per cent* ?iben the rate of inflc?? inras reduced there 
Ts-as a miniisam decrease of 25*9 per cent^ a maxiiaiffii of 
80a5 an average of 55*S per cent. 
5. Twenty-one ctsiEparisons of the influence 
of clarification on the types of bacteria present in 
siilk showed that clarification had an Irregular effect 
on the bacterial flora, Sossetiaes it cansed an increase 
and sometiiHes a dec3?eass in each of the groups of organ-^ 
issis present in the miHr. The increases in the acid 
coagTilators varied from. 0,S to 34.3 per cent and the de­
creases froiE G.2 to 23,? per cent, iTith an average in­
crease '^rhen all the comparisons are considered of S»4 
per cent, !Ehe acid non-coagulators sho-sred increases vary­
ing from 0.8 to 24.0 per cent, decreases froE 0,8 to 16.0 
per cent, and an average increase in all comparisons of 
3.9 per cent. The alkali formers "srere increased from 0,1 
to 16,0 per cent and decreased from 1,2 to 22,0 per cent, 
•arith an average decrease for all coraparisons of 1,8 per 
cent. The other groups sho'wed similar increases and de­
creases. 
4. Thirty-three comparisons of the types of 
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bacteria present in mclarified milk and in tlie slime 
obtained from it shov/ed tliat the only groups vrhich in­
dicated a fairly consistent change as a result of clari­
fication were the acid coagulators and the alkali fothers. 
The average changes were an 8.7 per cent decrease in the 
percentage of acid formers and a 16.8 per cent increase 
in the percentage of alkali formers in the sliiss as com­
pared -with the nilk, 
5, The results of a series of 18 comparisons 
on the effect of clarification islth a normal and a reduced 
rate of inflow on the types of bacteria in milk showed that 
Si^ ^cx^ •kV'Cl 
the types of bacteria present. The Tariations ^ re not 
consistent or large enough to permit of any cdnclusions 
other than that the clarifier had no Tfery pronounced select­
ive action on the types of bacteria present iii the milk 
under either method of clarification* 
6. In four trials^ filtration caused an increase 
in the bacterial counts of milk three times and a decrease 
once. 1!he increases varied from. 12.2 to 58.9 per cent 
•SFith an average of 23.4. ThB decrease in the single case 
was. 8.6 per cent. Considering the four co!32parisons, thei^e 
•J7as an average increase of 15.4: per cent in the counts. 
la fesro trials separation caus^ed an increase of 21«9 per 
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cent in one Instance and a decrease of 22,4 per^ cent 
In tlie otiier, ii7itii an average percentage decrease of 0.5» 
7» In nine comparisons clarification under a 
normal and under a reduced rate of inflo'i? caused an in­
crease in the time required to reduce methjlene blue, 
when UQclarified milk tyas used as the basis for compari­
son» The average increases in the reduction time -^hen 
all the cospsrisons are considered were 21 siinntes witli 
a normal rate of inflow" and 47 minutes •s?ith clarification 
under a reduced rate of inflow* 1?he results agreed, in 
general, with those obtained bj the plate method but the 
latter method ??ss aore refined in sho^sring the changes in 
the numbers of bacteria of milk resulting from clarifica­
tion. Observations of the fermentation test indicated 
that clarification "with both rates of inflow? had little 
effect on the fermentation occurring. 
Se 'Shen raiy milS: "sras subjected to eentr-ifugal 
force in centrifuge tubes for various -periods of time, 
it •57as found in four comparisons that five minutes centri-
fuging removed an average of 12 «6 per cent of the bacteria 
present "while 20 minutes eixposure to the centrifugal force 
removed an average of 16per cent in the sediment# The 
centrifuging of samples of izdllk of the same lot for five. 
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ten and 30 minutes, respectively^ in fotc? comparisons, 
and for fire and 20 minutes in fotir otlier comparisons 
caused only slight chsnges in the bacterial flora; when­
ever a certain type of organissi •ffas present in the siilJj 
it rsis also f ound in the sediaent^ Even an e^^posrsre of 
the railk to centrifugal force for SO ssiimtes. did not 
cause a complete elimination of any of the types of bac­
teria present is the By snb^ecijing raw mills: to oetEtri-
fugal force in tabes, it ^as possible to remove a large 
percentage of alkali forming organisjss -or yeasts which 
had been inocalated into it frcxn agar slopes. i I 
9v Sie specific gravity of Oka^ula cremoris^ 
•5?hen groTO on agar, '^yas fomid in foizr determinations to j 
vary from 1*037 to 1»102^ 'STith an average of 1*079,. Tar- j 
loUB cxiltures of alkali forming bacteria grown on agar l 
VTBTe foand in- 13 detensinations to have specific gravities i 
ranging from 1»029 to 1,123-and averaging 1»04S7, while I 
Tshen bouillon isras^ the medimt^ the specific .gravities in j 
! 
two deternlnations •^ere 1»025 and 1»032^. •®lth an aTrerage > 
of 1.0285, I 
10* A 232orphological, cultrtral and biochesaical ? 
study of 51 cultures of alkali forming bacteria shoVv'ed ^ 
that the differences ej^ibited were too small to permit I 
of a division into varieties of the species to •^fhxdh they ; 
belong, I 
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Part II 
1, The sttidy of the iiifluenoe of clarification 
on the quality of cheese ms.de from 67 different lots of 
milk sho7;ed that in the one month old cheese clarification 
resulted in an increas-e in the aiver-age score foi? flavW 
and aroma of all the cheese of 0,07, while in the three 
months old cheese it resulted in an increase of 0.41, 
In the one month old cheese clarification ca'assd no 
change in the average score for body and texfeire of ail 
the cheese.,, while in the three months old cheese it re­
sulted in an increase of 0«15. Iih:©n the total scores 
of the cheese in all the coarpjsrisons are considered^ 
clarification caused an increase in the a^rerage score of 
the one month old cheese of 0»07 and in the three months, 
old cheese of 0.5S. 
2. In sis comparisons the addition of clarifier 
s 1.1 me to clarified laillc caused> on an average^ a decrease 
in the quality of the cheese. In the one aonth old cheese 
it caused an airerage decrease in the total score of 1»08 
and in the three months old cheese an average decrease of 
1*25. 
In five comparisons the addition of a pure cultui^ 
of alirali forming l^acteria to clarified isil^ caused an 
average decrease in the total scores of the one month old 
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cheese of 1»20^ and in tlte tliree sontbs old ciisese an 
average decrease of 0.40. 
Z» Clarlflcafcion of milk and the s.dditiort of 
sliiae to clarified isilic did not have specific in­
fluence on the niMbers and types of bacteria present in 
the res'altant cheese. In increase or decrease in the 
ntsaber^s of bacteria in the cheese obtained from the treat­
ed ffiil^ as compared vfith the numbers present in the chees© 
frosi the tmtrsated sills: of the saiae lot did not res-alt 
in a corresponding increase or decrease in the total 
scores of the cheese# 
4, Glarifi cation caused increases and decreases 
^in the numbers of bacteria present in -mlTk but corresponds-
ing increases or decreases in the scores of the cheese 
did not regalarly folloTsr these. 
5* In a study of the influence of clarification 
on the Biilk used for cheese,-, as shown by the methylene 
blue test, it iias observed that in 28 comparisons clarifi­
cation., caused no change in the reduction tise in ten of 
these, while in 18 it caused an increase. The increases 
varied from five to 60 minutes and averaged 27 minutes, 
l^en the 28 comparisons are considered, there was Bja aver­
age increase in the reduction tine of 17.5 minutes• This 
increase in. the reduction time was also noticeable is.h.en 
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the milk contained starter. 
6. ®ie fermentatiGn test showed that the cards 
obtained from imclarifled milk were very similar to those 
obtained from clarified milk, 
7, ThB addition of clarifier slims to clari­
fied milk slightly decreased the time required to reduce 
methylene blue, while the addition of alkali forming 
bacteria to clarified lailk caused little change in th© 
reduction time as compared with the results obtained 
fTcm clarified milk of the same lot, 
8» The curds obtained in the fermentation test 
•®ith milk containing alkali forming bacteria and slime 
were very similar to those obtained from the tmclarified 
and clarified milk of the same lot® 
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